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PART I 

RECONSTRUCTION 

I 

PAX AUGUSTA: THE RESTORED REPUBLIC 

'MAY it be my privilege to establish the republic safe and 

sound on its foundations, gathering the fruit of my desire 

to be known as author of the ideal constitution, and taking with 

me to the grave the hope that the basis which I have laid will be 

permanent.'' In these words, which translate into the common J 

language of human hope the formal professions of the Manu

mentum Ancyranum, the emperor Au ustus is said to h ave ex

pressed the ambition of his life and rested his claim to a place 

in history. It was his wish to be remembered as a second 

founder, the man who had restored and consolidated the re

public, giving it a constitution adequ ate to its present and future 

needs. And so far were his ambitions fulfill ed that his su cessor , 

one after the other, swore to administer their office ex praescripto 

Augusti, as they also assumed his name. Thus, if the you nger 

Caesar fell short of greatness in the wider, he fully deserved it 

in the narrower sense. For he discovered what had eluded 

earlier sta te men, the formula by which the revolution was 

concluded and the empire launched upon the course it was to 

follow for at least two hundred years. 
It is not surprising that the principate should have proved to 

be something of an enigma. Its creation was the personal 

achievement of a man whose signet-ring bore an image of the 

Sphinx and whose whole career involved, by his own admission, 

the deliberate assumption of a role. Originally an intrusion into 

the machinery of government, it was destined to be transformed, 

first into the naked military and bureaucratic absolutism of the 

pseudo-Antonines and later into the theocratic dynasticism of 

Diocletian and Consta ntine. It is not unn atural, therefore, to 

see these elements in the original sys tem of Augustus. From 

this standpoint the 'destruction of citizenship as a meaningful 

concept' would coincide more or less definitely with the fall of 
1 Sue toni us, Aug. 28: 'ita mihi salvam ac sospitem rem publicam sistere in 

sua sede liceat a tque eius rei fructum percipere quem peto ut optimi sta tus auctor 

dicar et moriens ut feram mecum spem, mansura in vestigio suo fundamenta 

rei publicae quae iecero.' 
4614 B 
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~he republ.i~, and thenceforth 'all that was new and significant 
m the pohtrcal development of Rome' would be 'obscured by 
the process which reduced it to the form of those Oriental 
monarchies of which the world had already witnessed sufficient 
examples' . 1 

Such estimates are not confined to modern times. Already in 
the fi rs t century thought.ful . men were divided regarding the 
true cha~ac ter of the pnncipate, and discussion raged as to 
whether It should be accepted for what it professed to be or 
und~rsto.od as a skilfully camouflaged scheme of personal 
dorrunatro~.z Again, a t the beginning of the thi rd century 
when the trde had set toward militarism and bureaucracy and 
a fresh Roman revolution ':"as in the making, contemporary 
observers professed to . find m the prerogatives of Augustus a 
preced:n~ f~r those claimed by the Septimian house or, at least, 
they rrummrzed the substantial differences between them ;3 just 
as the a~tocrats of the lower empire identified themselves in 
name with the Rom~~ Caesa:s, although the real spiritual 
an~ec.edents o~ ~yzantrmsm lay m an indiscriminate mixture of 
Asiatic dyna~ticism and Hebraic divine right. 
. T o mamtam: however, that ' the aspects of Oriental absolut
Ism, though v.e1led, were all present in the rule of Augustus' is 
to ~o so~ethmg less than justice to his work. For this is to 
envisage rt, not so much in terms of its actual character and 
pu~pose, as of the nemesis which was to overtake it two cen
tunes la ter. Properly considered, the events which succeeded 
the fall of Commodus testify to the defeat, rather than to the 
ful~lme~t, of the Augustan hope, the failure of the idea to 
which, m the Pax Aueusta, the emperor had laboured to give 
final and permanent expression. Evidence of that failure is 
everywhere appare?t in the intellectual and moral phenomena 
of the ag~ . In their apostasy from Augustan principles, men 
groped blindly for a new and commanding formula of life. The 
Pantheon was. c.rowded to the point of suffocation by a host of 
e.xtraneous deities. Powerful court circles listened with atten
tion to the ravings of Asiatic theosophists. The vogue of astro
logy was such as to draw forth the condemnation of successive 

: R . M. Maciver, The M odern State, p . 110 • 

. ,The argu~e~ts on either side are careful ly marshalled by Tacitus (Ann . i. g and 
IO . multus hmc 1pso de Augusto sermo', &c.). 

3 e.g.h Dio Cassius, !iii. 17, where he describes the principate as 'a pure 
monarc y'. 
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ernperors, culminating in the fiery denunciation of Diocletian, 
' the whole damnable art of the mathematici is forbidden' ( tota 
damnabilis ars mathematica interdicta est). hort-lived war-lords, 
flung up sporadically on all frontiers, tried to evade their doom 
by drawing for support upon alien spiritual conceptions rooted 
in the life of the East. With oriental fanaticism, one prince, 
}!eliogabalus, ventured to depose Iuppiter Optimus Maximus in 
favour of the Emesan Baal (Sol Invictus Elagabal). Another, 
Alexander Severus, with truly clas ical indifference, included 
Christ among the gods to be worshipped in his private chapel. 
Still another, Aurelian, sought to attract to himself something 
of the prestige of the revived Persian monarchy by assuming 
the diadem of the I nvincible Sun. Diocletian and Maximian 
solernnly consecrated Mithra as chief tu telary deity of the empire, 
and represented themselves as his counterparts on earth. T he 
crisis of the third century was thus a crisis of despair; disintegra
tion resolved itself into chaos, and th e bankruptcy of the Augus
tan system was finally exposed when the empire went into 
receivership at the hands of Constantine. 

On the other hand, despi te the perils and uncertainties to 
which it gave rise, the crisis which issued in the principate may 
be regarded as, on the whole, a crisis of adj ustment, during 
which men never quite lost faith in the possibility of conserving 
the essential elements of the classical heri tage. This, indeed, 
was precisely the aim of Augustus ; his work marks a herculean 
effort to solve the problems of his age in terms consistent with 
the thought and aspiration of classical antiquity. From this 
standpoint, his problem was to associate the notion of power 
with that of service and thus, at one and the same time, to 
·ustify the ascendancy of Rome in the]v.tediterranean and that 
of the Caesars in Rome. T o see it in this light is not merely to 
credit the founder with a sincere desire to reconcile the new 
demands of empire with the ancient claims of civic freedom ; 
it is also to discover the possibilities of Classicism as a basis for 
the good life in what has been characteristically described as 
the happies t and most prosperous period in the history of the 
human race. 1 

Thus envisaged, the principate emerges as the ou tcome of 
more than a century of civil commotion, the origin of which 

1 Gibbon, Tl~ Decli~ and Fall of the Roman Empire, ed. Bury (18g6), ch. ii i, 
p. 78. 
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may be traced remotely to the wars of overseas conquest. o 
long as the activities of the Romans had been confined to Italy they had preserved the character of a peasant society, in which the impulses towards individual self-assertion, powerful though they were, were none the less held in leash by the collective 
egotism of the civic ideal. But, with the overthrow of Carthage and the kingdoms of the hellenized East, it presently became evident that the spirit which had served to create the empire contained no ingredient by which it might guard against its own 
excess. Intoxicated by the wine of victory, the Romans pro
ceeded to exploit their position as lords of the world, but with 
consequences hardly less disastrous to themselves than to their victims. For while the empire, hitherto a model of justice and 
beneficence, was thus converted into an instrument of intoler
able oppression, the constitution of Roman society was its~lf radical1y transformed. 1 In that transformation we may per
ceive the genesis of divisive forces which were destined to shatter 
the foundations of public concord and lay the republic in ruins. Those forces found their supreme embodiment in Julius Caesar. 

From this standpoint the career of Caesar presents itse -as 
the climax of that fierce struggle between Left and Right which constitutes the ultimate phase of republican history; he was, in the words of his biographer, the doom of the optimaies. z For this 
he was marked out, not less by temperament and inclination, than by an hereditary affiliation with the family of Marius. With other survivors of the Sullan terror, he had a a young man withdrawn from Rome during the dictatorship. But, from 
the moment of his return to the city in 78 B.c., he set himself to revive and direct the forces of democracy. Thus, while holding aloof from premature and ill-considered ventures like that of the consul Lepidus, he lost no chance of advertising himself as 
the hope of the populares. 3 He seized the occasion of his aunt's funeral to recall the public services of Marius. 4 He supported the movement which led in 70 B.C. to the restoration of tribuni
cian power.5 The descendants of those proscribed by Sulla had been for ever deprived of property and civil rights; Caesar boldly agitated for their restoration. In order to establish the illegality of the so-called ultimate decree or declaration of martial 

1 Sallust, Cat. 10. 6: 'civitas immutata; imperium ex iustissimo atque optimo crudele intolerandumque factum .' 
• Suet. Jul. 1. 3 3· • 6. s 5· 
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(dementia) in the face of savage atrocities perpetrated by the 
senatorials and their barbarian allies. At the same time, he 
shook himself free from the more disreputable of his own fol
lowers; passing the famous bankruptcy law by which he sought 
to mediate between the claims of debtor and creditor in a 
fashion altogether new and refreshing in R oman history. 

The victory of Caesar in the civil war made possible the 
fulfilment of his programme as a statesman. It is an exaggera
tion to describe that programme1 as one of regeneration for his 
deeply decayed country. What ~ccomplished was rather 
a task of social and olitical reconstru i , and this was i!!:... 
~d by ideas, all of which fell within the ambit_Q,f Graeco-

oman tliinking, which hardly contem lated, even in a meta-
phorical sense, the noti~of rebirth. Thus, with regard to 
domestic problems, Caesar executed the testament of the great 
reformers from Gracchan times; just as, in the conquest of 
Gaul, he had fulfilled the dream of Marius and the new demo
cratic imperialism. And, therein, he revealed himself as one of 
the greatest exponents of scientific statecraft in the history of 
antiquity. This was shown by measures which ranged all the 
way from a reform of the calendar to the reor anization ~aly 

on municipal lines and the extension of municipal rig ts o the 
Western provinces, especially Spain.2 

There existed, however, insuperable barriers to the possibility 
of reform which were, as Caesar himself realized, the inevitable 
consequence of an imposed peace. It is unnecessary to dwell 
upon the circumstances which ultimate} drove him towards 
complete military autocracy in the form of a perpetual dictator
ship. These were not less the untrustworthy character of his 
own supporters than the behaviour of the conquered aristocracy, 
which oscillated from stubborn intransigency to disgusting 
subservience. Caesar laboured assiduously to dispel the impres
sion that the basis of his regime was force and fear. Yet, despite 
all efforts to conciliate his opponents, he failed to obtain the 
co-operation needful to support his 'new concord' . Moreover, 
his own liberalism had inescapable limits : the cynics recalled 
the profession of loyalty to popular principles with which he 
had embarked upon the war, when he brushed aside the inter
ference of the tribune Metellus in 49 B.C. and, still more, when 

1 With Mommsen, Hiswry of Rome ( 1894), vol. v, ch. xi, p. 308. 
• Hardy, Roi1Uln Laws and Charters (Lex Julia Municipalis). 
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he unceremoniously deposed Flavius and 
later. Finally Caesar was acut 1 . Marullus five years 
which he was 'placed by hi e y c_onscwus of the difficulty in 

h 
. s assumption ofp 1 t e admmistration 'How ca I r. '1 b ersona control over ' . n Lai to e d' l'k d' h when men like C' . IS 1 e , e observed · Icero must await . ' mterview?' my convemence for an 

uch were the fruits of a conflic t th . . 
presently to excite a storm fb' ' e ISsues of which were 
Cato at Utica had served oas Ittehr. controversy. Lh.e suicide-of 

bl 
~.:- ' not mg else co ld h d enno e tue cause fio h' h u ave one to 

d 
· r w IC he had · h d ' unng Caesar's lifetime 

0 
. . pens e ; and, already 

discover a focus in the m'ert!ositlO~ to th_e. dictatorship was to 
type.z In an effort to ne t Yl. of hlhs traditwnal rival and anti-

c u ra 1Ze t e fore f h. 
aesar for once a ban do d h. e o t IS opposition 

sued Cato in the grave :~th IS phrofessional clemency, and pur~ 
h

.b. ave emence su h h h ex I Itcd towards him h'J h . c as e ad never w I e e lived. B t h .. ne~ertheless continued to stiffen h u ' as t e opposition 
resign all hope of conci.li.at· ' e was finally compelled to 
h d 

. 10n or compro · I e etermmed upon the fi 1 . ffilse. t was then that 
structure of which had b na subv~rswn of republicanism the 
· een crumblmg w'th . ' smce the outbreak of th . il I progressive rapidity 

e ov war 'Th bl' ' merely a name without r . e repu IC ' he said 'is 
· · ' wrm or substanc 'z A d ' 

sJgnahze his contempt for re br . ~- . n ' as though to 
Caninius consul for the 1 ptud lean mstitutlons, he appointed 

b 
. as a y of the y 'H 

o serves Cicero 'a most · -1 . ear 45· e was' 
f ffi 

' VJgi ant mag1strat £i d · ' 
o o ce he never slept ' Th e, or unng his term 
to be 'excessive' honou~s. b enki,_ too: he accepted what were felt 

d 1
. ' rea ng all laws h d · · an sea mg the heights f 01 . ' uman an divine' 

d 
0 ympus m a m hi ' sente a complete depart fi . anner w ch repre-. ure even rom h 1. swns, when he had merel sou . IS own ear Ier preten-

ancient Roman kings lt . ghht ~or himself a place beside the 

th ki 
· m1g t mdeed be d h . ose ngs were the 1 ·.: urge t at smce egiumate heads f fr ' 

natural protectors of the o a ee people and the commons the · · . 
properly be cited as a precedent forth ~gzum zmpenum could 
by Caesar. But no such ar urn at w c? was to be claimed 
man who evidently a . dg ent w~s possible on behalf of a 

t d
. · - s Ire to associat · If · 

ra Itwnal to the line of Alexander mse With glories 
thought of Alexandrianism m b . . What Caesar at one time 
comments on the situatio a~ ~Judgedfromhisownscathing 

I Tl r, n w c he found to prevail in the 
1e ormal antithesis between th . . 

growth of the Catonian myth c· e two IS established in Sal]. Cat 54 Forth 'd see zc. Ad Attic. xii. 4 . 2 and ·, · . e rapz 21 · 4· Suet. Jul. 77· 
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capital when he first invaded Egypt. 1 Yet the evidence leaves 
no doubt that in his last months he definitely embraced the 
scheme of Alexandrian monarch , thus renouncing the visions 
and ideals of the classical commonwealth and plunging into the 
most degraded form of contemporary political obscurantism in 
the vain endeavour to find a basis for his regime. It was, indeed, 
beyond the capacity of Caesar, master of Realpolitik as he was, 
to discover the formula of tran ition between the old world 
and the new. And this he himself appears to have confessed 
when he remarked that 'by satisfying the claims of honour and 
glory' he had 'lived long enough'. 

2 

In this significant pronouncement, we may perhaps see aesar 
as he saw himself and as he appeared to the eyes of his contem
poraries. Modern historical scholarship has discerned in him 
at once the greatest political architect and the greatest political 
destroyer of antiquity. 3 To antiquity itself he was both or 
neither; he was par excellence the gambler with fortune, and the 
stake for which he played was nothing less than mastery of 
the world. It was, on the other hand, equally evident that the 
destinies of the world were largely bound up with thos of aesar. 
Thus a contemporary publicist, in the second of two letters 
addressed to the dictator, hails him as the sole bulwark against 
perils which threaten the whole future of European civilization . 
'Should this empire perish', he declares, 'either from disease or 
by fate, who can doubt that the result will be world-wide devas
tation, blood hed, and strife ?' 4 Such was the prevai ling mood 
during Caesar's lifetime; and to it even Cicero appears to ha e 
subscribed at the moment when he wrote the Pro Marcello. 
'Who', asks the orator, apostrophizing the dictator, 'who is so 
blind as not to realize that his personal safety is involved with 
yours; that on the life of Caesar depend the liv s of his fellow 
countrymen. It falls to you alone to restore all that warfare has 
overthrown and destroyed, to re-establish the administration of 
justice, to recall confidence, to repress licence, to promote the 
growth of population, in short to bind together by strong l~isla
tion all that you see scattered and dispersed. The task of the day 
is to heal the wounds of conflict and no one but you can do it.'

5 

1 Bell . Ciu. iii ad fin., esp. 11 o. 2 Cic. Pro Marc . B. 25. 
3 Mommsen, op. cit ., vol. v, chs. x and xi ; Ferrero, The Greatness and Decline of 

Rome ( zgog), val. ii, ch. xvi, pp. 344-8. 
4 The pseudo- allust, Ep. ii ad acs. De ordinanda republica, widely accepted as a 

genuine work of the historian, composed in Africa during the summer of 46. > 22-3. 
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But for those like Suetonius and Plutarch, to whom the end 
was a matter of record, the picture is somewhat differently 
coloured; both observe, especiall>: in Caesar's closing years, 
evidences of adrogantia or v{3pts which, by exciting divine dis
pleasure, portends ultimate catastrophe. To Suetonius, as a 
sceptic, the death of Caesar could mean nothing but extinction. 
Nevertheless, he fails to escape from the impression created in 
the public mind by that world-shaking event. Accordingly, he 
notes, coincident with the death of the dictator, the appearance 
of a new comet in the heavens, the sidus lulii which, in Chal
daean lore, marked his reception into heaven. 'Thus', he 
concludes, 'Caesar was translated to the number of the gods, 
not merely by the lips of those who so decreed, but also by 
popular conviction. ' 1 To the meteoric career of Caesar 
Plutarch finds an appropriate analogue in that of Alexander; 
and for him it il~u s trates at once the glory and the nemesis of 
power. 'That empire and ascend ancy', he says, 'which Caesar, 
had pursued with so much hazard throughout his career, he did 
at last with much difficulty attain, only to reap from it nothing 
bu~ an empty na~e ~nd invidious glory. But the great genius 
whtch attended h1m m life remained after his death to avenge 
his murder, pursuing through every sea and land all those who 
were c~ncerned therein, and permitting none to escape, but 
overtaking all who were in any way either privy to the deed or 
by their counsels in any way accessory to it. '2 

In the light of these ancient concepts, Caesar emerges as a 
figu~e at _once fascina~ing and dangerous. For the spirit thus 
deptcted 1s one of subhme egotism; in which the libido dominandi 
asserts itself to the exclusion of all possible alternatives and 
crushes every obstacle in its path. We have spoken of Caesar 
as a divisive force. That, indeed, he was: as Cato had put it, 
'he was the only one of the revolutionaries to undertake cold
sob:r, th: subversion of the republic'; finding support for his 
destgns With equal readiness among the rabble of the forum in 
unciv~l~zed Gaul or in effete and decadent Egypt, and e~en 
expl01tmg to his purpose the fierce religious nationalism of the 
Jews. A force like this, however, does more than divide, it 
destroys. Hostile to all claims of independence except its own, 

1 

Suet. Jul. 88. Cf. Pliny, N.H. ij. 25. 94, who adds that for this reason a !tar wu 
placed on the head of the statue presently to be erec ted in the Forum . The date of 
this <;onsecration was t8 Aug., 29 B.c. • Plut. Caes. 69. 
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. · wholly incompatible with that effective equality which is 
~t tsl. d in the classical idea of the commonwealth. To admit 
tmp te · h h I' h eply ·t within the community is thus to nouns t e wn, w ose r 1 

he hares in the assembly of beasts was to ask: Where are your 
to! t ? The problem had long since appeared as one of the caws. . 

1
.. 

1 
· 1 

t baffling which confronted classtcal po 1t1ca sClence. 
mos . R 
With Caesar, it fin ally emerged m orne. . 

Thus envisaged, the career of the ~i~tator presente~ ttself 
rather as a warning than a model; and tf 1t ~e ~rue that hts . _1 
solution was to 'sell out' in favour of Hel~~1st1c a~cracy, ,1t ts 
;;t surprising that he was in the end repudiated by many: even 
of his own former adherents. Loathed by t_he older republ~cans, 

h as Cicero for having had the tementy to parade himself 
sue god his ~arne was associated, even in the minds of later 
as a ' · I p ho 'had Caesarians, with that of his gre~t n va. ompey, as one w . . 
hardened his heart to internecme stnfe and tur~ed agamst Its 
own vitals th e might of the Fatherla_nd' . 2 Accordmgly,_ the d~ed 
of the 'liberators' , puerile though 1t may h~ve been m ~eslgn 
and execution, was not wholly in vain. Desptte the revu~swn of 

opular feeling occasioned by Caesar's funeral, desp~te ~he 
;pontaneous apotheosis of the dea~ lea~er, . the assassma~on 
served toyostpone the immediate onentahzat10n ofth: emwre. 
A d by demonstrating however perversely, the tenactty of the 
n~ti~e ClVlC tradition, 'it helped to determine the settlement 
which was ultimately to be effected by _Au~ustus. 

In his last few months the dictator IS sa1d to ~ave remarked 
that nothing but his life stood between_ the emptre and chaos. 
And certainly the existence of Rome, with all that she mean~ to 
the world, never hung by a more tenuous thread than dunng 
the years of turmoil which succeeded the fatal Ides of_ March. 
The question might thus be asked: If Ca~sar, for all hts talent 
and insight, had proved incapable of solvmg the Roma~yrob
lem, who could now be expected to do so? The c~I~Is was 
accentuated by the hopeless incapacity of the R egiCides to 
control the situation created by their own act, and the~ soon 
discovered to their dismay the impossibility of appea!mg at 
once to the head and to the belly. Their failure was p~esently 
exposed by_Marc Antony, whose sub~~q~ent caree~ was, m fact, 
to constitute t e most emphatic cnttcism of thet~ dee~ .. T~e 
latter as sole surviving consul, brazenly abused hts posttlon m 

' 8 • Verg. Aeneid, vi. 832- 3. 1 Arist. Pol. ili. 12 4•. 
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order to erect for himself a domination of the Caesarian type. 
or can there be much doubt that his schemes would have 

succeeded had it not been for the intervention of the young 
Octavian who, for the purpose of making good his claims as 
Caesar's heir, associat d himself wit the senate in its con test 
with Caesar' ape. Mutual suspicion and fear were soon to 
destroy this alliance, the incongruity of which became evident 
when, after Antony's reverse in Cisalpine Gaul, the senatorials 
endeavoured to break the sword of their self-appointed cham
pion, as a preliminary to reversing the revolutionary measures 
of Caesar and re-establishing the domination of the oligarchy 
whi h for more than a century had lacerated the R oman world. 

The result was a speedy recrudescence of Caesarism through
out the West. _Octavian, betrayin his betrayers, extended the 
olive branch to Antony, and on his part the li.umbled Antony 
revealed a willi ngness to effect a rapprochement with his hi therto 
despised opponent. One after another, provincial governors 
pro !aimed the adhesion of their troops to the revived Caesarian 
cause, thus stripping the senate of all power of resistance, and it 
proved impossible for Cicero to enlist support for what was 
generally felt to be an empty and barren ideal. Finally, the 
conference of Bononia delivered the republic into the clutches 
of the three-headed monster (the triumvirate of Antony, Lepi
dus, and Octavian) which was destined to vindicate th e name 
and fame of the dictator, to crush th e remaining forces of the 
senate, and to end by destroying itself. Thus the events which 
succeeded the Ides of March demonstra ted the truth of Cicero's 
lament that to kill the mon arch was not to kill the monarchy. 

This was but to confirm the verdict of Thapsus and Utica. 
Stoic idealism was, indeed, in later times to herald Cato as last 
of all the Romans. And eneca, developing the Cicero~ 
thesis, ab utroque dominatio quaesita, was to declare: on the one 
side Porn e on the other Caesar; between them Ca to and the 
rep\ililic. It may well be admitted that the morafle;dership 
of the so-called constitutional party belonged rather to Cato 
than to Pompey; for when, after his reverse at Pharsalus, the 
R oman Agamemnon, rather than face the a cusing eyes of his 
parti ans, slunk away to perish miserably on the sands of Egypt, 
Cato rallied the senatorial forces in a last desperate effort to 
ward off the menace of despotism. And , while it has been urged 
that a true leader has no business a t the head of a forlorn hope, 
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hould nevertheless remember that causes are sometimes we s r . 
more effectively advocated by the dead than by .the lVl~g. 
Certainly, in the spasmodic outbreaks o~ ~erronsn:- wh1~h 

ed the regime of the Caesars, the VlCtlms of Impenal marr . . 
d Potl. sm were to find in the mart rdo!!!_ of Utica a J?recwus 

es -- - d. h. example of inflexible pride and endurance; a~ , m t. IS sense 
-;rt least, the spirit of ato was to find a place m the hfe of the 
future. Yet it remains true ~hat Cato .was strangely aloof from 
the realities of his age. As Cicero. utI~: he s oke as though he 
lived in Platona olis rather than n this cess ool .of R~. 

Native 0 stinacy, reinforced by the dogmas of St01~ exc~llen~e, 
might thus teach Cato how to die, bu: i.t could pr~v1de h1.m :-"Ith 
no real remedy for the social and pohtlcal malad1~s. of his, tlme. 
The true issue, indeed, was not as between hberty and 
'monarchy', but rather the form which monarchy should 

assume. · lf 
Such was the problem as it had already presente? Itse to 

Cicero when he wrote the De Re Publica five ears nor to . 
outbreak of ci~ar. As such, it emer~ed .once ~ore .amidst 
the strife offactions which was renewed w1th mcre~smg VIolence 
after Caesar's murder. The issue was for some time conf~sed 
by the pretensions of rival leaders. Of the professed champwns 
of republicanism, not even Brutus appears to have been wh~lly 
sincere . while, on the other hand, each of 0e representative 
expone~ts of the Caesarian tr~dition cl~ime~ m ~ sense to stand 
for a restoration of the republic. The s1tuation, m some degree 
clarified as a result of Philippi, was further defined by the course 
of events within the period of the triumvirat~, which left Antony 
and Octavian confronting each other and 1mposed upon co~
temporary opinion the necessity of judging between the1r 
respective claims. 

There is nothing in the career of Antony to suggest t.hat he 
possessed the faintest comprehension of or sym?athy w1th the 
fading ideals of Roman republicanism .. The e.v1dence, such as 
it is, points to the fact that he was a typ1cal .c~Ild ?f the rev?lu
tion, consumed with a lust for power enderruc m :us ge.neratlon, 
but devoid of the qualities of mind and heart "':hich mi~ht have 
made him in any real sense the spiritual heir of Ju~us, and 
capable only of burlesquing his ideas. ~ consul, h~ displa_red 
himself as the typical demagogue, seekmg to base his domma
tion upon the proletariat and the army. He endeavoured to 
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by thus capitalizing the Latin political idea, Augustus had 
demonstrated its continuing vitality. Accordingly, by the very 
conditions of his victory, he was bound if possible to satisfy the 
expectations of those whose co-operation had made it possible. 
In other words, he was committed to a restoration of the Roman 
peace on fundamentally Roman lines. To this task he devoted 
the rest of his long and brilliant career. 

Within the limitations thereby imposed upon him, there can 
be no doubt that the efforts of Augustus were successful. Thus 
Velleius, writing a generation after the inauguration of the new 
regime, but before the spell had been broken, records the im
pression made on the popular mind by the Pax Augusta in terms 
which fully admit the claims made by the emperor for himself:' 

'There is nothing that man can desire from the gods, nothing that 
the gods can grant to man, nothing that wish can conceive or good 
fortune bring to pass, which Augustus, on his return to the city, did 
not bestow upon the commonwealth, the Roman people and the 
world. The civil wars ended ... foreign wars suppressed, peace 
re-established, the frenzy of conflict everywhere lulled to rest, validity 
was restored to the law, authority to the courts, prestige to the senate; 
the power of the magistrates was reduced to its former limits, except 
that two were added to the eight existing praetors. The traditional 
form of the republic was revived. Agriculture returned to the fields, 
respect to religion, to mankind security of possession, old laws were 
carefully amended, new legislation enacted for the general good: 
the senatorial panel was rigorously, if not drastically, revised. Dis
tinguished men who had held office and won triumphs were at the 
solicitation of the emperor induced to adorn the city with their 
presence ... the dictatorship, which the people persisted in offering 
him, he as persistently refused.' 

One may smile at the exuberance of this rhapsody on the part 
of a courtier, an officer of Tiberius Caesar who, like Tiberius 
himself, regarded the Augustan settlement as the last word in 
political wisdom. Velleius, indeed, writes like the retired colonel 
that he was. His observations must nevertheless be accepted 
as an authentic expression of the spirit ofhis time. They record 
the widespread sense of relief occasioned by the cessation ' of 
prolonged civil strife, and by the realization of security and 
well-being under the protection of a strong government. They 
are a reflection, in terms of the average limited intelligence, of 

1 Velleius, u. 8g. 
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sentiments which pervaded the literature and thought of the 

Augustan age. b' · 
These sentiments, so far from implyi.ng any su ~ectwn to 

alien ideals, register the apparent achievement of purposes 
· h rent in the traditional idea of the commonwealth. They 
10 

e · r.act the almost universal belief in the final accom-express, m I< , h' h h 
lishment of that new deal (nova concordia) tow~rds w IC. t e 

P · t'ons of all but a few senatorial reactionanes had pmnted 
aspira 1 . h d · 1 A t 
ever since Gracchan times. Accordmgly, t ey ~sc ose ugus .us 

h It' mate heir and executor of the revolutwn whose gams 
as t e u 1 . . . If d t ha st 
h was now to consolidate. But this, m 1tse , oes no ex u 
t~e meaning of the Augustan settlement .. For, in order to effect 
his purpose, Augustus alined hi:nself with what was strongest 
in the conservative tradition which the elder Caesar had never 

d tood Moreover he made heavy drafts on the Graeco-
un ers . ' f d R . h 
Roman social heritage which was common to Le t an Ig t 
alike. In this sense, the Pax Augusta ~merges. as. a final and 
definitive expression of the spirit of claSSlcal. an~1qmty .. 

The character and aims of Roman ~a?1cahsm, wh1ch gave 
rise to the tumultuous revolutionary act1v1ty of the first century 
B.C., may perhaps be illustrated by reference to the w~rks. of 
Sallust, the Jugurtha, the Catiline, and the fr~gmentary Htstones, 

h 'th the two Letters to Caesar wh1ch, whether or not toget er w1 . . T · d 
apocryphal, certainly embody stock 1deas of the .t1me. o JU ge 
from these works, the long period of senator~al a cendancy, 
dating from the wars of overseas conquest, const1t~ted a usurpa
tion which, notwithstanding the profit and glory 1t had.brou?~t 
to Rome entailed the evils of monopoly. The genume CIVIC 

ideal, on' the other hand, was enshrined in the forms of .the 
J)rimitive commonwealth, a society of p.easants and. soldie!:'_s 
from whose ranks were recruited the physical force (ms ) neces
sary to protect the state, as well as the authority (auctorztas) an? 
wisdom (consilium) by which it was ~irected and controlled . Tim 
society by overcoming its economic problems (debt and land) 
through the conquest and federation of Italy, seemed to the 
author to have realized the fullest potentialities of the R oman 

order. · 1 · 1 
A d. 1 w1'th Sallust the Roman order IS u tJmate y ccor mg y, ' . . . · d 

referred to a material principle. In this pnnCiple he discov~re. 
the secret both of its strength and of its weakne~s. For while 1t 
served to provide the impulse to overseas expanswn, the process 

4614 c 
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O~£ansion sapped the foundations upon which it was thought 
~o rest. In other words, t. e acquisition of empire served to 
mtroduc~ an era of unrestncted competition, transforming the 
co~mu~ity ~f embattled farmers into a vast cosmopolitan 
soClety m which a bloc of landed magnates and fi · f: nanClef:S con-
routed a submerged mass of proletarians, subj ects and slaves 

Th';ls, by the ~onques t of the world, the Romans h~d re ared 
a Virtual ServJt~de .for all but the few in whose hand; l!r the 
means of explOltatwn, the control of economic and political 
power. 

To what exten: th.e balance had been upset was revealed to 
the new proletanat m the burning rhetoric of Gracchus . 'Yo 
boast that you are Lords of the World b t d . ~ )<. fc t f1 d h' h ' u you o not posses a oo o an w iC you can call your own'. In the unforgettable 
phrase already. quoted , ~st records his sense of the evils 
produce~ by this predatory imperialism at the same time as h sug~ests its ~eeper implications. To him it not merely involve~ 
a cnme agamst the subject peoples. but by und er . . h . l b . f . . . ' ' mmmg t e matena aSlS o CiViC life, .it overthrows the rights and liberties 

L
of t~e commons. In so domg, it subverts the entire basis of the 

atJ.n commonwealth. 
In this context the revolution was conceived as a conservati 

moveme.nt, a protest against the prostitution of a common go~~ 
(res pub~lca) to the interests of a narrow and selfish 1 t Hence its characteristic features. such e g as thep u oc.racy. tt d ' ' · ., . per 1stent a empts rna e .by reformers to break down senatorial control 
over t~e exe~utive and the judiciary as well a to restore the 
ma.tena~ bas~s of freedom through a programme of land-
assignatiOns m Italy and abroad and to h bl 'f d ' urn e, 1 not to 

estroy, the power of the speculator and money-lender It 
no doubt, as part of this. scheme that_!:he dole was in~rod:~d 
and de~elop~d to the pomt where it became a scandal even to 
rev?lutJ.onanes. It could, however, be defended as a palliati wh1~h was at least le s demoralizing than the bread-lines alrea~e, fashwn~ble among gre~t. nobles. as a means of exhibiting thei~ 
generosity and of acqumng political influence (gratia). 
. In su.ch phenomena may be seen the blind but not wholl 
meffective revol.t of the masses against tendencies which, as his 
~~en suggested~ mvolved the extinction of their civic personality. 

ese tendencies are clearly revealed in the speeches which 
1 P· 4, n. 1 above. 
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Sallust puts into the ~?uth of a Lep~dus or a. Ca:iline. They 

l 
·n the utter inability of acadeffilC re ublicamsm, such as exp ai B . h h . . that professed by a ~ato or a rutus, to c~p~ w1t t e si:uabon. 

There was nothing m t~e ~rmoury of their Ideas. by which they 
ld appeal with convictiOn to men whose bell1es were empty co~ whose spirits were soured by the glittering spectacle of 

an: tocratic wealth and arrogance. They explain also the suspi-ans 'dh d f. · n with which the masses receive t e a vances o iCero, Cl~ose liberalism hardly served to conceal his association with ~nancial and political privile~~ an~ who, after th~ part he h~d 
layed in suppressing the Catilinanans, was, by his own admis-
~on, the most unpopular individual in R~me. . . For as they implied a social rot of which Cicero, for all h1s gener~us ideas, was only diml~ conscio~s, ~o also they require? 
more drastic treatment than 1t was w1thin the power of this 
self-styled saviour of society to provide. In other words, they 
called for a Caesar, as the only possible answer to an insistent 
demand for the subjection of power by power. But the spirit of 
Cicero was nevertheless seen in the terms and conditions by which 
that power was to be manifested in the Augustan principate. 

The ascendancy of Augustus was signalized by the dramatic 
transfer of the republic from his own control to the authority of 
senate and people, and by the subsequent arrangements where
by, as prince, he accepted a delegated authority and a deter
minate commission. This undoubtedly involved an element of 
farce the object of which was to conciliate the prejudices of an arist~cracy to whom its rights and liberties were little less than 
a fetish. For, in thus paying his respects to the shades of Cato 
and Brutus, Augustus had no intention of putting back the 
hands of the clock, and this must have been evident to all but 
the purblind worshippers of an impossible past. evertheless, 
it is easy to underestimate the import of these arrangements, 
since to recognize the authority of the prince as derived was to 
assimilate it to the ancient imperium legitimum, thus stamping it 
as fundamentally magisterial in character. Such authority, 
coined so to speak in the mint of Roman law, differed toto caelo 
from. the crude sovereignties which were the characteristic 
expression of Oriental mysticism. 

1 

It is, therefore, significant of the role played by Augustus that 
he should have submitted to the necessity of formal election and 

1 See below, Chs. III and IV. 
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that, as occasion demanded, he should have asked for the con

cession of special powers analogous to his own for those who 

were to be associated with him in the administration, choosing 

this means, in particular, of_des~nating his successor and of 

introducing him to public life, while, at the same time, he gave 

him a practical initiation in his duties. It is significant, also, 

that the imperial prerogative should have developed as an 

accumulation of extraordinary rights and duties in the main 

detached from public office; so that the form and appearance 

of the republic were preserved and, in some respects, the powers 

of magistrates and senate substantially increased. For this 

meant that, behind the fa ade of traditional republicanism, the 

scattered elements of executive authority were drawn together. 

On the one hand the prince was clothed with rights of initiative, 

control, and revision, su 1cient to ensure to him the effective 

direction of public policy. On the other, he himself assumed 

responsibility for the conduct of certain departments, the most 

important of which was that of foreign affairs and imperial 

.Jkfence, involving ommand of the fighting forces by land and 

sea, as well as the administration of unsettled frontier provinces. 

The powers and duties thus assigned to the emperor were broad 

and comprehensive. They were, moreover, rapidly enlarged as 

functions traditionally attached to republican magistracies were 

transferred one after another to the new executive, and execu-

.Ji:::e action invaded fields which, under the former system, had 

been consecrated to senatorial or popular control.' Finally, by 

virtue of specific provisions, the substance of which is indicated 

X in the maxiJE rince s le ibus solutus, the emperor was freed from 

constitutional limitations which might have paralysed his free

dom of action; while his personal protection was assured 

through the grant of tribunician inviolability (sacrosanctitas) as 

well as by the sanctions of the Lex Maiestatis. The prerogative was 

thus built up by a series of concessions, made by the competent 

authority of senate and people, no single one of which was in 

theory unrepublican. Examined en bloc, they reveal the principate 

as a wide and elastic commission, the terms of which were to be 

embodied under Vespasian in the so-called Lex Regia, the instru

ment by which successive princes were invested with the imperium.' 
1 Tacitus, Ann. i. 2: 'munia scnatus, magistratuum, legum in se trahere'; xi. 5 

'cuncta legum et magis tratuum munia in se trahens'. 

z Bruns, Fontes !uris Romani Antiqui, ed. 7 ( 1909) , p. 202, no. 56: S.C. de imperi 

Vespasiani. 
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Thus envisaged, the principate represented, of course, a 

d'cal departure from the ideals of the free republic. The 

~:se
1

nce of republicanism, as a political device, lay in the attempt 

stablish a system of checks and balances, based on the annual 
to e · · 1 d d · d li h d collegiate pnnc1p e an es1gne to neutra ze t e powers 

a~ the military imperium, thus securing to the subject a measure 

~ffreedom. This system, long since moribund, now became for 

ractical purposes obsolete. Through his sole command of the 

f gions and of the praetorian guard, the emperor possessed an 

~ective reserve of power, contingent only upon his ability to 

~hold the wolf by the ears'. Resistance was rebellion, and the 

only justification ?f rebellio~ was suc~ess. Pol~ tical . opposit~on 
was, if possible, still more futile. By VIrtue of his mazus zmperzum 

and his tribunicia potestas, the emperor possessed the representa

tive character of the magistracy and the anti-magistracy alike, 

wielding paramount authority over magistrates, senate, and 

people. All possibility of independent political action dis

~eared as the organs of republican expression slowly withered 

beneath the shadow of the imperial power. Thus the principate 

emerged as a de facto sovereignty, the implications of which were 

perhaps fully_ realized only after t~e death _of the founder. F~r 

the crisis wh1ch marked the electiOn of his successor made 1t 

evident that, extensive as were the prerogatives assigned to the 

prince, they could be neither discontinued nor divided; 'so 

completely had the long ascendancy of Augustus inured the 

Roman people to subservience'. A later and more acute crisis 

was to emphasize the truth that the principate was the only 

arrangement possible _for a people 'capable neither of complete 

servitude nor of complete freedom' .1 Thus the vitality of the 

- mst1tution enabled it to survive the manifold perversions to 

which it was liable and the fatal evils which they engendered, 

the tragic conflicts which blighted the life of the first century, 

constituting the theme of early imperial history and forming 

the grounds of Tacitus' famous indictment of the Caesars. 

For, with all its inherent defects, the _principate was dedi

cated to a re-establishment of the res publica, the common good 

implied in the Latin idea of the commonwealth. This fact 

determined the programme of the Caesars, and, despite their 

individual vagaries, imposed it decisively upon them as an 

inescapable condition of power. Thus, for example, it com-

' Tacitus, Historiae, i. 16. 
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lements as might enlarge its numbers and, in particular, supply 

;he man-power needed to maintain the armies in the field. 

Beyond this, however, there wa demanded a thorough purga

tion of society; the suppression of gratia, tumor, voluptas ( allust) , 

luxus, ambitus, libido (Cicero), the desidentes mores to which Roman 

moralists agreed in attributing the evils of revolutionary times; 

together with the inculcation of a public spirit which would 

enable the imperial people to reassert their place in the world. 

The details of this programme, so far as they concern us, will be 

reserved for future discussion. It is here sufficient to point out 

that the task was conceived as political, to be accomplished by 

means of the instruments which organized society affords. 

Accordingly, while appropriating what was salutary in the 

ideals of the revolution, the principate nevertheless managed to 

avoid the imputation of decadence to which the Roman Left 

was exposed, , and which was destined to a belated triumph in 

the bureaucratic socialism of the lower empire. This it did by 

alining itself with what was best in the liberal-conservative 

tradition of Cicero and Livy. In this way it came to embody a 

principle which (in the words of Mommsen) made it at least as 

different from the constitution of the lower empire as it was 

from that of the free republic; at the same time entitling it to 

rank as something more than a mere compromise between the 

two and justifying the effort of the founder to discover a new 

designation for what was in fact a novel manifestation of power. 

Through this principle Augustus hoped to salvage what was 

vital in the idea of the commonwealth, and thus commend his 

work to the sober judgement of posterity. For it enabled him 

to find a sanction for his authority and, at the same time, to 

transform the state into a vehicle for the expression of what was 

perhaps the most characteristic aspect of the Roman genius. 

This was the rule of law; and, in this sense, law was to be the 

gift of the Caesars to the world . For as there Un be little doubt 

that, even under the republic, the imperium rather than the 

comitia had been the really creative source oflaw; so the rehabi

litation of the imperium by the Caesars made it possible to un

fet ter law from the dominance of interest and make · the 

ex ression of scientific and philoso hie _principle. This was 

effected through a development o the legal prerogatives of the 

prince, based on the imperial court of appeal which, though 

constituted with strictly limited competence, found the scope 
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of its activities vastly enlarged as the popular courts disappeared 

in favour of magisterial cognitiones. 1 

Involving as it did the supersession of politics by law as the 

final expression of Roman genius in statecraft, the principate 

excluded much of the past. In particular, it left no room for the 

vivid life of senate-house and forum, the conflict between opti

mates and populares rendered familiar to students of the later 

republic in the pages of Sallust, Caesar, and Cicero. Yet, in 

compensation for this loss, it seemed to justify the ardent hope 

of contemporaries that the highest promise of Graeco-Roman 

civilization was at last to be fulfilled. For, if the claims of 

interest were not wholly eliminated (as the disputes between 

Sabinians and Proculeians show), those claims were neverthe

less subordinated to principles of natural reason and equity, in 

the absence of which power was conceived as tyranny, and in 

terms of which it was 'justified'. In this way the City of Man 

was to be attuned to standards cherished within the heavenly 

city of Antonine philosophy. And if, as was inevitable, the goal 

was missed, this at least was achieved that, through the principles 

of classical jurisprudence, men were at last free9_ from the 

intolerable necessity of having to rule as the only alternative 

to being ruled-the exploitation of one another by contending 

factions which tore the mask of social harmony from the face 

of the Greek polis. For, public and rivate rights being hence

forth conceived as mutually independent, the latter, so far from 

being impaired by the destruction of the former, were to attain 

under the Caesars their most perfect development and .!_heir 

fullest meaning. 
- Thus envisaged, the Pax Augusta gave fresh significance to the 

classical concept of the commonwealth. In the principate the 

Romans met the ultimate demand of the political idea and 

produced the protector, rector, gubernator, or moderator rei publicae of 

whom Cicero had dreamed, the agent through whom it was 

proposed to assert afresh the ideal of justice a like against the 

powerful forces of monopoly and the excesses of mob-rule. In 

this sense, the Cae5ars came not to destroy but to ful fil, and they 

restored the 'republic' not less in spirit than in form. This is 

not to suggest that they introduced any immediate millennium. 

Conservative in spirit and outlook, they attacked specific evils, 

which they aimed to restrain rather than to eradicate. T hus 
1 Greenidge, Roman Public Life, p . 381. 
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is et circenses, the plague of the expiring republic, by-product 
panh~ fierce competition of great nobles for place and power, 
o t e . d fi h , . d h' 
survived in a modifie orm under_ t e ne_w regime; an not

1
Idng 

was attempted than to bnng this deep-seated rna a y 
more . 

d r a rigorous control. Under the Caesars, moreover, distant 
un e 1 · · f b' d 

h es were still to be heard of the exp 01tat10n o su ~ects an 

ec11. 
0
s which had brought the republic down in ruins. 1 Finally, 

a Ie b . 1' d 
here was the Tantalean problem of com atmg vena Ity an 

t ruption within the administration, and the scandals of 
cor 1 1 · 
Claudian times were to show that the batt e was a osmg one. 

Nevertheless, with an extraordinary tenacity. of purpose, the 

Caesars tried to overcome the forces of lawless Impulse and pas-

. n the excesses of the acquisitive spirit which had threatened 
SlO ' h . h. . 
the Roman system with disaster at a moment w en 1ts IstoriC 

mission was still unfulfilled; looking for a corrective to those 

excesses in the sense of order which was so deeply rooted in the 

Roman temperament. They thus utilized the raw materials 

of human nature as they found it in order to realize the classical 

ideals of stability, prosperity, and leisure, the elements of what 

they conceived to be the 'good life'. In this sense, Cato in 

Hades 'delivering statutes' was to rank as a posthumous hero 

of the new regime. 
For these reasons, the imperial system appeared to merit the 

consecration which it received in the apotheosis of Augustus 

and Rome. To grasp the full meaning of the imperial cult, it is 

necessary to consider the mental processes which led to its 

establishment. This we shall try to do at a later stage of the 

present work. 2 At this point, it is_ s_ufficie~t to o~serve th_a~ i~ 

constituted a public official recogrutwn of surpassmg quahoes 

ofmind and heart thought to be embodied in the spirit (genius) 

of the city and its ruler. As such, it found expre sion in two 

modes, the veneration of the living and the deification of the 

dead emperor. In neither sense could it be regarded as wholly 

~velty in Rome.J It has thus been noted that the veneration 

accorded to sovereigns throughout the Hellenistic world was 

extended to include R oman magistrates whose duties. took them 

to the East. This began as early as the time of Flarnininus 
1 Tac. Ann. iii. 4o--6 and iv. 72-4. • Ch. II I, below. 
3 The origins of Caesar-worship have been studied by various writers, of whom 

we may mention W. Warde Fowler, Roman Ideas of Deity in tk Last Century of tk 

Republic; Toutain, Les Guiles pai·ens dans /'empire romain; Lily Ross Taylor, Tk 

Divinity of tk Roman Emperor; Lebreton, Histoire du dogme de Ia Triniti, i, p. 26 foil. 
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( 1 g6 B.c.), who was worshipped in H ell as in conjunction with 
Heracles and Apollo; 1 and it included others like the cipios, 
Metellus Pius, Marius Gratidianus, and ulla. Even Cicero 
was offered (and refused) divine honours during his p.t:aconsu
late in Cilicia. 2 The triumph of Julius Caesar in the civil war 
was signalized by cults set up to him throughout the East;3 

while tex ts of Priene and Halicarnassus record the voting of 
similar honours to Augustus. 4 These cults served to mark the 
recipients as the source of beneficent activity issuing in some 
form of 'common good'. On the other hand, the consecration 
of deceased emperors had at leas t one precedent in Rome in 
that of the deified Julius, duly authorized by the sen te in 

2 B.c.5 Thllowing this precedent, it became the prime uty 
a new prince, on succeeding to the imperial dignities, to nomi
nate his predecessor to membership in the Pantheon . This was, 
on the one hand, a mark of pietas or loyalty; on the other, it was 
connected with the ratification of his acta, the executive measures 
which he had enforced during life by virtue of his imperium, and 
it had the effect of giving to them permanent validity. Applied 
in this way, it served also to register the verdict of what was 
equivalent to modern 'public opinion' with respect to the 
character and achievement of deceased princes . Thus, as the 
'good' emperors were successively elevated to divine status, 
their spiri ts were thought to take a place alongside Juppiter, 
Juno, and Minerva as guardians and protectors of the Eternal 
City. 

1 Plut. Flamin . 16. 4· 2 Ad Attic. v. 2 1. 7 and Ad Quint. Fr. i. g. 26. 
3 Toutain, op. ci t., vol i, bk. i, ch. i, p. 26 fo ll. 
• Dittenberger, Orientis Graeci l nscrip. Sel. ii. 458, quoted by Lebreton, op. cit. 

i, p. 26; Brit. Mus. no. 8g4, quoted by Lebreton, p. 27. 5 Dio, xlvii. 18- 1g. 

BARD COLLE y 

II 

ROMANITAS: EMPIR E A D COMMONWEALTH 

HE Augustan settlement was hailed with .alm.ost univer.s~l 

T th siasm as marking the successful termmatwn of a cnsis 
en u . b h 

h. h threatened not merely the existence of the empire . ut t e 
:h~~e future of Western civilization. Defeatism anddespa1rwere 

d d by unbounded confidence and hope-confidence that 
succee e . . h d b 
the troubles which menaced the mtegn~y ofhthe state . a fehen 

· hantly surmounted, hope that, with t e protection o t e 
tnump . . 'd f h J ]' Roman gods and under themihtarypresi encyo t e u Ian race, 
nothing less than the gol.de~ age of at~rn would be.restored. 

That sentiments of this kind were w1dely entert.amed at t.he 
time needs no argument; for centuries, indeed, umque associa
tions were to cling to the reign of Augustus as the dawn of a 

and better epoch for humanity. To these the noblest ex-
new · 1 1 

ression was given by Verg_il, who was at t?e same time ar?e .Y 
~esponsible for their diffusion . Thus, desp1te the charactenstic 
melancholy of the poet, 

Majestic in thy sadness 
At the doubtful doom of human kind, 

Vergil constitutes a supreme ei?bodiment of the optimism of 
his age. In him we may perce1v~ the scope . a~d c?aracter of 
those aspirations to fulfilment wh1ch were stirnng ~n the con
temporary world and which had come to a focus m the pro
gramme of the Caesars. But this, in i:self, by n? means exhausts 
the significance of his work. For, wh1le reveah.ng th~ substan~e 
of the Augustan hope, Vergil at the same time disclos~d 1ts 
essential basis, relating it to a vast background of human ~1story 
and giving it, indeed, a cosmic se tting. Viewed in t~e h~ht of 
his imagination, the Pax Augusta emerged as the culrrunatwn of 
effort extending from the dawn of culture on the shores of ~he 
Mediterranean-the effort to erect a stable and endunng 
civilization upon the ruins of the discredited and discarded 
systems of the past. As thus envisaged, it constituted not merely 
a decisive stage in the life of the R oman people, but a significant 
point of departure in the evolution of mankind. It marked, 
indeed, the rededication of the imperial city to her secular task, 
the realization of those ideals of human emancipation towards 

' Verg. Aeneid, vi. 78g-8oo. 
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· to the consciousness of mankind his vision of the common
~ealth, he offered a basis for imperial solidarity throughout 
uccessive generations; a touchstone of thought and action 
~hich maintained its potency at least until the collapse of the 
great Antonine experiment. In so doing, he not merely pro
vided an ethical sanction for the system, but he gave final 
utterance to the spirit of classical paganism, the re1igion of 

culture which was later to be confronted by the culture of 
religion; and, by throwing down a defiant challenge to alterna
tive systems oflife, he compelled them at least to formulate their 
principles with reference to those embodied in the imperial city. 

Vergilianism marks the resolution of a problem with which the 
Romans had been confronted since the dawn of national self
consciousness in the days of Cato the Censor. With the conquest 
of the Mediterranean, this nation of intelligent peasants, sud
denly transformed into a great imperial power, was plunged into 
a state of unparalleled moral and intellectual confusion. Dimly 
conscious of the unique position into which chance or destiny 
had thrust them, but disconcerted by the novel character of the 
problems which they faced, their bewilderment found expression 
in the conflicting historical movements of the second century 
B.C. These movements came to a head in the revolution, the 
issue of which we have tried to describe. The outbreak of dis
order and bloodshed on the streets of the capital had been the 
signal that the Pax Romana, the traditional basis of social peace, 
was hopelessly destroyed; 1 and this fact imposed upon the 
Romans a problem of reconstruction, the solution of which 
became increasingly pressing as it slowly became evident that 
the alternative was collapse. Coincident, therefore, with the 
development of the crisis, there occurred in Rome a series of 
tentative efforts to formulate a new and more adequate basis of 
concord. It is no disparagement of these efforts to say that, 
coming as they did in a time of unprecedented economi , social, 
and political upheaval, none of them proved to be final. The 
Romans had, indeed, to wait until, with Ver_gil, they at last 
discovered the answer by which their doubts and perplexities 
were resolved; it was he, more than any other man, who charted 
the course of their imperial future. evertheless, the elements 
o tfi.e prob1em as he saw it were inherited from his predecessors, 
and for his solution he made heavy draft upon them; so that, 

1 Appian, Civil Wars, i. 1 and 2. 
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directly or indirectly, they also contributed important ingre
dients to the common body of ideas which was to dominate the 
life of imperial society. 

The perils by which the ancient Pax Romana was threatened 
were already evident in the days of the elder Cato even if their - ' meaning was not yet fully understood. It was, indeed, Cato 
himself who first sounded the note of alarm. I Viewing with 
apprehension the rapid .£!sintegration of the traditional morale, 
he attributed it to a 'mixture of elements' brought about by the 
wars of overseas conquest, which had exposed the state to the 
influence of 'foreign customs and novel examples of living'. In 
scathing terms he denounced the various forms of alienism 
rampant within the empire, especially those which, derived in 
the main from the degraded Hellenistic world, flaunted them
selves in Rome under the distmguished patronage of the Scipios . 
In these men Cato saw a personification of the sinister forces 
which were invading and poisoning Roman life. From this 
standpoint, their virtues themselves were hardly less abhorren t 
than their vices, both alike being the reflection of a self-assertive 
egotism which was as dangerous as it was novel. Conspicuous 
for their public services during the H annibalic crisis, exponents 
of the new imperialism which followep the Second Punic 
war, the Scipios claimed to be judged by standards other than 
those which applied to ordinary men. 2 While, therefore, they 
accorded an easy hospitality to relaxed modes of personal con
duct, at the same time they asserted a right to special considera
tion and preferential treatment at the hands of their fellow 
countrymen. By thus demanding exemption from the categories 
of behaviour traditional to R oman citizens, they foreshadowed 
the collapse of the established order and pointed the way to the 
dangerously unrepublican theory of the superman.J 

In his hostility to influences such as those represented by the 
Scipios may be found the explanation of Cato's famous observa
tion tha the reception of Greek culture would mean ruin for 
the Roman state . And therein he was right, in so far as Clpio
nic ideas of emancipation were drawn from the cosmopolitan 
Hellenistic world, in which the deference paid to the divine 
{3acnAEvs was easily transferred to the republican imperator. 

1 See Livy, xxxiv. 2-4 (his speech on the repeal of the Lex Oppia) and xxxix. 
4o-4; cf. Plut. Cata Major, 4 foil. • Livy, xxxviii. 42 and SI-6o; xxxix. 6. 

3 See below, Ch. III, p. I 13. 
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Already with Aristotle, despite the fact that his gaze was fixed 
upon the past, political philosophy had come to terms with 
this phenomenon of the future: 
'but when a whole family, or some individual happens to be so pre
eminent in virtue as to sur ass all others, then it is just that they 
should be the royal family and supreme over all, or that this one 
citizen should be king of the whole nation .... For it would not be 
right to kill or ostracize or exile such a person, or to require that he 
should take his turn in being governed. The whole is naturally 
superior to the part, and he who has this pre-eminence is in the 
relation of a whole to a part. But if so, the only alternative is that he 
should have the supreme power, and that mankind should obey him, 
not in turn, but always.' 1 

By thus endorsing doctrines which undermined the very being 
of the commonwealth, Aristotle revealed the inadequacy of 
philosophic naturalism to provide an effective sanction for the 
claims of civic freedom and equality. And if Aristotle thus 
played false to comm?nwealth ideal.s, .what was t? be said. of 
Aristotle's successors m the Hellemst1c cosmopolis? ymcs, 
Cyrenaics, Epicureans, as well as the earlier Stoics, whatever 
their internal differences, were nevertheless, historically speak
ing, the product of a time when, following the hint earlier 
thrown out in a moment of pessimism by Plato, men in general 
had abandoned the hope of political salvation. ddressing 
themselves to a world of deracines, they preached a gospel of 
purely individual salvation or of salvation in 'society' regarded 
as distinct from and independent of political forms. It was 
these sects with whose activities the Romans were most familiar; 
and, dimly as they might apprehend their doctrines, they knew 
enough to realize that their purport was not merely to weaken, 
in general, the motive of communal action, but to threaten in 
particular the specifically Roman virtue of pa,triotism. In the 
contemporary world, the currency of these philosophies was 
paralleled by the widespread popularity of mystery cults, not 
the least subversive of which (that of Dionysus) had already in 
Cato's day raised its head in Rome itself.2 And, if its appearance 

1 Pol. iii. 1288• 15 foil. (Jowett's translation); Plato, Politicus, on the queen bee. 
1 Livy, xxxix. 8-18 ; xl . tg. Bruns, op. cit., p. 164. For details of the cult of 

Bacchus at Rome see the valuable analysis in Cumont, Les Religions orientales dans 
le paganisme romain, ed. 4, appendix, p . 195 foll., and notes, p. 303 foil. Also 
Tenney Frank, 'The Bacchanalian Cult of t86 B.c.', Cl. Quart. xxi (1927), p. 128 
foll. 
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was the signal for bloody and brutal measures of repression, it 
was nevertheless a portent the significance of which could not 
fail to be understood. For this incident registered the profound 
change which, since the feverish years of conflict with Hannibal, 
had been creeping over the Italian temperament-a moral and 
spiritual lapse, especially of the younger generatio~, fro~ t~e 
principles for which their ancestors had fought and died. Withm 
the century the effects of this lapse were to be seen, not merely 
in widespread social unrest, but in the spectacle-unprecedented 
in Roman annals-of indiscipline and mutiny among Roman 
troops in the field. . . 

In a gallant but unavailing effort to combat permcw~s ten
dencies such as these, Cato undertook to lay the foundatiOns ~f 
what was intended as a native approach to the problems of his 
day. D eeply suspicious of ~at nation of. babbl~rs', wh?se 
history had shown them incapable ofpreservmg the i<lea which 
they had given to the world, he rejected the findings of.Greek 
philosophy in order to fall back upon a shrewd peasant WIS ?m, 
the tenor of which is indicated by his many pithy observatiOns 
on men and affairs. Stoutly empirical and pragmatic, his atti
tude may be illustrated by the famous remark on the state, 
quoted with approval by Cicero:I 

'Cato used to say that the superiority of our city to others de
pended upon the fact that the latter almost always had the~ laws 
and institutions from a single legislator ... whereas our repubhc was 
not created by the genius of any individual, nor in the lifetime of one 
man but through countless centuries and generations. For, as he 
observed, there never was a human being so perspicacious that 
nothing could escape him, nor have the combined tale~~ of any 
single age been such that it could look forward and ant1Ctpate all 
possibilities without the lessons of time and experience.' 

In this typical statement we may catch the spirit of a moral and 
political fundamentalism thenceforth to be associated with the 
name of Cato. 

From this narrowly restricted point of view Cato _9iscovered 
an adequate formula for conduct in the imitation of those r~re

sentative figures who appeared to embody in their lives the 
traditionaJ ideals of republican virtue as well as, by their careers, 
to exemplify the legitimate modes of republican self-expression. 
Of such men, Fabius Maximus and Manius Curius still survived 

1 De Rep., ii. I. 2. 
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to bear witness to a demoralized gener~tion of the quali~ies 
hich had served to create and maintam the state. Taking 

~ese men as his models, Cato schooled and di:ciplined himself 
in such a way that, if his name became proverbial for harshness, 
oarseness, and inhumanity, it stood also for endurance, tem
~erance, industry, and self-control. These qualities he endea
voured, by both precept and example, to impress upon his son, 
whom he thus 'formed and fashioned to virtue' by giving him 
personal instruction in the arts, according to a 's~mple, almost 
wholly technical and vocational scheme, embracmg the study 
of oratory, agriculture, law, medicine, and war'; in this way 
taking his place at the head of the roster of Roman educa
tionalists. I To this aspect of Catonism belongs also the famous 
treatise, De Re Rustica. First among the works of its kind to be 
produced in the native agrarian tradition., ~~i~ essay shows that 
the author was fully alive to the poss1bdit1es of the newly 
established villa-system for the intensive exploitation of land 
and chattels, including the breeding and sale of slaves. But 
its chief significance is that, by exhibiting farming as a way 
of life, it illustrates the Catonian faith i~ork supplying, if 
not a moral equivalent to, at any rate the moral counterpart of 
war. 

_. Such was the mental equipment which Cato brought with 
him into a public life which, like that of estor, extended over 
three ordinary generations. Throughout that time he consti
tuted himself a threat to evil-doers, making it his constant 
business to indict malefactors of rank and power. 2 But the high
water mark of his career was undoubtedly the censorship of 
184 B.c., which he rendered notable, not merely by a vigorous 
execution of public contracts and by other measures calculated 
to restrain the activities of those who made free with the common 
property, but by extending the traditional functions of purga
tion connected with the censorial office, as, for example, by a 
steeply graduated luxury tax.3 In imperial politics he placed 
himself in opposition to fresh conquests and commitments in 
the East; but, in view of the reviving menace of Carthage, this 
policy of 'limited liability' broke down in the West. While it 

1 Plut. Cato Major, 20. 

• Plut. op. cit. 15; Livy, xxxix. I2-44. 
3 Catonian influence may also, perhaps, be detected in the S.C. of 161 a.c~ / 

whereby the praetor was authorized to expel all teachers of philosophy and rhetoriy 
from the city. Suet. Rkt. i. 
~w n 
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wa probably for moral rather than for economic reasons that 
ato raised the cry delenda est Carthago, nevertheless, in so 

doing, he disclosed the essential ambigui ty of his attitude and 
play d, so to speak, into the hands of the enemy. The fall of her 
ancient rival has rightly been taken to indicate a definite turn 
for th worse in the fortunes of the republic, marking the opera
tion of those inexorable forces against which Cato and Catonism 
struggled in vain, and bringing the state one step nearer to 
revolution. 

Accordingly, while the name of Cato might survive as of one 
who had sought 'to reclaim the commonwealth when it was 
declining into vice', nevertheless, in the society of his day, the 
man and his methods were equally anomalous. For mere re
publicanism could not save the republic. Thus, within little 
more than a decade after his death, the swift march of events 
delivered the state into the hands of his bitterest enemies. There 
can be little doubt that, with the Gracchi, Rome experienced 
the first shock of Scipionic ideas in action, just as, throughout 
subsequent years of trial and suffering, she was to experience 
other and still unsuspected aspects of the revolutionary spirit. 
It was, indeed, inevitable that the city should go through the 
fires of purgation in the process of adjustment to her imperial 
future. To state the principles of Catonism is thus to reveal its 
limitations. evertheless, it remains true that, as the Romans 
fumbled towards a new order, they still retained a memory of 
the salutary elements in Cato's teaching, and that reconstruc
tion, when it did come, was based on principles not wholly alien 
from his life and thought. 

The day of reconstruction, however, was still remote; and, 
with the steady progress of the revolutionary spirit, all the 
elements against which Cato had battled so vigorously came 
defiantly to the surface. Thus, in the society of Cato's great
grandson, the last shreds of traditional restraint had been con
temptuously flung aside, and the dominant note was one of 
individual freedom and self-assertion. Inflamed by an insatiable 
thirst for l}9Vel forms of experience, members of the aristocracy 
let themselves go in a protracted orgy of extravagance and 
debauchery. The world was ransacked to provide the rares t 
and most exotic means for the satisfaction of the senses, and the 
last refinements of luxury and vice were introduced to titillate 
appetites already jaded by pleasure in its cruder forms. A 
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literature of lyric poetry grew up which reflected only too 
ividly the prevailing atmosphere, and Catullus and others 

~urvive to bear witness to the sophistication and decadence of 
the imperial city during the revolutionary age. On the other 
hand, history and satire, developing about the same time, 
adopted a somewhat peevish and moralizing tone which, as it 
presently became conventional, was to be imitated by writers 
who, generations later, lashed a t social evils which by their day 

were largely obsolete. 
Nor was the epidemic confined to the more exalted circles of 

imperial society. Among the masses, bread and circuses on a 
rapidly expanding scale afforded a counterpart to the Lucullan 
banquets of the rich. At this time, also, the Roman tiger ac
quired his taste for blood, and political ambition was taxed to 
discover means for the satisfaction of a voracious and depraved 
appetite by the provision of increasingly elaborate ~nd_ ~ory 
spectacles. If, indeed, we_ may trust t~e sober and jud_lCl?us 
observation of eneca, this was the chmax of a maten ah m 
which brought with it a speedy nemesis in the utter demoraliza
tion of Roman life. High and low alike, without distinction of 
age, rank, or sex, the R omans indulged in a riot of sensationalism 
and emotionalism which, while it promoted social disintegra
tion, at the same time stimulated that fi erce competition for 
dominationes and potentiae which laid the political fabric in ruins. 1 

To this distracted world th ere came a message of salvation, 
the gospel of Epicurus, naturalized by Lucretius in the De Rerum 

.-Natura and advocated with all the persuasi e and charming 
eloquence of one who was not less artist than philosopher. It 
is a wholly superficial view which sees in Lucretius nothing but 
the rationalization of contemporary tendencies towards intel
lectual and moral anarchy. His object, indeed, was to show 
how that anarchy might be overcome; and if, in a sense, he 
speaks the language of revolt, it was with no intention offeeding 
the devouring flames of revolutionary passion, but rather to 
establish a new princi le of understanding and control. That 
principle was reason, which, as embodied in the teachings of 
the master, represented for him the culmination of speculative 
achievement. To it he looked for a revelation of the truth 
which underlies phenomena, as the presupposition to a valid 
theory of human lifi . 

1 See the description of contemporary society in all. Cat . 24. 3-4 and 25. 
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I n so doing, Lucretius reflects one of the finest and most 
distinctive aspects of the classical spirit. It would, indeed, be 
hard to point to any classical author who is clearer in his percep
tion or more emphatic in his denunciation of evils which vitiated 
the life of antiquity. These evils he ascribes to belief in the 
tradi tiona! gods of popular and poetic paganism. To this source 
he traces the multifarious impulsions and inhibitions which 
go by the name of religio, and which are evoked by a desire to 
win the favour or avert the wrath of beings supposed in some 
sense to control the destinies of mankind. And in it he sees the 
cause of evil and suffering such as no other force could possibly 
inspire. 

From this analysis of the situation, the remedy follows as a 
matter of course. For the ills which thus afflict mankind are, as 
we should say, psychological; they are the product of 'unreason
able' hope or fear. As such, they depend upon a misconc~tion 
regarding the character of ultimate reality. To remove this 
misconception, it is only necessary to destroy the found ation 
upon which it rests. This Epicurean science undertakes to do by 
propounding a view of nature which, as it discloses nothing but 
atoms moving in the void, stamps the claims of religio as sheer 
illusion. It thus offers to mankind emancipation from the 
terrors of the unseen and the impalpable; and, to replace the 
vast aspirations of pagan mysticism, it proposes a goal for life 
which, because it is independent of support from superhuman 
powers, is not doomed in advance to frustration . This goal is 
not to be attained by yielding to the savage urges of desire and 
passion. It is to be the outcome of a rational ordering of life in 
terms of the concrete satisfactions to be discovered in the normal 
human relationships, as measured by the criterion of individual 
pleasure and pain. What Lucretius thus advocates is, in a word, 
salvation through enlightenment. All that it involves is submis
sion to the demands of mec anical law as revealed by the 
inspection of nature, naturae species ratioque, and, for this, nothing 
is required except the mere act of apprehension. Otherwise 
spontaneous and automatic, it depends, indeed, upon 'taking 
no thought for the morrow'. It thus deliberately cuts the nerve 
of effort: 

.. . nostro sine quaeque Iabore 
sponte sua multo fieri meliora videres . . . 

Accordingly, the doctrine of Lucretius was administered, not as 
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a stimulant, but as a sedative; as such, it was proffered as a 
specific for the disorders of imperial society. 

The gulf between Cato and Lucretius is a measure of the dis
tance which Rome had travelled in the intervening century. 
For both, indeed, the Roman problem was, in the last analysis, 
a psychological and moral problem. But the generation of 
Lucretius had embraced H ellenism as whole-heartedly as it had 
been rejected by Cato. While, therefore, Cato was disposed to 
see in native practice the real key to a solution, Lucretius had 
fallen back upon Greek science for a truer understanding of the 
meaning and purpose of human life. From this standpoint, he 
offered an analysis of the individual and of society in terms 
which would have stripped them both of mystery; rendering 
equally absurd the cult of the divine community and that of the 
divine man. But, in so doing, he set up a moral atomism which 
imposed no effective check upon the sway of individual caprice 
and provided no basis for political and social cohesion. It 
would, indeed, be false to describe Epicureanism as anarchic; 
since it recognized the state as the product of a compact in
tended to secure the communia foedera pacis.1 Nevertheless, both 
because of its claims and because of the type of activity which it 
engendered, organized society, as it existed, lay under deep 
suspicion as the cause of dissatisfactions unknown to primitive 
man:z 

at non multa virum sub signis milia ducta 
una dies dabat exitio nee turbida ponti 
aequora lidebant navis ad saxa virosque . .. 

While, therefore, prepared to accept the state as an economic 
expedient, Epicureanism explicitly rejected its pretension to be 
anything more, and pointed to distinctive! non-political ends 
as the goal of human activity. 3 In so doing, it offered a complete 
negation to t e c ass1cal idea of the commonwealth. 

From this standpoint, Epicurean a:rapagta or detachment 
implied both a repudiation of the Roman past and the denial of 
a specifically Roman future. Its vogue, therefore, such as it was, 
passed with the passing of the republic. With the rise of the 
principate it suffered an eclipse, so that while, in imperial times, 

1 De Rerum Natura, v. 1155. 2 Ibid . ggg, cfii. 23- 39 ; iii. 37--93; v. 11 05- 11 35· 
3 C. ~ailey, Phases in the Religion of Ancient Rome, pp. 225-7, argues that it offen 

the h~1s. for a lcind of morality in an imitation of the gods, conceived as ideals of 
tranquillity. 
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there were no doubt endless numbers who practised, few openly 
professed, the doctrines of Lucretius. This fact does not, how
ever, mean that his teaching was without effect. For, in making 
the first systematic attempt to reach a solution of the Roman 
pr blem in terms of nature and reason, it raised the discussion 
from the level of prejudice to that of principle, thus serving as 
a challenge to alternative ways of thought. The challenge was 
accepted by Cicero, who undertook to answer Lucretius in 
similar terms~ 

The tendency of modern criticism has been to dismiss the 
work of Cicero as a compendium of platitudes; it is even sug
gested that, in the whole of his philosophical or semi-philosophi
cal writings, there cannot be found a single original idea. This, 
however, does not in the least detract from his historical impor-

_tan~e, which is out of all proportion to the intrinsic significance 
ofh1s thought. No author has been more widely known or more 
intensively studied, and the range of his influence is indicated 
not merely by this fact but by the direct testimony of enthusiastic 
admirers. Velleius Paterculus, for example, credits him with 
establishing the autonomy of Latin letters and predicts for him 
a literary immortality as the one Roman with insight sufficient 
to comprehend the universe and power to elucidate its meaning.1 

Seneca, endorsing an opinion of Asinius Pollio, declares it 
superfluous to enlarge upon his talent and industry;2 and, if we 
n:ay believe the story told by Plutarch, the emperor Augustus 
h1mself pronounced him 'a great scholar and a great patriot' . J 

The almost unanimous verdict of early imperial times finds con
firmation in Quintilian, who equates his name with eloquence 
itself and, in philosophy, couples it with that of Plato.4 

The pre-eminence of Cicero both as thinker and writer was 
no less secure in the fourth and fifth centuries than it had been 
in the first. Speaking as a pagan, Ammianus Marcellinus de
!ights i.n allusio~s to him ~nd his teaching; and a famous passage 
m pra1se of ph1losophy5 1s no doubt meant to recall a similar 
passage of the Pro Archia.6 On the other hand, as Cicero had 
done so much to create the moulds of Romanitas, so his spirit 
survived to influence, if not to dominate, the forms of Christian 

I ii. 34 and 66. 2 Suasor. 6. 24. 
3 Plut. Cic. 49· 4 Jnst. Oral . x. 1. 1 12 and I 23. 
' xxix. 2. I8 : 'o praeclara informatio doctrinarum, munere caelesti indulta 

felicibus, quae , ·el , · iLios :~ s na turas saepe excolu isti !' 
6 7· 15. 
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culture by which Romanitas was superseded. The Institutes ofLac
tantius are so evidently modelled on his work that Lactantius 
has often been described as the Christian Cicero. t. Ambrose, 
both in his De Officiis and in his Epistles, deliberately imitates 
Ciceronian diction and form. The well-known lament of 
Jerome, Ciceronianus non Christianus sum, testifies to the attrac
tion of the orator for the translator of the Vulgate. But perhaps 
the highest tribute ever paid to Cicero was that of Augustine, 
who asserts that with him Latin speculation began ':rid ended, 
and generously ascribes to him the inspiration of his own passion 
for philosophy. 

These opinions, Christian as well as pagan, have been cited, 
not with a view to supporting Cicero's reputation, but simply to 
illustrate the extraordinary grip which he had upon the imagina
tion of posterity. They bear witness to the fact that, so far as 
such a thing may be said of any individual, he was the medium 
for the propagation of those ideas which informed the law and 
institutions of the empire. From this standpoint, he was destined 
to a renaissance of his own in modern times. To Erasmus, the 
Essay on Duties was a vade-mecum which embraced all the 
principles necessary for a young man on the threshold of a 
public career; and, even to-day, Ferrero regards this work as 
'embodying an important theory of the possibility of social and 
moral regeneration for Rome' . I Without entering upon a dis
cussion ofthis question, we may agree that the essay provides a 
fairly comprehensive statement of doctrine to which Cicero did 
so much to give currency the stock of'commonplaces' cherished 
by unregenerate but high-minded pagans from his day to our 
own. And if modern liberalism, in its effort to combat the 
sinister and chaotic forces with which contemporary life is 
menaced, holds up the ideal of a world-society founded on 
justice, freedom, and humanity, calling for a united effort to 
release mankind from the obstacles which prevent a realization 
of that ideal, its purpose and methods must alike be understood, 
if not as a direct legacy from Cicero, at least as in close affinity 
with his way of thought. 

Cicero was not less conscious than Lucretius of the malady 
which afflicted revolutionary Rome; the competition for 
domination and power which, in his own words, opened the 
door to 'theft, forgery, poisoning, assassination, the spoliation 

I Greatness and Decli11e of Rome, iii, p. 1 o8 foll. 
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of fellow citizens and allies, a thirst for ascendancy over free men', 
in short to every conceivable form of anti-social behaviour. 1 

Like Lucretius, also, he traced these evils to a psychological 
cause; in his case, the emancipation from control of the so
called 'expansive' emotions (affectiones animi), notably those of 
desire, fear, anxiety or solicitude, and pleasure which, thus 
running riot, brought destruction not merely on individuals and 
families but on whole communities. On the other hand, he was 
equally anxious to discover an answer to the claims of self
assertive egotism, a principle whereby it might be possible to 
overcome the fatal antipathies which it excited, quenching the 
flame of passion and laying solid foundations for individual and 
social peace (tranquillitas animi et securitas). Finally, with Lucre
tius, he looked to philosophy to supply such a principle, regard
ing its findings as imperfect unless they pointed to conclusions 
which would be of practical service to mankind. 

To Cicero, however, a cure for the contemporary fever was not 
to be found in j:picureanism, which was repugnant to him on 
both intellectual and moral grounds. Intellectually, he felt that 
the physics of scientific materialism were little better than a 
tissue of absurdities. 'It is astonishing', he says, ' that, when one 
soothsayer meets another, he does not smile; still more that, 
when you Epicureans come together, you can possibly refrain 
from laughter.' 2 But the real weakness of the system, as he saw 
it, lax in its implication for ethics. This weakness was twofold. 
In the first place, it raised in a particularly acute form the 
problem of human freedom and responsibility. Secondly, by 
identifying the good with emancipation from all obligation, it 
set up a cult of selfishness which left no place for the social 
virtues. By so doing, it subverted what were to Cicero the 
richest and truest values of life. 

In undertaking to defend those values Cicero sought to avoid 
the imputation of obscurantism. 3 Himself a representative 
product of the Greek enlightenment, he was fully alive to the 
aangers of superstition which, with sturdy common sense, he 
tried to keep at arm's length. 'It is undeniable', he declares, 
'that superstition, epidemic throughout the nations, has taken 
advantage of human weakness to lay its heavy hand upon 

1 De Ojjic. i. 20. 66-g. 
1 De Nat . Deor. i. 26. 71: the remark is put into the mouth of the Academic, 

Cotta. 3 Op. cit. i ; De Fin. i. 
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almost every one ... could we but eradicate this evil, we should 
be doing ourselves and the world an immense service.' 1 But, at 
the same time, he was convinced that sentiments like loyalty 
and justice (pietas et iustitia), upon which the life of organized 
society depends, had their ultimate basis in religion and that 
they could survive only if this fact were recognized. 2 Accor
dingly, he rejected the facile identification which scientific 
materialism had made between religion and superstition, and 
maintained that the true alternative to superstition was a form 
of high religion, i.e. of religion purified and illumined by the 
knowledge ofnature. 3 

,...-- The question thus presented itself: Was such knowledge 
possible? One of the strongest objections w.hich Cicer.o had to 
Epicureanism was its intensely_ dogmatic character; 1ts expo
nents, he says, delivered themselves with the self-assurance of 
men who had just descended from Epicurus' intermundia and 
whose one fear was that they might seem to have any doubts 
whatever.4 The same objection applied with hardly less force 
to the rival system of the Stoics, whose rigid and inflexible 
tenets he subjected to ridicule in the Pro Murena. To Cicero 
himself nothing was more evident than the uncertainty of all 
speculation. This he ascribed in part tothe extreme obscurity 
of the subject-matter, in part to the fallibility ofthe instrument, 
as indicated by the sharp differences of opinion which existed 
among conflicting schools of thought. Accordingly, he felt th~t 
the part of true wisdom was to follow the ew Aca.demy 1.n 
admitting the principle of suspended judgement or philosophic 
doubt.s In the acceptance of such a principle he saw no reason 

tor despair. On the contrary, it offered him ground for confi
dence that the intellectual and moral values established by 

_9ntiquity (vetustas) could not be wholly false; to this extent, he 
alined 1mself with old Cato in the belief that truth was the 
daughter of time. But, with Cicero, respect for established 
values did not exclude a qualified faith in the judgements of the 

1 De Divinat. ii. 72. 148. For the exact connotation of the wonls rtligio IJ V. 
(Lucretius) and superstilio (Cicero) see Mayor, De Nat. Deor. ii. 72 (vol. ii, p. 183). , ~ .. 

2 De Nat. Deor. i. 2. 4· 
3 De Diuinat. Joe. cit. Cf. De Nat. Deor. i. 42. 117: 'non modo superstitionem 

tollunt in qua inest timor inanis deorum, sed etiam religionem, quae deorum cul tu 
pio continetur.' • Ibid. i. 8. 18. 

5 'Academicorum dubitatio' · 'suspensio assensionis'. For the spirit of Cicero's f 

scepticism in general see Acad. Prior., esp. ii. 17, 18, 32--6, gg, 103, and T usc. Disput. I' ..

v. 4· II, 
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wise, i.e. in the power of reason and conjecture to yield a fund 
of knowledge, the validity of which was attested by its service 
in rescuing humanity from the grip of circumstance. uch 
knowledge had been progressive and cumulative, at least from 
the time of Thales, and every extension of it narrowed the 
frontiers of blind hazard (fortuna ) to which primitive life was 
exposed.' Accordingly, to possess this knowledge was to vindi
cate one's claim to be civilized and, at the same time, to enter 
into the spiritual inheritance of mankind . 

From this standpoint, there was nothing in the universe 
superior to reason; it constituted the link between man and 
man, and between man and God. 2 This it did by revealing the 
'divine' order of nature, the law of which was identical with that· 

o f 'right reason' .3 At this point, Cicero forgets both the objec-
tions raised by the incredulous and his own principle of philo
sophic doubt to assert in the most unequivocal terms his belief 
in the existence of a real and fundam ental distinction in nature 
between truth and error, right and wrong. To make this asser
tion is to affirm that reason is not the servant of desire, except in 
so far as it reaches out towards its affinity, viz. the truth. As 
such,_its fun ction is not, as Lucretius had supposed, to mini ter 
to the demands ofutility. It is rather to legislate and to judge; 
and this it does ~cording to a standa_rd which claims to be 
'objective' and rooted in the very substance of thin_gs. s thus 
conceived, the dictatesof reason are mandatory and con titute, 
so to speak, the law for man. That is to say, mankind is 'born 
for justice', which thus exists not by 'convention' but by 'nature. 
In this natural justice i's to be found the ratio or prinCip e of 
human association, the bond of community in human life. 4 

Accordingly, to the Lucretian gospel of freedom from the state, 
Cicero replies with a message of freedom in the state, holding 
out the vision of the bene honesteque vivendi societas as embodying 
the highest values of civilized man. In so doing, he reasserts the 
characteristic hope of classical antiquity. 

1 De DiuiTUlt. i. 49-50. IOg-1 12 and li. 6-7. 15-8. 2 De Legg. i. 7· 23 foil. 
3 Loc. ci t.; see also De Rep. i. 36. 56 and iii. 22. 33; a lso De Nat. Dtor. ii. 22. 58: 

'meru mundi ... vel prudentia vel providentia appel lari recte (potes t)'. With 
Seneca (Nat . (&aest. li. 45· 1) it was destined to emerge as 'rector custosque 
universi, animus ac spiri tus mundi, operis huius dominus et artifex', i.e. as 'creator 
and preserver of the cosmos'. From this standpoint, man, because of his partici
pation in reason, is thought of as a microcosm. 

• Dt Offic. i. 7· 2 0: 'ea ratio qua societas hominum inter ipsos et vitae quasi 
eommuni tas continetur.' 
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prietors in the country, business men as well as freedmen. Great, 
however, as are their number and variety, the group as a whole may 
accurately and summarily be defined as follows: All men are opti
rnates who are inoffensive, of pure morals, not subject to passion or 
involved in debt. These are the safe and sane, the sound elements 
in the community; their ideal is that which appeals as finest and 
most eligible to persons of this character: it is social security (otium 
cum dignitate). All who cherish this ideal are optimates; those who 
work for it must be regarded as true men and genuine conservatives 
(conservatores civitatis) . As for the foundations of this social security, 
to be defended even at the cost of life and limb, I may enumerate 
them as follows: the official religion of worship and divination, 
executive authority, senatorial influence, statute and customary law, 
the popular courts and magisterial jurisdiction, good faith, the pro
vinces and allies, imperial prestige, military and financial strength. 

'A state as large as ours includes multitudes who, from a con
sciousness of villainy and fear of punishment, are eager for revolu
tionary agitation and change or who, because of a kind of congenital 
madness, batten on civil discord and strife or who, since they are 
plunged in debt, prefer to see the community go up in flames rather 
than be themselves burned.'' 

This declaration is not less illuminating than the formal 
treatises in which Cicero labours to expound and justify his 
political faith. Written shortly before the catastrophe which was 
to complete the ruin of his hopes, it reveals him, even more 
truly than Aristotle, as 'the first Whig'. As such, his creed finds 
appropriate expression in the twofold conception of order and 
freedom (imperium et libertas) ; and this he boldly identifies with 
the rights of property. It was indeed Cicero, rather than Locke, 
who first asserted that the purpose of organized society was to 
establish and maintain this principle. 

'The primary concern of those responsible for the conduct of 
public affairs', he says, 'will be to make certain tha t every man is 
secure in his possessions, and that there is no invasion of private 
right on the part of government . .. . This, indeed, is the reason why 
~tates and republics have been created . For, though nature herself 
prompts men to congregate together, nevertheless it is in the hope 
of protecting what they have that they seek the protection of cities. ' 2 

With all the fervou r of a true R oman, Cicero believed that the 
mission of his country was to make the world safe for property. 
This he conceived not in any absolute sense but, in the termino-

' Pro Sestw, 45-6. g6-g. 2 De O.ffic. ii. 21. 73· 
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logy of jurisprudence, as an obj ect (res) which exists only for a 

subj ect of legal right (persona); in other words, as an 'extension 

of personality' . As such, its function was to ensure independence, 

thus making possible either of the alternatives characteristic of a 

well-ordered society, inactivity without loss of standing and ac

tivity exempt from risk. 1 With these refinements, the R omans 

had arrived at a point of view which was foreign to the political 

thinking of the Greeks. For whereas the word polis had carried 

with it the suggestion of 'one big family' or an ali-in partner

ship, the term res publica could hardly be used without an implied 

reference to itscounterpartJ the res privata. Res privata, although 

distinct from, was not in conflict with res publica, but rather its 

correlative, indissolubly linked to it by wha t may be called 

'a principle of polarity' and, in a precisely analogous sense, the 

object of right. Thus envisaged, the 'republic' may be defined as 

'that which belongs to the people', a people being 'no hetero

geneous collection of human beings, but a society organized 

iuris consensu et utilitatis communione, i.e. on a basis of agreed rights 

and common interests'. 2 These rights and interests constitute 

citizenship and they exist, he adds, in order to make possible 

'a better and happier life'. Accordingly, their origin may be 

traced not so much to human weakness as to the compulsions 

of nature, which have made mankind a gregarious and social 

rather than a solitary animal. But, in this respect, the role 

play~_Qy nature is that of stepmother (natura noverca) ; since, 

while she prompts men to associate, she leaves it to them to create 

the forms of association which will meet their needs. 
The social thinking of Cicero, thus developed against the 

revolutionary background, is, so to speak, distilled into the De 

Officiis a work which, composed for his son in the summez:or-

J. { 4 B.c., may well be described as his spiritual testament. The 

title3 itselfis significant of Cicero's attitude to life; he sees it as 

a complex of obligations to oneself and others, in the discharge 

of which a man realizes the fullest potentialities of his being. 

Of such obligations the most fundamental are those prescribed 

by the demands of rectitude, the absolute moral ideal (To KaAov 

1 De Oral. i. 1. 1 :'qui in optima re publica .. . eum vitae cursum tenere potuerunt, 

ut vel in negotio sine periculo vel in otio cum dignitate esse possent.' 

• De Rep. i. 25 . 39· 
3 i. 3· 8: 'perfectum officium rectum, opinor, vocemus quoniam Graeci 

Ko:rop8wp.a, hoc autem commune officium vocant. ' The De Officiis is, thus~ a 

text-book of 'civics' . 
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or honestum) as envisaged by Plato and those who shared his 

faith in the existence of a realm of truth independent of the 

material flux . A second group of obligations is that imposed by 

the requirements of expediency (utile ); these being defined as 

'duties which appertain to the embellishment oflife, as well as to 

the provision of means and resources advantageous to mankind'. 1 

Additional problems of obligation are thought to emerge (a) 
whenever the claims of expediency appear to conflict with 

those of rectitude, and (b) when it becomes necessary to insti

tute a comparison of values, whether (i) from the standpoint of 

honour, or (ii) from that of utility. Cicero thus arrives at five 

topics or 'heads of deliberation', in terms of which he claims to 

comprehend the subject of obligations as a whole. 
As for the specific duties which arise under these various 

categories, this ques tion is, in Cicero's opinion, to be solved 

by reference to 'nature'. Accordingly, in language borrowed 

largely from the Stoics, he offers a conspectus of human nature 

designed to reveal the impulses;nd appetites fundamental to 

mankind. Of these, the first is the urge to self-preservation and 

r.~roduction common to all living beings. It is this which 

prompts a man to defend his existence, avoiding that which is 

harmful and pursuing that which is serviceable to this end . 

But, over and above these primary objects of desire, Cicero 

discerns certain _ap,petites which he regards as distinctively 

human, since they depend upon the fact that mankind is 

endowed with reason, whereby he relates means to ends in an 

ordered scheme of life. The first of these is an inclination to 

social intercourse ('hominum coetus, orationis et vitae societas'). 

'This causes him to identify his life with that of his fellows and 

to develop various forms of association with them. It thus 

becomes the chief motive for achievement ('quae cura exsuscitat 

animos et maiores ad rem gerendam facit' ) . The second is the 

pursuit and investigation of truth ('veri inquisitio a tque investi

gatio, cognitionis et scientlae cupiditas'), which is excited with 

the liberation of the human being from the necessity of pursuing 

basic physical needs. It is with the satisfaction of this appetite 

that he comes to be most truly himself. Th third is a passion 

...for prominence or distinction ('ad petitio quaedam princ1patus') . 

This desire lies at the root of aspirations to knowledge and 

power. At the same time, it determines the limits of authority 
1 De OJM. ii. 1. 1. 
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and subordination among men, for deference may justly be 
paid only to the claims of superior wisdom or ofpowe~ which 
is exercised for the common good. The ~th nd last IS a love 
of order and_sense of propriety, leading to moderation in word 
and deed (To 7TpE7Tov, or decorum). o animal shares in the sense 
of beauty and harmony possessed by human beings and on the 
satisfaction of which their conduct so largely depends. 

Starting from this conspectus of human nature, Cicero under
takes to erect a scheme of ethics. Four possible ideals emerge, 
corresponding to the four traditional cardinal virtues. These 
are: ( r) .!_he life of wisdom o~ contemplation, ( 2) the life of· u~tice 
and beneficence, (3) courage or loftiness and strength of mmd, 
(4) temperance or moderation and propriety. these possibili
ties he considers in turn, but with a characteristically Roman 
bias as when he asserts that the pursuit of individual excellen e 
is i~ all cases to be subordinated to the paramount~ed of 
maintaining the security and welfare of the organized com

"inunity. Thus, for Cicero no less than for Vergil, salvation is 
not individual, but marks the achievement of purposes which 
are to be realized only in the corporate life. 

With this preliminary warning, Cicero proceeds to discuss 
wisdom or the life of contemplation. This he dismisses with a 
brief reference to its besetting sins-hastiness of judgement and 
the waste of time involved in aimless and unpro table studies 
which supersede activity-a kind of virtuosity by no means 
extinct in modern times. 1 

Next comes justice which, as the basis of human relationships 
and, · n a pecufiar sense, the Roman virtue, receives a much 
fuller treatment than the contemplative ideal.Z Justice is de
scribed as the bond and principle of civil society. Its content is 
indicated m two formulas: --

1 
To harm no one unless provoked by injury ('ne cui quis noceat 

nisi lacessitus iniuria') . 
To employ common goods for communal ends, private goods for 

one's own ('ut communibus pro comnmnibus utatur, privatis 
ut suis'). 

Thus civil society, considered as an embodiment of justice, 
exists for the double purpose of redressing injuries and of 
enforcing rights . Of these rights the most fundamental is t?at 
of property. Tracing property to an origin in long-standmg 

I i. 6. 1S-1g. ' i. 7 foil. 2o-6o. 
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occupation, conquest, agreement, or allotment, Cicero asserts 
that it constitutes a right, to interfere with which is to violate 
the purpose which underlies human society. _Justice includes 
also the reciprocal exchange of mutual services ('communes 
utilitates in medium adferre mutatione officiorum dando acci
piendo'). As such, its basis lies in good faith, i.e. fidelity to 
engagements. The mark of a just society will therefore be (a) 
respect for the sanctit of contract, and (b) a determination to 
see that every man receives his due ('tribuendo suum cuique et 
rerum contractarum fide') . From these principles it is possible 
to infer the character of injustice, the genesis of which may be 
traced to selfishness, fear, or greed. It thus becomes evident 
that there is a 'natural' limit to the ursuit of wealth, beyond 
which it serves no useful purpose. To forget this limit is to open 
the door to unrestricted competition (contentio) such as had 
marked the economic and political imperialism of Crassus and 
Caesar or to 'unsocial' money-making, the satisfaction of an 
instinct for acquisition which reflects nothing but political 
indifference or a miserly fear of incurring expense. 

Justice involves a number of positive obligations; in describ
ing which Cicero (notwithstanding his supposed lack of origina
lity) attains a position radically different from that of Greek 
idealism in its loftiest flights. For, while affirming that this 
principle is the bond of men in states, Aristotle had accepted 
the corollary that it is without applicatiOn to members of,) 7 Y 
different communities, where there are 'no common magistra-
cies to enforce engagements', thereby consigning inter-state 
relationships lo the sway of expediency or force. Cicero, how-
ever, with the long background of Roman history behind him, 
propounds the view that, while the use of force is characteristic 
of the beast, the method of settling differences appropriate to 
men is that of debate or discussion ('vis proprium beluarum, 
disceptatio proprium orrums~r,-and this rule he applies to the 
relations of communities no less than individuals, making it the 
basis for a theory of international law. From this standpoint, 
he denied the legitimacy of war except for the purpose of exact-
ing redress for injuries suffered (rebus repetitis), and then only 
after a formal declaration. On the same principle, he denounced 
all forms of national aggrandizement which were dictated merely 
by the love of powe·r and glory, thus transcending the Machiavel-
Iism of classical antiquity and proclaiming the doctrine 

4614 E 
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that states as well as individuals are bound to kee faith. 1 

Latin thinking, which recognized a difference oetween indi
vidual and community unfamiliar to the Greeks, gave rise to 
other no less significant conclusions. Thus, for example, Cicero 
accepted t[le distinction between 'combatants' and 'non-c.oro
batants' originally proposed by the elder Cato, and maintained 
that the obligations of individuals do not disappear by reason 
of the fact that the states of which they are members are at war. 2 

But perhaps the most remarkable implication of Cicero's theory 
of justice had reference not to aliens or enemies but to slaves 
The toic Chrysippus, according to Seneca,3 had first enuncia
ted the proposition that slaves are to be regarded as permanent 
hired employees. This Cicero accepted as a rationalization of 
existing Roman practice in the formula: 'ita uti ut mercenariis; 
opera exigenda, iusta praebenda.' 

The third virtue to be dealt with is courage or fortitude. 4 
This quality, though commonly regardecf as more gloriousthan 
any of the other three, must nevertheless be associated with 
them if it is not to become a vice. For the spirit of fortitude is 
often accompanied by a love of power and by impatience of 
control, which give rise to acts of injustice such as those with 
which the society of Cicero's day was all too familiar. Empha
sizing his distaste for militarism and imperialism, Cicero finds 
that true courage lies in the capacity for passive endurance with 
complete disregard for outward things, and for the active per
formance of great deeds attended with danger and difficulty. 
As such, it depends on (a) a correct appraisal of the good to be 
achieved, (b) freedom from all improper desires such as wealth, 
power, and glory. It thus presupposes a rigid subjection of the 
emotions to the imperatives of reason. 

This is to socialize the notion of courage which, while it may 
dictate withdrawal from active life, on grounds, for instance, of 
poor health, will, in all but exceptional circumstances, call for 
the meticulous discharge of civic obligations. ormally, there
fore, it will be exhibited in public relations and it will be appa
rent in the arts of peace no less than of war. When it is a 
ques tion of vindicating the peace, courage requires that the 
citizen should take up arms, but the fighting qualities are the 
least significant element of this virtue, and the general at any 
rate will need a great understanding no less than a stout heart, 

1 § 38. • §§ 37, 39· 3 De Beneficiis, iii. 22. 1. • De Offic. i. §§ 61-92. 
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if he is to avoid the behaviour which so often sullies the laurels 
of victory. Thus for Cicero courage is a moral and intellectual 
rather .than ~ physical virtue; as such, it finds its supreme 
embodiment m the statesman who, without thought of private 
advantage, makes the good of the governed his sole aim remem
b~ring t?at ~is office is a trus~ ('~t enim tutela, sic p;ocuratio 
re.I publicae). ~uch a man Will n se above partisan feeling and 
will speak hiS mmd openly without hesitating to give offence; 
he will shun half-measures and equivocal courses· he will b 
lenient, a~able, and co~rteous, ~tri~tly conscientious'and exemp~ 
from passwn when obliged to mfhct punishment. 

The fourth and ~ast of the cardinal virtues is tern erance. 1 

:remperanc~ I?rescnbes a rule of decorum or propriety, which 
~s characte.ns~cally defined as behaviour compatible with the 
mherent d1gmty of human nature. It thus implies that what
ever a man says or does will be appropriate to the occasion 
For nature herself has imposed on each and every one a 1 . 

h
. h h roe, 

w IC. e must stu~y to fulfil. In general, therefore, the duties 
ord.amed by propnety are: to follow nature's guidance, culti
vatm? an e~rn.est and thoughtful disposition, and keeping the 
emotwns Within boun?s. Moreover, every person has two 
characters to support, VIZ. the one which he shares wi"th 11 · 1 · a men 
as ratwna bemgs and the other which is peculiar to h. If · d. ·d 1mse as 
an ~n IVI ual. W~le, therefore, he must take care always to 
act m accordance with reason in so doing he will adopt a co 

h
. h" · ' une 

w 1: . IS consistent ~th hi~ own disposition and aptitudes, thus 
a~mdmg the suggestiOn ofmcongruity or awkwardness . Accor
dmgly, while developing the c~mmon graces of humanity, he will 
not do so at the cost of thwartmg or perverting his own develo _ 
ment. P 

Th.us envisaged a.s a question of 'my station and its duties', 
the d1ct~tes of prop~ety become clear. Obligations of magistrate 
a~d subj~Ct, of Citizen and alien, will depend upon and vary 
w~th their _respective relati.ons. The magistrate, for instance, 
~ recogmze that he acts ~n a ~epresentative capacity! 'carry
mg the person. of t~e ~tate . His first obligation will therefore 
be to pro.tect Its digmty and prestige, and to maintain and 
ex~ound Its laws, remembering that these are the fun ctions 
wh1ch have be.en entrusted to him. The private citizen, on the 
other hand, w1ll seek to comport himself on a basis of equality 

I i. §§ 93- 151• 
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with his fellows, avoiding any excess of abasement and self
assertion, and desiring for the commonwealth justice and tran
quillity. The alien, on his part, will confine his attention to his 
own affairs, eschewing impertinent interference with public 
business which is none of his concern. 

Specific injunctions of propriety include modesty and decency 
in behaviour and speech, together with the maintenance of a 
suitable establishrr.ent. This last requirement involves a dis
cussion of the occupations appropriate to a gentleman . 'Liberal' 
occupations are defined in general (according to a convention 
which is still maintained) as those which involve the exercise of 
more than ordinary sagacity and from which accrue results of 
more than ordinary tftility. They therefore embrace agriculture, 
together with medicine, architecture, higher education, and 
commerce 'if on a large scale'. 

Concluding with an effort to formulate a hierar_chy of duties, 
Cicero reaffirms _ilie superiority of justice to wisdom, and repeats 
that philosophy is without value unless it be applied to the 
practical purposes of life and to the advantage of mankind. 
Tracing the origin of civil society to social requirements rather 
than to necessity, he finds it to be inherently moral. This sets 
a limit to the claims of patriotism and disposes of any supposed 
obligation to defend the fatherland under all circumstances . 
The state, as an embodimen.t of the social consciousness, has no 
right to expect immoral conduct of its members. Accordingly, 
in the schematization of duties, the demands of religion come 
first, those of patriotism second, thirdly, domestic obligations, 
and, finally, the r:ernaining obligations of civilized man. 1 

H~ving thus concluded his examination of rectitude, Cicero 
proceeds to discuss the question of utility' or, as we should say, 
of economic advantage as a motive in human life. That this 
was a factor of great importance he is fully aware; to the spokes
man of financial interests in the Roman senate, it could hardly 
indeed have been otherwise. Accordingly, he pays to the 
economic motive a generous tribute as the source and inspira
tion of the arts to which social life owes its superiority over that 
of solitude, including among these the care ofhealth, agriculture, 
navigation, export and import trade, the construction of build
ings, roads, and aqueducts, together with enterprises such as 

. irrigation and mining. 2 - evertheless, as a humanist, he asserts 
l §§ 152--60. • ii. §§ [ 2-14. 
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his unequivocal opposition to the view that it is possible to 
dissociate the concept of utility from that of rectitude and to 
accept it as an independent principle; for hi"xn, its significance 
is and must be as the means to an end. From this standpoint, 
there cannot be any true utility which does not conform to the 
demands of the moral ideal (nihil utile nisi quod honestum). 

On the other hand, it is possible to consider the elements of 
this world as ministering to our advantage; and, thus envisaged, 
they may be classified as inanimate, animate, and rational, i.e., 
as he says, 'gods and men' . Of these, the last are of the greatest 
moment, whether for good or evil; 1 to co-operation with one 
another, rather than to 'fortune' or 'circumstance', must be 
ascribed the most important achievements of mankind. Accor
dingly, to succeed in life, one must win the support of one's 
fellows, and for this purpose one must know the true grounds of 
honour and esteem among men.2 

In this connexion, Cicero vehemently denies that the secret 
lies with persons like Crassus and Caesar, the contemporary 
exponents of power-philosophy to whom fear and interest were 
the sole motive-forces in human life. 3 Citing the fate of these 
men, he takes it to demonstrate the futility of their creed and 
to prove that goodwill provides the only sound basis for co
operative endeavour, a rule which he applies to the relations of 
societies no less than to those of individuals. From this point of 
view, the prestige of Rome in its best days was to be explained 
by the fact that it was in reality a patrocinium rather than an 
i"!perium,_ a big brother's movement and not a system of orga
mzed rmght.4 On the other hand, Caesar and Crassus failed 
because they were guilty of a fundamental confusion of mind· 
with them, the lust fgr ascendancy (libido dominandi) had usurped 
the place of a thirst for distinction (appetitio principatus) which 
might have been satisfied without injury to their fellow men. 
For this reason, they missed the very glory on which they had 
set their hearts. 
. True glory depends upon affection, confidence, and admira

tlon, sentiments which are to be evoked by acts of justice and 
beneficence. Of these, justice is the more important; on it rests 
the possibility of common action, and, in this respect, it is indis
pensable even to a gang of thieves.s Beneficence, however is 
also a legitimate avenue to glory. As such, it takes the fo~m 

1 § 16. > 19. J 22 . • 27. J 40· 
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With these general conclusions, Cicero arrives at the problem 

of conflict between the demands of rectitude ·and those of expe
diency, a problem which, to him, was more apparent than real. 
Recalling the principle nihil utile nisi quod honestum, he venture 
the broad generalization that service is the law of life, and that 
to pursue one's own advantage to the detriment of another is to 
destroy the fe llowship of mankind, just as the debilitation of 
any one of the bodily members involves the destruction of the 
organi m as a whole. ature, he affirms, den ies to no man ' the 
right to live' , but na tu re and the law of na tions alike forbid him 
to harm others in the effort to do so, and this it is the purpose of 
law to prevent. I t must thus be accep ted as axiomatic tha t 'the 
good of each and every individual is the good of the whole' 

-r_eadem utilitas uniuscuiusque et universorum). T o this law there can 
be no possible exception ; it postulates the same consideration 
for fellow citizens as for kinsmen, and for a liens as for fellow 
citizens . T o its elucida tion and vindication he consecrates his 
third and fin al book. 

The doctrine thus propounded admits of an interes ting quali
fication which, as we may pause to note, Cicero accepts. This 
is that, strictly speaking, there can be no fellowship with 
'tyrants', economic and political dyna ts like Crass us and 
Caesar whom he describes as 'wild beasts in human form' (ista 
in .figura hominis jeri las et inmanitas beluae), and whose very exis
tence he regards as incompa tible with that of the common
wealth. With respect to such men, he boldly enunciates the 
proposition : killing no murder. 'This pes tiferous and impious 
tribe must be expelled from the society of the free, as one cuts 
off a limb when it becomes moribund and threatens to poi on 
the other parts of the body.' 1 

The good citizen, on the other hand, must resist with all his 
might the temptation of Gyges. 2 This temptation may arise 
from the supposed demands either of political expediency or of 
friendship .3 In the one case, it results in acts such as the R oman 
destruction of Corinth, on which Cicero's comment is that 
nothing which is shameful can be truly expedient. 4 In the other, 
the only safe rule is that one should never serve a friend to the 
injury of the public or in viola tion of one's pledged word .5 No 
reward, however great, is sufficient to justify crookedness, and 
the man who practises i t is bound, in the end, to lose.6 

I iii.§ 32. J 43 and 44· • 49· s 43· 6 7!)--81 . 
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The truth thus stated is vouched for and authenticated by 
nature herself. This fact is evident from the findings of juris
prudence in the light of which the hoary maxim caveat emptor is 
shown to be obsolete. For the true spirit of law, as revealed by 
the Lex Aquilia de dolo malo, is opposed to misrepresentation and 
fraud of any kind. This statute provides that, in selling an 
article, the vendor shall make known to the purchaser any 
defects of which he is cognizant; and, in confirmation of this, 
the jurists have held that it is an offence for him to remain silent 
when questioned. In so doing, it implies that the demands of 
good faith are paramount, binding even upon enemies so long 
as faith and honour may be postulated on both sides. 1 But, in 
its effort to realize the ideal of bona .fides, moral philosophy goes 
farther than jurisprudence, which is concerned merely with 
objective fact. Accordingly, there arises a distinction between 
the civil law and the law of nature, and it constantly becomes 
necessary to invoke the latter in order to correct deficiencies in 
the former, according to the maxim of Scaevola: INTER BONOS 

BENE AGlER OPORTET ET SINE FRAUDATIONE EX BONA FIDE. This 
rule applies to all forms of contract-wardships, partnerships, 
trusts and commissions, purchases and sales, hirings and lettings 
-and rightly, because it is in accord with the highest demands of 
our nature, which is, at bottom, the real source of law; and it 
absolutely condemns sharp practice (simulatio intellegentiae) in 
all forms. 2 On it depends the obligation of keeping faith even 
in the crucial instance of pledges given to an enemy; for, in the 
last analysis, the oath has reference to the honour of the man 
who takes it rather than to any supposed vengeance of the gods. 
Regulus, therefore, was no fool in sacrificing himself to this 
principle. 

We have already referred to the estimates placed upon the 
De Officiis by great modern authorities. In this essay the author 
gives final utterance to his conviction that the end for which 
nature has designed mankind is the achievement of what may be 
called empirical selfhood, and that the purpose of organized 
society is to promote its development by establishing and main
taining adequate social controls. In so doing, Cicero proclaims 
an ideal of excellence not unworthy of human beings. At the 
same time, he insists upon their capacity to realize that ideal 
through a self-imposed discipline in which the passions are 

I § 61, 1 72. 
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made himself an accessory to the Regicide, and for this he 

was in due course to pay the penalty with his life. But, if he 

thus seemed to perish as the martyr to a lost cause, his eclipse 

was only for the moment. By reaffirming the eternal, though 

partial, truths of classical liberalism and by exhibiting their 

dependence upon idealistic foundations, he helped to check the 

progress of barbarization within the empire and to strengthen 

republican prejudices in such a way that they had to be reckoned 

with in the final accounting by Augustus Caesar. These preju

dices were never quite to die out in the Western world; and they 

have emerged in curious places and unexpec ted forms in mod ern 

times. We may see them in the bitter denunciation of autocracy 

contained in Machiavelli's Discourses, and J efferson res ta tes them 

when he declares that, if the tree of liberty is to flourish, it must 

frequently be watered with the blood of its foes. 

In his effort to give new life to the republic, Cicero appears 

to break new round in at least one important particular. This 

is in what he has to say about ublic o inion as a fac tor of 

democratic control. It had been assumed in pre-revolutionary 

speculative circles that the problem was one merely of political 

mechanics and that its solution lay in a balance of opposing 

forces within the constitution. This, it was supposed, would 

neutralize poss ible excesses whether of the magistrate, the 

aristocracy, or the commons, thus preventing their respective 

'perversions', tyranny, oligarchy, or mob-rule. 1 Furthermore, 

it was generally agreed that, by the establishment of such a 

balance, permanent equilibrium had actually been achieved at 

Rome. The disorders of revolutionary times were to expose the 

fallacy of this view and, doctrinaire though he was, Cicero was 

too acute not to perceive it. Thus, though he offered a nominal 

adherence to the theory of the mixed constitution, he recog

nized that this in itself was no adequate safeguard of freedom . 

What was needed, he urged, was an active and vigorous public 

opinion, such as was possible through the co-operation of men 

in all walks oflife who believed in the preservation of republican 

ideals. This is what he meant by the consensus or concordia ordinum, 

a mobilization of sanity, as it seemed for a moment to have 

been realized at the time of his own consulship. In that case, 

however, the 'united front' was the result of a purely temporary 

panic; the question was how to give it permanence. This he 

' Polyb. vi. 
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In Cicero's eyes, the failure of Pompey and Caesar was the 

result of a radical defect of character ; 'both wanted power, 

~heir ambition was to be kings'. True leadership, on the other 

hand, was immune from temptations such as those to which 

Pompey and Caesar had succumbed. Superior to the vanities 

and deceits of material self-assertion, it was inspired by a thirst 

for honour and glory which found sufficient reward in minister
ing to the common good. In this way, it satisfied the demand of 

society for 'an element of monarchical distinction' (quiddam 
praestans et regale) without doing violence to the most exacting 

standards of republican virtue. But, as such virtue was in his 

day conspicuous by its absence, Cicero discovered it, as he dis
covered the commonwealth of his dreams, in the past. In the 

idealized figure of the younger Scipio he saw precisely that 

combination ofloyalty or devotion (pietas) with enlightened and 

refined perceptions of right ( iustitia) which qualified him to be 

a true guardian or protector of the republic. 
We need not pause to consider how far the portrait thus drawn 

corresponds with fact; certainly the Cato of history would have 

failed to recognize himself in the gentle and humane philo

sopher of the dialogue De Senectute, and in all probability the 

same may be said of Scipio Aemilianus. But, for the author, 

the question was not so much one of historicity as of artistic 

verisimilitude; and this is by no means accidental. He spoke as 

the exponent of Academic idealism, for which a genuine in
carnation was both inconceivable and unnecessary. To this fact 

we may perhaps ascribe the deficiencies of Cicero the 'trimmer', 

the man whose professions were not seldom at variance with his 

practice, the imperator who was too proud to fight. 
It is strictly in accord with this type of mind that, since it 

recognizes its inability to integrate thought and action in this 

world, it should look for a principle of integration in a world of 

the imagination. In this respect, also, Cicero runs true to type; 

for the only principle he can discover comes to him in the shape 

of a dream. The Somnium Scipionis represents the frail embodi
ment of his hope for a political salvation, and in it we may per
ceive the sanction for that hope. This depends, in part, upon 

traditional Roman beliefs regarding the stock; the faith that, 

while the individual was the creature of a day, the 'famil ' was 

immortal; the business of its members, while they live, being to 

'carry the person' of the family, showing themselves worthy 
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:epresentatives o_f the ancestors whose names they bear. But, 

~n _the ~ase of Cicero, these beliefs were reinforced by certain 

mtimatwns of personal immortality, based on philosophic 
fancies derived from Pythagoras and Plato. 1 

We may thus conclude that, in his person, Cicero illustrates to 

perfection the strength and weakness of classical liberal idealism. 

From this standpoint, there can be no doubt that so far from 

forecasting the concrete realities of the Augustan principate, he 

would have found them hardly less distasteful than, in fact, he 

found the monarchy of Julius. For, as the course of events was 

to demonstrate, a regime ofjustice and equity such as he desi

derates was no~ to be realized even under the aegis of Augustus 

and Rome. It IS none the less true that, if Cicero did not antici

pate the work of Augustus, Augustus on his part did look back 

to C~cero, seeing in his doctrine a much-needed justification 

for his power. In this way, the spirit of the orator, tortured and 

fru_str~ ted throughout his life, came to enjoy a vicarious immor
tality m the household of his enemies. 

It is a truism to say that ideas have no legs; by themselves 

they do not march. Something, therefore, in the nature of a 

dynamic was needed in order to impart to Ciceronianism the 

vitalit~ which _it lacked; something to win it acceptance and 

make It what It was destined to become-the common coin of 

posterity .. Th~s dynamic it was the function ofVergil to provide. 

In providmg It, he supplied the final ingredient to the ideology 
of the Augustan age. 

It is evident that the work of Vergil was written with con
scious reference to his predece sors and that to obtain the 

effec:s whic~ he desired, the poet drew freely ~pon the whole 
classical hentage, Greek as well as Latin. The truth of this is 

a~ ply illus~rated by the commanding skill with which he appro

pnates to his u~e th_e lan~uage as well as the thought of antiquity. 
Nevertheless, m his attitude to questions which were of vital 

interest to ?is generation, he represents a sharp reversion from 

the H~lleruc to the Italian point of view; and, just as the raw 

matenals of his work are derived from native life and history 

so ~l~o its matrix lies in religio, undoubtedly the most charac~ 
tens tic elem~nt ofi tal~ an . experience. What we see in Vergil is 

0us a Catorusm,_but with Its foundations widened and deepened, 

Its character punfied and ennobled, by the findings of Ciceronian 
1 Especially Timaeus, 4 1 D-42 E. 

r 
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will: virtue is not so much knowledge as character; and its fruits 
are seen in activity rather than in repose or contemplation. 
Aeneas is thus the pilgrim father of antiquity; his followers the 
Mayflower company of the Ancient World; while the organized 
society of the empire is the Graeco-Roman counterpart to the 
New England Kingdom of the aints; subj ect, it may be added, 
to limitations and threatened by dangers which confront all 
societies in which consecrated egotism ( amor sui) disguises itself 
as the love of God. 

Accordingly, Vergil gives au thentic expression not merely to 
the Roman temper but in considerable degree to that of Western 
civilization as a whole. In so doing, he touches a high-water 
mark of achievement in La tin letters; in him alone you see them 
all. For he discloses the real nature of the concord or agreement 
which underlies the Roman philosophy of the state- no shallow 
intellectual assent or compact but, as it had been defined by 
Cicero and as the word itself implies, 'a union of hearts' .1 

T he spirit and method of V rgil are evident even in his non
political works. The Georgics have been described as an epic of 
mother earth; they arc not so much that as of 'wheat and wood
land, tilth and vineyard, hive and horse and herd'; tha t is to 
say, a monument to the human effort which transforms the face 
of the earth and imparts to it, as has been said,Z something of the 
warmth and life of an Italian landscape. What they sugges t is 
not sentimental rapture but a call to work for the realization of 
moral values associated with the life of the farm, the qualities 
which enable Vergil thus to salute his native land: 

Salve, magna parens frugum, Saturnia tellus, 
magna virum ... 

as though the finest product of a country were the men she 
breeds. 

Such ideas, already adumbrated in Vergil's earlier works, 
were to receive detailed treatmen t in the Aeneid. The epic is 
charged with a sense th at, with the rise of Rome, fate has given 
birth to something novel in the evolution of peoples. And this, 
her las t and greatest achievement, she has accomplished in the 
West. Thus did Vergil proclaim for the first time the autonomy 

' Cic. De Rep. i. 32. 49 and ii. 42. 69. 
2 Wight Duff, A Literary History of Rome, p. 449, quoting Ceorgics, i. 99: 'exercetque 

frcquens tellurem atque imperal a rvis'; cf. Tenney Frank, Vergil, pp. r6o-6. 
461 4 F 
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Hellenism should devote its energies to exploring the manifold 
possibilities latent in that idea. 

In saying this, we do not forget that, for two elements at least 
of Greek society, such possibilities were not likely to have much 
appeal. These we may designate as the 'rugged' and the 'soft' 
individualists respectively. The former included, on the one 
hand, eccentrics like the cynic Diogenes ; on the other, Thrasy
machean supra-homines, economic and moral dynasts who resented 
the pretensions of the organized state as arbitrary restrictions 
upon what they held to be a natural right of self-assertion. The 
latter consisted of ybarites or hedonists who, with the lyric 
poets of I onia, were prepared to dismiss the illusion of perfecti
bility and to abandon themselves to the seductions of mere 
sense. Manifestations of either kind were, no doubt, both fre
quent and dangerous, as indeed they proved to be in more than 
one celebrated case. 1 Yet their o currence serves to emphasize 
the truth that, with the vas t majority of men, allegiance was 
given to the polis, the development of which was then eforth to 
become one of the chief preoccupations of the Greek mind. 
The result was a per istent effort of experimentation, as a conse
quence of which the M editerranean coas tland was strewn with 
the wreckage of working, if defective, ~els which, for one reason 
or another, failed to withstand the tests imposed upon them. 2 

And, with a characteristic fertility of invention, Greek theory 
set itself to obviate the difficulties revealed in practice by devising 
an endless variety of ingenious and (more or less) instructive 
schemes. 

It would be false, however, to suppose that all or, indeed, any 
considerable proportion of H ellenic polities were consecra ted 
to a realization of human excellence ( d.pET~ ) , as this was appre
hended by poets and philosophers. Plutarch, in fact, asserts 
that of the vas t number which had flourished and passed away, 
one only, viz. Lycurgan Sparta, consciously and deliberately 
embraced such an ideaJ.3 To the great majority of Greeks the 

_polis must have commended itself, as it did to Pindar, as on the 
whole the most eligible 'state' for the man of middling circum
stances . To such a man it offered the bes t prospect of obtaining 

1 e.g. that of Alcibiades . Sec Pl ut. Alcib . and Thuc. v-viii passim, esp . vi. 8g-g2, 
his speech at Sparta . 

z In this connexion it will be remembered that Aristotle is supposed to have 
examined more than 150 such models in preparation for his Politics. 

3 Lycurg. 29-3 r. 
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what he really wanted-security from external danger and the 
promise of material well-being. Historically speaking, the polis 
was thus a middle-class solu tion to the problem of power, and, 
as an institution, its fortunes and misfortunes were bound up 
with those of the small landed proprietor. 1 

But it is precisely this fac t which lends significance to the 
Aris totelian formula . ristotle, like his mas ter Plato, held that 
what was really wrong with these communities was the lack of 
a sound principle of organiza tion. In default of such a prin
ciple they had succumbed to notions such as those popularized 
by the sophists, whereby power was resolved into a ques tion of 
social mechanics and identified with the acquisition of specific 
t chniques. In this connexion we may recall his criticism of 
Hippodamus, the ' town-planner', who professed an ability to 
lay out a society as he had laid out the Piraeu , according to 
a mathematical scheme; as well as of those contemporary states
men who confined their attention exclusively to probl ms of 
economics or finance. z These criticisms have more than a merely 
antiquarian interes t; they point, indeed, to what idealism con
ceived to be the essence of the problem. 

For philosophical idealism the secret of power is 'order'; and 
order, if it is to be well founded, must be 'just' , i.e. it must bear 
a definite and intelligible rela tion to a cosmic principle which 
lies deeper than all mere conventions of behaviour, whether of 
individual or ommunallife. Ideali m is thus committed to the 
discovery of such a principle as the necessary basis for a valid 
s ience of ' nature' and of 'man'. 

In this connexion we can afford to ignore the distinction 
between Platonic and Aristotelian science ( €mar~tJ-7J, scientia). 
For Plato the principle in ques tion is strictly transcendental; 
for this reason it is 'hard to apprehend' and 'hard to communi
cate'. evertheless, it is (dogmatically) conceived as cosmic 
Mind or Intelligence (voiis) , which thus presents itself as the 
'beginning of motion' (dpx7l Ktv~aEws) to which is ascribed the 
characteri tic structure of the universe and all that it contains. 
As such, however, it does not operate in vacuo. On the contrary, 
it presupposes a substrate of uncreated primordial matter ( v/.:ry ). 

1 See Thuc. vii i. 97, on the government of the 5,000 in Athens. Also Arist. Ath . 
Pol. 33· 

2 Pol. ii . 126 7b22 foil. and i. 11. 1259"36; cf. Aristotle's attitude to sophistic 
rhetoric, 'the Art' , as expressed in h.is own work on the subj ec t. 
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s~mewhat fa?ciful , in order to focus attention upon the indi
vidual . or przma substantia. Yet he fully agrees with Plato in 
supposmg that the individual substance possesses significance 
only, so to speak, as the 'carrier' of a type · furthermore that 
w?ile everything ;lse in ~im_ be~ongs to _the ~phemeral w~rld of 
yfvfa_~c; an_d . cf>Bopa, the typ1cal alone 1s permanent, essential, 
and _ mt~lhg1ble (_7Tfiaa €mar~P-7J roO Ka8o>.ov ); finally that for the 
real~zat1?n of this perma~ent,_ essential, and intelligible 'part' 
of h1s bemg~ what he reqmres 1s to live the life of the polis. 

Thus env1saged, the polis cons titutes a respon e to the specifi
cally h_uman demand for a specifically human order. In this 
sense 1t may properly be described as 'natural' . But its 
'naturalness' ~s ~n no sense that of a spontaneous growth. On 
the c?~trary, 1t 1s that of an institution designed, within limits 
cond1~10ned by the potentialities of the material, to secure 
man~md fro_m 'accident'. or 'spontaneity' (raurof-tarov), th ereby 
making _PO s1ble the a ttamment of his proper r€>.o c; . From this 
st_and ~omt the or~er emb?died in the polis is profoundly un
~1J sto,ncal : ~hat 1t prom1ses, indeed, is immunity from the 

_ flux ~h1~h 1s all that idealism discerns in mere movement. 
.And th1s _1s the reason why, according to Aristotle, ' he ~ 
whg firs_t mvented the stat was the greatest of benefac.tors.' 1 

In th1~ c?ncept o~ th e polis Aristotle finds a theoretical ba is 
fo: ~l ass1fymg const1t~tion~ according to whether or not they 
mm1 _t ~ to the end m v1ew. It ex plains also his stric tures 
on ex1stmg st~tes , all of which, he declares, are either oligarchies 
o_r democrac~e~, orga~ized to promote the exclusive interes ts 
e1ther of the r:ch f~w or of the 'many poor'. In particular it 
accounts for h1s attitude to types su ~h a~ those represented by 
Athens and parta, the one approXJmatmg to the libertarian 
t~e ot_h_e~ to ~h e authoritarian ideal. With respect to Athen~ 
h1s cn tlClSm ~~eludes ~ot m~rely the 'ultimate democracy' or 
o hlocracy w~1ch , by d1 cardmg all form al restrictions, publicly 
con~ecrates _disorder as the norm of life. 2 It embraces also the 
earh~r v;rswns of d mocracy, with their roots in 'expansive 
: motwn as represented by the sea-faring rabble (vavnKoc; 
ox>.oc;) . For Plato, the beginning of Athens' downfall dated 
from the ov~r~ro':' of the Areopagus (46 1 B.c. ) and the 
consequent elmunatwn of religion ( alowc; ) as a force of restraint 

1 Pol. i . 2. 1253a30. 
1 Ath. Pol. 41 for the abol ition of the ypacpT, rrapavop.wv and i ts consequences. 
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upon the community. 1 ~ristotle would agree, but he goes 
further even than Plato, for he sees ~e goo<i in anything 
Athenian subsequent to the reforms of Solon. 2 o much for 
the idealis attitude towards 'liberty' a a principle of political 
cohesion, to the advocacy of which Pericles had addressed 
himself with such eloquence in the Funeral peech. 3 s for 
Spartan authoritarianism, Aristotle's comments on it are hardly 
less pungent. parta, he admits, does indeed stand for a 
positive principle of ocial order and, in this sen e, must be 
regarded as superior to her rival. But the order in question 
is not and cannot be enforced; its conventions are defied by 
Spartan citizens whenever they find an opportunity. The 
reason for thi lies, not so much in human perversity, as in 
defects inherent in the order itself. The Spartans have con
centrated upon the promotion of an exclusively military ethos. 
This, however, is but one aspect of excellence and to it they have 
sacrificed other elements even more essential. On this account 
their constitution raps short of what is demanded by true 
political 'ju tice' . 4 

These riti isms do not in the least suggest any loss of faith 
in the political idea. On the contrary, they serve to indicate 
what idealism conceives to be the task of creative politics. 
Translated into terms of practice, they point to an elaborate 
and comprehen ive scheme of social planning in which, with 
the r€>.oc; of man constantly in view, 'function' shall be 'adjusted 
to capacity' and 'instruments to both'. 5 In this connexion, we 
may pause to note that the work of statecraft i complicated 
by the fact th at the elements with which it has to deal are more 
or less inclined to resist manipulation. H ence, to begin with, 
the necessity for a rigorous delimitation of the field. This 
necessity find s expression in an ideal of communal self-sufficiency 
(aurapKHa, 'autarky') which carries with it important implica
tions in respect both to men and material. Thus, from the 
standpoint of economy, it postulates a territory capable of pro
ducing everything needed for the secure and easy provision 

1 Laws, 6gB n. 1 Pol. ii. 12. 1274a. 
3 T huc. ii. 37-46 . Jt will be noted th~es employs a wholly fresh termino- ~1 

logy to d e cri be the relations of men with in the new society, as he conceives it. 
This, it would appea r, is deli berate. It emphasizes his contention that Athens is a 

_ JTapcl.8ayp.aiJ:>r the future; i.e. a real 'school for H ell as' . 
• Pol. ii . g. 1271 b. 
5 For details see, inter alia, Barker, The Political Tlwught of Plato and Aristotle. 
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the king. Finally, fourth-century experiments in federalism 
were equally ineffective as a cure for the maladies of Hellas 
s~rving mer~ly to widen the area and complicate the i sues it~ 
~~s~ut~. It ts a curious and instructive commentary on human 
h:nlt.atwns that Aristotle should have been a t such pains to 
vmdicate the necessity of the polis, at the very moment when 
the poll~, her historic mission concluded, was being r l ga ted 
to th~ hn:bo of antiquities in order to make way for a fre h 
organ~zatwn of power. This power wa , of course, tha t of 
hellemzed Macedonia. 

Alexander the Great began his career as hereditary chieftain 
to a. Macedonian tribe; he ended it as sovereign of the first 
empire which, by uniting East and West in one huge physical 
system, might justly claim to be universal. This achievement 
made po~sible by force of arms, appeared to involve the promis~ 
of a ra?Ic~lly new future for mankind. The question arises: 
What sigmficance had that future for the history of politi cs? 

So .far as concerns contemporary opinion, the answer to this 
ques tiOn must have been doubtful in the extreme. On the one 
hand, observers like Aristotle, however much they might admire 
Alexan.der as a man, could hardly have anticipated much good 
from hts progr~mme. !or them the obliteration of the indepen
dent, self-suffiCient polzs must have implied the extinction of the 
p~li~ical idea, in any sense in which it might be expected to 
m1mster to the demand for a truly human good. On the other 
hand, there can be no question that, to a very considerable 
nu~ber of Grce~s, the Macedonian actually appeared as a 
deliverer. Hellemsm had always envisaged two quite distinct 
types of human excellence, that of the 'hero' and that of the 
' itizen'; the problem, indeed, was to reconcile the two. 1 

During the brief hour of glory which followed the national wars 
of libe,r~ti.on the tendency had been to lay all po sible stress 
upon IVIC excellence', and to attribute the victory of Hellas 
over Xerxes and his host to the disciplined valour and common 
patriotism of the co-operating Greek states. 2 Yet, even with 
re pect to th~ as an institution, the Greeks always contem
plated the necessity of occasional action, so to speak, from 
'out:id.e'. _!_ts very origin, indeed, was commonly ascrib~ 
the WISdom ana strength' of hero-founders like Lycurgus and ---

1 Arist. Pol. iii. 13. 1284"· 
2 Thucydides (i. 6g. 5) is sceptical of this interpretation. 
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Theseus. 1 Moreover, a crisis of political life was thought to 
justify fhe intervention of heroic virtue; such as occurred, for 
instance, during the late sixth and early fifth centuries where 
tyrannies or dictatorships everywhere seemed to be the need 
of the hour. In this connexion the example of Gelo, 'king' of 
Syracuse, provides an instructive comment on the technique 
of effective action. 2 Accordingly, with the progressive dis
integrati~n of the city-state after the Peloponnesian war, the 
Greek mmd once more began to turn towards the idea of a 
hero-saviour. In the realm of pure theory Plato was calling 
for a 'dictatorship of intelligence', a model of which he offered 
in the 'philosopher-king'. But, as was perhaps suspected by 
the less guileless, qualities other than mere intelligence were 
also required of the successful leader; and Xenophon in his 
historic?-philosophical romancesJ seeks to envisage the type 
from this more comprehensive point of view. From the moment 
of !socrates' famous Address to Philip, the question, hitherto 
purely academic, entered upon a new phase. Thenceforth it 
became a problem of practical politics upon which Greeks of 
whatever shade of opinion were required to take sides. As such, 
it was to be decided (except for purposes of rhetoric) on the 
battle-field of Chaeronea. 

Meanwhile, what of the man who was cast for the role of 
del~verer? Alexander, the son of Philip, fell heir to a kingdom 
which had been built up during a lifetime of skilful and un
scrupulous intrigue, supported by ever-increasing military and 
economic power. He also inherited his father's passion for 
expansionist imperialism. But, over and above this, he had the 
benefit of what has been described as the best available education 
of his time, Aristotle himself having served as one of hi~ tutors. 
Alexander could thus think of himself as a reincarnation of 
Achi es, a heroic spirit thirsting for glor~d ready to endure 
anything for the satisfaction of his pride; o~econd H eracles, 
the man who, by labouring to benefit his fellow mortals 
achieved a personal immortality, and whose descendant ( a~ 

1 See Plut. Lives, and note especially the Life of Tluseus, chs. 35-6, for th e use 
made of the myth in rela tion to Cleis theni c democracy (marked by the transla tion 
of the bones of the hero to Athens under Cimon and by the formation of an 
official and popular cult). 

2 Hd t. vii. 153...{)5. ee also Arist. Pol. v, on 'tyranny', where he anticipate• 
almost every thing which was to be sa id on the subj ec t by Machiavelli. 

1 e.g. the Cyropaedia. 
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industry are non-existent among the Greeks. In fact, the sloth of 
that people has cost them their very freedom. Are we to suppose that, 
by following their precepts, we can hold this empire together?' 

In these words the author proclaims his conviction that, despite 
contemporary degeneracy, Rome provides the best model for 
the reconstruction of Rome. 

This, however, was merely to raise the question what was 
peculiar to the R oman genius. Of this Julius Caesar 1 had 
indicated at least one important aspect when he insisted that 
the Romans had never shrunk from adopting novel exped ients 
in order to meet new facts and needs; and that they were ready 
to appropriate serviceable ideas alike from friend and foe. The 
record of the city was, indeed, one of persistent borrowings, the 
tradition of which goes back to her earliest contacts with her 
neighbours in prehistoric Italy. he had thus drawn upon the 
Etruscans for notions of industry, commerce, and building
construction, above all of religious practice, including the tech
nique of divination (haruspicina). To the Greeks she ascribed 
the very framework of her constitution,-together with elements 
of her fundamental law.2 From t e Samnites she boasted 
of having derived the legionary organization and equipment 
with wh ich she had crushed the armies of Hannibal and Philip 
V; from ~he Carthaginians a model of the war-galley which 
served to win for her control of the sea in the First Punic war. 

These examples will suffice to illustrate at least one significan t 
element of the R oman character. What they reveal is a spiri t 
bent on worldly success and capable of profiting by such gifts 
as fortune threw in the way, indeed of turning even the direst 
necessities to advantage. But, in this sense, they point to other 
and not less remarkable qualities of the imperial people. Our 
object is not to und ertake an independent examina tion of those 
qualities, to which a vast amount of scholarly a ttention has 
been given. 3 \ e are merely concerned to discover, if possible, 

1 In Sail. Cat. 51. 37-8; cf. Polyb. vi. 25. 11. 
1 The Tarquins were supposed to be descendants of an immigrant Corinthian, 

Demaratus, Livy, i. 34· Parts of the XII Tables were based traditionally on olon's 
legislation, in reality perhaps on that of Magna Graecia. 

3 For a general estimate see Grenier, The Roman Spirit; for specific aspects, 
various works on religion including Warde Fowler, The Religious Experience of the 
Roman People and The Roman Festivals; also C. Bailey, Phases of the Religion of Ancient 
Rome, Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der Romer. Other phases of Roman life a re dealt 
with by Tenney Frank, An Economic Hiswry of Rome, as well as by numerous writer.; 
on ancient law and institutions. 
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how they were apprehended by contemporaries of Augustus. 
For this purpose we must consider, in addition to works like 
t[wse of Vergil and Horace, the monumental effort of Livy to 
achieve a 'rationalization' of R oman life. H is attitude will be 
apparent from what he has to say about 'history' . 

'It is', declares Livy,t 'the peculiar value and profit of history tl].a t 
it provides you with evidence to illustrate in a striking manner every 

possibfe aspect of behaviour (omnis .. . exempli documenta i11 inlustri 
J( posita monumento). From these you may select both for yourself and 

for your coun try what is worthy of im itation ; in them you may per
ceive these things-evil in inception and issue-which you m ust 
avoid .' 

Envisaged in the light of this idea, the history of R ome assumes 
for the author a quite unique significance. 

'Either I am blinded by love for my task, or there never was a 
sta te greater, purer, and richer in good examples; no community 
into which avarice and luxury penetrated so la te; none where 
poverty and thrift were for so long held in such high esteem. The 
fewer our resources, the less there was of cupid ity. It is but recently 
that a n accumulation of wealth has stimulated avarice; the super
abundance of material goods an itch on the part of men to indulge 
a passion which is ruinous to everything including themselves .' 

This pronouncement conceals assumptions of the utmost im
portance for an understanding of the contemporary mind .2 

What they involve is a claim that it is both desirable and possible 
to erect a future upon the basis of an idealized past. Such a 

· claim 1s, however, utterly unrealistic. In the first place it 
ignores the truth that history does not repeat itself; that ever
changing situations constitute a perpetual challenge to the 
ingenuity and endurance of mankind. In the second, it pre
supposes that men are in fact at liberty to choose between 
perfectly arbitrary and abstract alternatives of 'vice' and 
'virtue' ; in other words, that there is nothing to prevent them, 
should they so desire, from living the life of their own grand-

' Praef, §§ I D- 12. 
2 And , it may be added, for that of the classical R enaissance. The criticism of 

Livy which follows applies with equa l fo rce to his disciple Machiavelli. The latter 
is commonly regarded as a hard-boiled ' realist'. H e was, in fact, a romantic 
visionary, qu ite as much ou t of touch with the needs of his day as was Julian the 
Aposta te with those of his. And for precisely the same reasons ! In this connexion 
it is instr uctive to study the Discourses on Livy and the History of Florence alongside the 
Prince. See also the Life of Castruccio Castracani for u~e made of the classical conr.epu 
of virtu and f ortuna. 
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or distrust but by love-a world from which the divisions and 
oppositions of secular society have vanished and there is neither 
J ew nor Greek, bond nor free. The consequence is a new 
sense of community which finds expres ion in mutual service. 
Furthermore, the values to which the neophyte has dedicated 
himself are felt to be ultimate. They thus provide an irre
fragable sanction for pure and upright living. And finally, since 
there is no inherent reason why the Gospel should not be uni
versally accepted, there is an overmastering passion to com

municate its benefits to all men. 
This pronouncement may be taken as a faithful reflection of 

apostolic and sub-apostolic teaching; and it lo e nothing of its 
significance when we remember that, according to tradition, 
Justin Martyr was himself a former Platonist, converted about 
the year r 33· I For this means that he had di covered in 
Christianity what philosophy had fail ed to give h im, namely, 
the basis for a radically fr esh and original attitude towards 
experience, in the light of which the wisdom of the saeculum 
appeared , in the words of St. Paul, to be mere foolishness . That 
interpretation rested, not on the guesses of human sagacity, but 
on a revelation in the Master of the 'good, unbegotten God ' , 
and from this standpoint everything depended upon belief in 
Christ as the 'rock' upon which the edifice was to be erected. 
The statement of Jus tin thus serves to introduce what has some
times been described as the issue between 'science' and 'faith' . 

r 

In their efforts to formulate this issue certain of the Christians 
indulged in such extravagant language as to leave the impres
sion that their opposition to 'science' was an opposition to reason 
itself. Thus Tertullian, in a familiar outburst, wa to ask: 

'What has Athens to do with Jerusalem, the Academy with the 
Church? ... We have no need for curiosity since J esus Christ, nor 
for inquiry since the Evangel.' 

'Tell me', he adds, 'what is the sense of this itch for idle specula-
tion? What does it prove, this useless affectation of a fastidious 
curiosity, notwithstanding the strong confidence of its assertions ? It 
was highly appropriate that Thales, while his eyes were roaming the 
heavens in astronomical observation, should have tumbled into a 
well. This mishap may well serve to illustrate the fa te of all who 

l occupy themselves with the stupidities of philosophy.' 

He then proceeds to outline the reason for his attitude: 

1 Duchesne, op. cit. i, p. 2 05. 
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'This i.s the substance of secular wisdom that it rashly undertakes 
to explam the nature and dispensation of God .... Heretics and 
philosophers deal with similar material, and their arguments are 
large!~ the.same .. It is the Platonic ideas which have supplied the 
G~o~t1cs w1th th 1r aeons, the Marcionite deity (the ideal of tran
quillity) comes from the toic , the identification of God with matter 
is a doctrine of Zeno, with fire of Heraclitus, .. . the Epicureans 
~upply ~he notion o~ a.n.nihi lation of the soul; and all alike are agreed 
111 ?enymg any possi?Ihty of regeneration for the flesh . ... Unhappy 
Anstotle, w:w.supphes them with a logic evasive in its propositions, 
far-fetched 111 Its conclusions, disputatious in its arguments, burden
some even to itself, settling everything in order to settle nothing.' I 

Hence, as he elsewhere demands, 
'~h.at is there .in common between the philosopher and the 

ChnstJan, the pupil of Hellas and the pupil of H eaven the worker 
for reputation and for salvation, the manufacturer of ~ords and of 
deeds, .the builder and the destroyer, the interpolator of error and 
the artificer of truth, the thief of truth and its custodian ?' 2 

The conclusion follows: 'To know nothing against the rule of 
faith is to know everything.'J 

The appeal ofTertullian thus resolves itself into an appeal to 
'simple faith'. 

'It is not to thee that I address myself, the soul which, formed in 
the schools, trained in the librari es, belches forth a fund of academic 
wisdom, but thee, th~ simple and uncultivated soul , such as they 
have who have nothmg else, whose whole experience has been 
gleaned on street-corners and cross-roads and in the industrial plant. 
I need thine inexperience since in thy little store of experience 
nobody believes .... It is the "secret deposi t of congenital and inborn 
knowledge" which contains the truth , and this is not a product of 
secular discip line. The soul comes before letters, words before books, 
and man himself before the philosopher and the poet.' 4 

In these words he sums up his notion of the . anima naturaliter 
Christiana. 

The hostility of Tertullian to classical discipline prompts him 
to state the doctrine of the incarnation in a most provocative 
way. 'The Son of God was born, I am not ashamed of it because 
it is shameful ; th e Son of God di ed, it is credible for the very 
~e~son tha.t it is silly ; and, having been buried , He rose again, 
1t 1s certam because it is impossible.' 5 This is the notorious 

1 De Praescript. 7· 1 Apo/. 46. 
4 De Testimonio Animae, chs. I and 5· 

3 De Pratscript. 7. 
5 Dt Carne Christi, 5· 

f 
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credo quia absurdum which, by asser?ng the shameful, the silly, 
and the im_nossi ble as against the ev1dences of good. taste, pro a
Oility, and reason itself, hurls a defiant challenge m the face of 
the classical world. 

These sentiments arc not, perhaps, quite typical ; they arc 
inspired by a passionate fear of the dangers to be apprehended 
from contemporary movements both outside and inside .the 
Church: on the one hand, the seductive religious liberahsm 

professed by certain members of the. Septi~i~n dynasty; on 
the other, the development of speculative ~CtlVlty among t~eo

logians in a way which seemed to obscure, 1f no t to undermme, 

the foundations of the faith . Never theless, they may be acc~p~ed 
as an overs tatcmcnt 1 rather than a mi statement of.the Chr~st~an 

position . For if there was any singl·e · thing to which ~hnsttan 

teaching pointed, it was to a recogmtwn ?f the aut.hon ty of the 
Master as the one avenue to tru th. T h1s authonty was on
ceived as absolute and exclusive. As such, it invol~e~ conse
quences of the most far-reachi ng character, the full stgru.ficance 
of which was certainly not apparent, at any rate ?unng the 
ante-Ni ene period . But thi much, at least, was evident! that 
it meant a departure from what, as we have elsewhere tned to 
show was the conventional classical approach to the problems 
of h~man life, that is, through 'nature and reason' . At the 
same time it suggested a new ideal and a new method ofthoug~t 

to be achieved through 'dependence' on Chri~ t .. And , from this 
standpoint, the duty and privilege of the Christian were not so 
much to investigate as to apprehend . . 

Accordingly, the primary obligation of behevers was to de
termine their convictions with respect to the Master. And he~e 
the appeal was in th.l:...fir;s instance to history, i. e. to the recogru
tion of J esus of azareth as an actual human be~ng who 'a te, 
drank, and suffered' under Tiberius Caesar. 2 T hts wa~ f~n~a

mental, for on it depended the distinction between ~hnst1 aruty 

and the pagan mystery cults whose objects were, m general, 
'mythical'; i. e. figments of the imagination. 3 Th,e secon~ ques
tion was one of greater delicacy: it was to for.mulate the1r sense 
of the meaning of J esus' life in terms which should record 

1 Better, perhaps, a partial or ex parte statement. 
2 Ignatius Ad Trail. g. 1 ; Ad Smyrn . 2 . . . . 

J The poi~t has been emphasized by Lebreton, Hi.r toire du dogme de Ia Tnmti, 1, 

p. 181. 
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with strict fidelity the sense of cripture and, at the same 
time, be comprehensible to the contemporary mind. In so 
doing, the Chur h was governed by texts such as that which 
concludes the Gospel of St. J ohn: 'This has been written in 
order that you may believe that J esus is the Christ, lh on of 
God, and that, so believing, you may have life in H is name.' 1 

Thus epitomized, the fun amentals of Christian doctrine found 
expression in the so-called rule of faith (regula fidei) to be 
professed by believers a t baptism. T his formulation, which is 
thought to embody apostolic teaching, was already traditional 
in Rome in the thi rd centu ry, and types analogous to it were cur
rentarriang the Churches of Egypt, Pales tine, and Asia Minor. 2 

The rule of faith contained two propositions of vital impor
tance. T o begin with, it affirmed tha t the historical Christ was 
the 'only Son' of the Father and so, quite li terally, the God to 
end gods. I t thus underlay what was commonly regarocd
as 'Christian atheism' . For to accep t this thesis was to reject as 
fraudulent the multifarious deities of secularism and, in particu
lar, the claim to divinity put forward on behalf of the 'vi rtue' 
and 'fortune' of Caesar. At the same time it was to disso iate 
oneself from the hopes and fea rs embodied in the Augustan 
empire. It thus accounts for that sense of alienation which led 
the Christian to describe himself as a il im or foreigner in 
im erial society, and for his absolute refusal to partici pate 
in many of its most significant activi ties . It also explains why 
he found himself denied the easy toleration which was normally 
accorded to ' unlicensed cults' . 

The second element of the Christian credo was no less impor
tant than the first. This was the p rospect of 'eternal life' ex
tended to the faithful. That prospect was base , not on the 
common pagan aspiration to transcenaence, but on a new sense 
of the rela tion hip between 'body' and 's irit' as revealed in 
the life of the Master, and therewith o the potentialities of 
human nature to be realiz d through a 'redemption' of the 
flesh . T he problem was to grasp the meaning of this revelation 
especially in rela tion to ideas of apotheosis prevalent in the con
temporary pagan world. In this connexion, perhaps the chief 
difficulty was ~vercome the tendency to think in terms_Qf 
'form' and 'matter ' · i. e. of concepts which were a legacy from 

1 xx. 3 1; cf. 2 Pet. i. 
2 

Has tings, Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, sub voc. 'Creeds'. 

Q. 

I 
I 

.> 
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the effort of classical scientia to construct for itself a picture of 

the co mos. We have already noted certain of the developments 

to which this led in imperial philosophy. 1 In the religious con

s iousness the counterpart to these developments was the rise of 

various systems of 'gnosis' . These systems had little in common 

except the desireto escape from what was felt to be the 'con

tamination' of bodY, and the claim to have discovered an 

effective technique for so doing. I n this cri is the Church found 

a champion in I renaeus, who vigorously opposed the Gnostics 

in the name of thep:ncarnated Word.;/ 
T he error of the Gnostics was to have misconceived the sig

nificance of matter and motion which they regarded as in

herently 'evil' . In this they were not unique, for a precisely 

similar tendency was presently to manifes t itself among an 

important group of hurchmen, the Christian idealists of 

Alexandria. I t has, for instance, been noted that Clement puts 

forward a theory of Christian gnosis which is hardly to be 

distinguished from that professed by ontemporary pagan 

mys tics, whereby the logos serves to guide the neophyte through 

successive stages of illumination. At the same time he advo

cates a scheme of Christian propaedeutics which is obviously 

based on eopythagorean-Platonic practice. With Origen the 

admission of pagan ideology is hardly less apparent. H e has 

thus been convicted of a wholesale adoption of Aristotelian 

terminology and definitions. 3 And, in his great work on First 

Principles (7r€pt dpxwv), he envisages his problem in terms of 

the concepts traditional to pagan science. The starting-poi nt is 

the conventional opposition of the 'One' and the 'Many', con

tact between which is es tablished by means of a hypothetical 

logos, envisaged as a 'second god' and so a 'creature' (KTLapva) 

who is thought to contain within himself the archetypes or 

forms of the spiritual world . These, in turn, are 'imprisoned ' in 

bodies, angelic, demonic, and human, as a 'punishment'. The 

cosmos is without beginning and without end, but an escape 

from the world of body is offered through belief in Christ con

ceived as 'pure' spirit .4 So far was Origen from appreciating the 

significance of Chris tianity as an 'historical' religion based on 

1 Ch. I V, p. 164 foil. 
• For his services in this connex.ion, see Lebreton, op. ci t. ii, p. 395 fo il. ; cf. E. 

Brunner, Der Mittler (passim). 3 G . Bardy in MeLanges Glatz, i , pp. 75--83. 

• Duchesne, op. cit. i, p . 340 foil. 
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upon tradition for the interpretation of scriptural texts as, for 
example, in the matter of t. Paul's observations on marriage 
and their relation to problems of his own day. While thus 
taking refuge in a kind of theoretical conservatism, he emerged 
as a strong practical leader who carried his flock through suc
cessive crises of persecution under Decius and Valerian. 

It is none the less evident that the real problem of the Church 
was to work out the elements of a philosophy in keeping with 
its own distinctive first principles; that is, it was a problem of 
understanding and application. And, from this standpoint, the 
third-century fathers deserve the consideration of pioneers who, 
by their very errors, made the discovery of new worlds possible. 
For the lack of j ust such a philosophy, that century marked a 
turning-point in the history of the Church. Morally bold and 
vigorous, it was sti ll intellectually timid or weak ; and, victorious 
as a way of life, it was still philosophically deficient. Accord
ingly, it suffe red hard ly more from the malice of its enemies 
than from the ineptitude of its friends and, impotent to over
come its own intellectual difficulties, it was obviously without 
the heavy artillery needed to beat down paganism. H ence 
paganism was to survive in the more exalted circles of imperial 
society, in order to make a final bid fo r ascendancy under 
Julian the Apostate. 

The evolution of a specifica lly Christian p hiloso hy was to 
some extent promote by theoretical attacks against the faith 
such as those levelled by Celsus and Porphyry in the third , and 
by Julian and his circle in the fourth, century. It was stimulated 
also by events in the world of act!on, such as the persecutions 
from Decius to Diocletian and, subsequently, the Caesaro
papism of the ew Monarchy. It was, indeed, this la tter which 
gave point and significance to the theological con troversies 
which intervened between the adoption of the icene Creed in 
325 and its confi rmation, fifty years later, at C~antinople. 
And it was not until she had undergone these experiences that 
the Church was in a position to 'spoil the Egyptians'; that is to 
say, until she could construct out of the dismantled fragments 
of Romanitas a system of thought designed to supplement and 
reinforce the appeal of na'ive Christianity, and thus secure its 
final victory. Bu t in this respect her shortcomings were in 313 
still painfully apparent. Accordingly the day was yet remote 
when a Christian could write : 'Can paganism, I ask you, 

( 
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produce anything equal to ours, the one true philosophy?' 1 Yet 
this was the moment when the emperor Constantine made .his 
astonishing gamble with fortune by calling u_pon the Chri tians 
to provide an imme iate and specific remedy for the ills of an 
expiring world. 

The problems of Christianity were not lessened but increased 
through the political revolution by which it was drawn into the 
full curreri"t of imperial life. To begin with, there was the 
powerful attraction of th Constantinian court, ith its strongly 
marked secular intere ts, including an evident desire to trans
form the Church into an instrument of public policy. Then, 
too, there was a natural desi re on the part of churchmen to 
compromise, so far as possible, with the wishes of their powerful 
pa tron. And finally , there wa still the vitally importantqucstion, 
of understanding and application. In this connexion, discussion 
centred on the meaning to be attached to the life and personality 
of Christ. Thus, for example, Eusebius of Caesarea notes the 
revival in his day by Paul of Samosata of the so-called h,eresy of 
Artemon. 

'This heresy,' he says, 'which cla ims that the aviour was a mere 
man (o/llAos av8pw7ros), has been criticized2 as a recent innovation , 
which its authors have sought to make respectable by ascribing to 
it an origin in antiquity ( 195 n) ... They have brazenly corrupted 
H oly Scripture, they have set aside the traditional rule of faith, they 
have ignored Christ; not searching for what the criptures have to 
say but sedulously considering what kind of reasoned a rgument may 
be devised to support their a theism .... If any one confronts them 
with a text of Holy Writ, they discuss whether it can be put in the 
form of a conjunctive or disjunctive syllogism .... R epudiating the 
sacred writings, they apply themselves to geometry . . . . or the earth 
earthy, they speak as it were from below and reject Him who comes 
to us from on high. They study and admire Euclid, Aristotle, a nd 
Theophrastus; some of them, no doubt, bow down a nd worship 
Galen' (197 A, n) . 

The sugges tion that the Redeemer was a 'mere man' had 
horrified Eusebius; but the qu estion arose, if this was not the 
case, what then was He? To this question Arius, presbyter of 
Alexandria, was now to attempt an answer. 3 The obj e t of Arius 

1 Augustine, Contra lulianum, iv. 14.72 : 'obsecro te, non si t hones tior philosophia 
gentium quam nostra Christi ana, quae una es t vera philosophia.' 

2 H .E. v. 28, quoting an unknown au thor of the period. 
3 For the personal history and background of Arius, including his connexion 
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nature. On the other hand, as embodying the intellectual 
determinations of the Father, He appeared specifically as the 
ratio, the principle of order and discrimination in the cosmos. 
Similarly with the third person, the Holy pirit, the principle 
of energy or movement, which was said to 'reveal the substance 
of the Father which is in the Son', therein discharging a dual 
function as the source both of life and perfectibility in the 
creature. Thus constituted, the Godhead might be described 
either as 'trinity in unity' or 'unity in trinity'. To envisage it 
as a trinity was to see its elements as in some sense 'opposed' to 
one another; being was not to be identified with order, nor 
order with process, nor yet were all three to be resolved into 
terms of an undifferentiated, all-inclusive one. It was, more
over, to recognize that the oppositions in question were sub
stantial; i.e. that they possessed the real existence of 'persons' 
and were not mere logical distinctions subsisting only in the 
human mind. On the other hand, to envisage it as a unity was 
to acknowledge that these oppositions, far from being ultimate, 
were simply those of necessary relations on what was essentially 
the same plane of reality. 

We may here observe that there was no attempt whatever to 
demonstrate the truth of these assertions in terms acceptable to 
classical science. On the contrary, they were propounded 
as strictly de jrde, a matter of faith, beginning and ending as 
affirmations of the religious consciousness. As such, their 
validity was felt to depend ultimately upon tlie sense of scrip
ture, and disputes whi h aro e, for example, as to the propriety 
of using the word 'consubstantial' to indicate the r lation of 
persons within the Trinity, turned on the question of whether 
this adjective had adequate scri tural authority. But they were 
not on that account put fo;:;-ard, in the defiant spirit of Ter
tuTiian, as inconsistent with nature and reason. Rather, they 
were o ered as the clue to an understanding of problems by .1.! ,.),.o .1-' 

which the natural reason had hitherto been baffled. They did, 
however, suggest a fresh attitude to these problems, the ap-
proach no longer being, as for Classicism, through nature to 
God, but rather through God to nature. 

The doctrine of the Trinity provided the basis for a radically 
new and unclassical account of the structure and content of 
experience. The assumption of Classicism, or at least of Platon-· 
ism, had been that there was, in nature, an exact equivalence 
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between 'being' and 'knowledge'. Its effort had therefore been 
directed to the attainment of a 'pure' knowledge as the means 
of apprehending 'pure' reality. Behind this assumption there 
lurked the heresy of two worlds, the one that of the intelligibles 
..f.!iattos vo17-r6s) accessible to the scientific understanding ( ~7TL
crrrJJ.t7J), t e other the sensible world (KoGJ.tOS aia87]-r6s) of which 
no genuine science was possible but only opinion (86ga) or 
belief ( 11ums). Christianity denied the original assumption 
and, therewith, The implied eresy. or it there was but ane 
world of experience and that common to all human beings on 
precisely the same terms. It thus dismissed as a vain illusion 
the Platonic dream of an dpxiJ aVU1T08€TOS to be apprehended 
through the disciplined mind, together with its corollaries, the 
Platonic dictatorship of intelligence and Platonic 'orthodoxy'. 
As against these notions, it asserted that the true starting-point 
for thought and action must remain for ever invisible to the eye 
of the flesh.' This was to alter the entire perspective and to 
maintain that, for all men without exception, the question of 
primary importance was not so much their capacity for thinking 
as the presuppositions which governed their thought. And, 
from this standpoint, faith in the God of revelation was pro
posed as indispensable to full understanding. To accept this 
a1th was to be1ieve iliat, however obscure tnis might appear to 

the scientific intelligence, the esse of the Father embraced within 
itself the elements of order and movement and that these were 
not less integral than substance to the divine nature. It was, 
moreover, to hold that on these essential constituents of the 
Deity depended the structure and process of the universe. Thus 
envisaged, however, the oDeity presented itself, not as an object 
of, but as the basis for, experience, the God 'in whom we live 
and move and are' . 

This vision of the operatio Dei shed fresh light on certain of the 
traditional problems which had haunted the classical mind . 
The first of these had to do with the question of cosmology. 
Thus, for example, the classical materialists, beginning with the 
concept of an independent, self-moving matter, had found 
themselves in the position of explaining the universe, including 
that of thought, in terms either of 'c_hance' or 'necessity' or, if 
it was to contain any element of freedom, an arbitrary com-

1 Col. i. 15 'TOU 8£oii 'TOU aoparou. 
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the fourth century. At this point, we need only say that it pu t 
an end to 'the search for causes' as this had been understood ana 
practised by the philo ophers of classical antiquity. Likewi e, 
it di po ed of all the multifarious theosophies which had been 
devised by human ingenui ty during classical and post-classical 
times. But it did so, only to raise fresh problems of understand
ing, such as were to consti tute the theme of discussion 
from Athanasius to Augustine. This discussion was largely 
concerned with man and with his sta tus in the hierarchy of 
nature. 

We may here note, to begin with, that to envisage man as a 
creature in nature was to think of him as a being whose struc
ture and functions, like those of other creatures, were completely 
dependent upon 'the will of God' . But, on the other hand, his 
esse contained elements of nosse and posse, which served to dis
tinguish him from other beings whether animate or inanimate 
by making it possible for him to know himself. In this sense, he 
was said to have been made 'in the image of the T rinity' , 
naturally (not potentially or hypothetically) immortal and 
'marked out' for 'divine sonship' .1 Paradoxical as this may 
sound , it nevertheless underlay the whole of Christian teaching 
with regard to the constitution and history of mankind. For, 
they insisted, it was by virtue of this gift of self-consciousness that 
man was enabled to recognize his powers and limitations and, 
thereby, to 'co-operate' with the Creator in accomplishing his 
destiny. 

But, if the des tiny of man was eternal life, how then was it 
possible to account for the notorious fact that he was every
where subj ect to death? To this question there could be but 
one an wer, sin. To say this was to offer a new interpretation 
of what had long since engaged the attention of Classicism as 
the dfLapT{a or vitium of human life. This defect, as the Christi ans 
saw it, could not possibly be one of nature ; that is to say, it was 
~inherent in the substance of his bein_g. or yet was it a 
defect of habit, to be ascribed ultimately to the material ondi
tions und er whi h he lived. This is not to sugges t that the 
Christians were oblivious to physical or social evil ; quite the 
contrary. But it does indicate that they considered this evil to 
be the by-product of an evil which was much more funda
mental, namely, the refusal of man to acknowledge his privi-

' ee below, p . 448, n. 7· 
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leges and responsibilities in the economy of nature, the vain 
dream that he could usurp the p lace of the Creator and be 
another God . To indulge this dream was ·not, of course, to 
alter in the slightest the laws which governed that economy; it 
was merely to incur the penalty inevitable to their violation. 
And, from this standpoint, the failure of man was a matter of 
record; his history, indeed, was one of continuous and persistent 
self-abuse . This self-abuse began with Adam when, according 
to the legend, he consciously and deliberately defied the p recept 
of probation. By this a t he was said to have lost the 'gift of 
integri ty', that is, of perfect adjustment to the demands of his 
nature, and to have started the warfare of the members-a con
flic t between fl esh and spirit the inevitable issue of which was 
physical death. It was thus ' through one man' , as the Apostle 
had expressed it, ' that sin came into the world' . 1 This sin per
sisted in all the sons and daughters of Adam not as 'a tual' or 
positive wrongdoing, but as a state, tendency, or predisposition 
to repeat his error, and from this none was exempt, if only 
because it was a potential of human freedom and the human 
capacity for choice. It was thus described as una cum origine or 
original, and said to have been 'propaga ted by generation' from 
the seed of Adam. We are well aware of the curious and shock-
ing interpretations that have been placed upon this doctrine 
which, indeed, constitutes one of the supreme problems of 
Christian thought. s Augustine was to put it: there is nothing 
more notorious and yet more difficult to grasp' . 2 In considering 
what it really means, it is well to remember th at 'original sin' 
was specifically~stinguished by post-Nicene the(;logians from ......
'ancestral sin' , a kind of hereditary biological or social taint 
such as had been envisaged by the Greek tragedians, and that 
it was diagnosed a~trictly individual, peccatum personate, or, as we 
should say, a problem of personali_ty. In this connexion it will 
be recalled that Adam was an individual and at the same time 

' ' he is everyman. We may thus conclude that, in a very real 
sense, the original sin is being a man. 

Paradoxical though it may seem, the Christians discovered in 
this doctrine reason for comfort rather t an espair. To appre
hend it was to grasp what St. Paul had ca e the law of life or 
law of the Spirit which was thus put forward as the one means of 

I R om. v. I 2: a,· fvO~ O.v8pclrrrou ~ d.p.ap·rla £ls TOll K6a,.,.ov £laiji\8Ev. 
2 Augustine, De M or. Eccl. i . 22. 
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redeeming men from the 'law of sin and death'. 1 For it enabled 
them to perceive that the only creature of whom eternal 
life could properly be predicated was the individual human 
being, because he alone was the real unit of ons iou and 
deliberate activity. From this it followed that, just as sin and 
error were matters of individual aberration, so also salvation 
depended in the last analysis upon the individual, and this was 
merely a question of getting him to recognize the truth. This 
was to set up a wholly new ideal and a wholly new technique 
of human perfectibility (Christian n).EtwaLs), namely, the re
covery of the natural donum integritatis to be achieved through 
the 'rebirth' of the 'carnal' as a 'spiritual' man. 

To examine in detail the various controver ies to which this 
doctrine gave rise would be to anticipate discussions whi h have 
been reserved for a more appropriate place in this work.2 H ere 
we need only observe that regeneration, in the sense just indi-
a ted, was felt to be ont ingent on divine grace. This was no 

more than to acknowledge that, ultimately, the remedy for the 
ills of life must come from th e same source and on the same 
terms as life itself; in other words, that it was not to be achieved 
by kicking against the pricks. But in asking the que tion 'Hath 
not the potter power over the lay? ' the Apostle had not meant 
to suggest any programme of mere passivity or resignation, but 
merely to stipulate as the sine qua non of effective action a willing 
acceptance of the conditions under which it becomes possible 
to act effectively. And, of these conditions, the first and fore
most was that the individual should cease to regard himself as 
an accident of cosmic process, whether that of aimless self
moving matter or that of self-existent forms, patterns, or types 
in whose hypothetical reality he vaguely 'parti ipated'. This 
was to insist that human experience was not to be compre
hended 'objectively'in terms applicable to the study o!pheno-

..-mena in nature, but only in terms of the movement of the 
Spirit, that is, of what 1s m the minds and hearts of men. T o 
think of it otherwise was to miss its essential significance. It 
was, indeed, precisely this error which, they held, had vitiated 
human life and transformed it, in the words of Augustine, into 
a 'race towards death'. T o eliminate it was, therefore, the 

1 R om. viii. 2: o VOJ.<O~ Toii I1v<UJ.<aTo~ Tij> twij~ iv Xptcrrt;> 'IrwoO ~>.w8lpwo£v o< 
c:ind 'TOiJ vOpou rijs Op.ap-rlas KaL ToU 8avcl:rou. 
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necessary preliminary to any real understanding of the nature 
and conditions of progress. 

Of all elements in hristian teaching, there was none more 
remarkable than the notion of progress and none more incon
gr~~us with the oug 1 .an practice of classical antiquity. As 
ongmally put forward m the apocalyptic literature, it took 
shape as the vision of a millennium, the character of which was 
depicted in language so charged with metaphor and allusion 
as t? .give rise to stran?e misapprehensions on the part of 
Chnstlan and pagan ahke. It thus presented a formidable 
pro~lem of ~nterpretation which had, nevertheless, to be solved, 
for 1t was m a very real sense the ultima ratio of the whole 
Christian attitude to life. 

. I~ approaching the problem, the first thing n cessary is to 
d1stmgwsh between progress as a fact and progress as an idea. 
The fact of progres is indisputable; it is, as Aristotle had 
observed in the Politics, ' bound up with the notion of onscious 
and deliberate activity; 'all men', as he puts it, 'a im at some 
good' .. B.ut so also, .we may add, is the fact ofretrogres ion; for 
the ac~tvtty of men 1s .often such as to destroy the good at which 
they atm. The questiOn, then, resolves itself into one of mean
ing : what is the ultimate good and how is it to be achieved? 
And here the greatest difficulties arise both as to ends and 
means. The history of Classicism provides ample evidence of 
both. 

And first as to ends. For Classicism, two general possibilities 
had pre en ted thems lves: the good, it asserted onsists either 
in the lifl of thought or the life of action, r so~c combination 
of the two .. With respe t to the former, we may rem mber how 
Sophocles, m a famous chorus of the Antigone,Z had proclaimed 
the conquest of nature by the 'versatile mind of man', or rather 
the conquest of e erything in nature except death, which was 
t?us conceaed to be an inescapable law of life. By this admis
swn he pro~okcd ~ q u.e. ti n whi h could not long remain un
answered w1thout mspmng the gravest doubt as to the ultimate 
value of classical curiositas or the 'life of science' . Vergil, on the 
other hand, was an apostle of action which, as we have seen J he 
sou.ght with all his in:-~ense gifts to explain and justify. And, 
wh1le ~ro~o~ndly sensit.lVe to the transitory and painful charac
ter of md1v1dual expenence, he discovered a compensation for 

1 i. '· 2 11. 332- 75 1 Ch. II above. 
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this in the welfare and 'eternity' of the whole. For this ideal of 
corporative immortality he invited his countrymen to work and 

Ie w ile, at the same time, reserving a heaven of individual 
apotheosis for those exceptional spirits who, as he agreed with 
Cicero, could properly be described as saviours of the state. In 
so doing, he pronounced the passo romano to be for all time the 
march-step of humanity. This also, as we may well suspect, 
was not enough. Like the ideal of science, it fell short of the 
justice which was demanded by the reason and conscience of 
mankind. 

The Christians broke with these interpretations in order to 
assert that the good for man is eternal life and that this consists 
in the knowledge and love of God as the principle of his own 
being. In this connexion, it is important to notice that the good 
thus proposed was strictly a 'personal', not a 'corporative' or 
'collective' good . As such, it claimed to be real, not prob
lematical or imaginary, both because its subject was rea1, the 
concrete individual, and because it was the object of his 
immediate experience. But to say this was to raise the question 
of direction and process. 

And here, so the Christians claimed, the error of Classicism 
had been to look 'outside' for the creative and moving principle. 
This, they insisted, was to expose oneself to the danger of 
idolatry, that is, of identifying reality with the picture or repre
sentation of it framed by the conceptualizing imagination. It 
was also to create an insoluble problem of intelligibility, thus 
permitting the materialist or idealist magician to produce any 
rabbit he liked out of the philosophic hat. Finally, it was to 
give rise to false antitheses in flat contradi tion to the findings 
of experience, such as that between formless matter and motion
less form; and then attempt to construct out of these nonentities 
an authentic description of the universe. 

To these difficulties of Classicism the answer of the Christians 
was a demand that it should acknowledge the Trinity as the 
creative and moving principle. To do so, they urged, was to 
perceive that the difficulties in question, however serious, were 
difficulties not in the structure of reality but merely in the 
effort to apprehend it. It was to recognize that what, in fact, 
constitutes the nature of any substance is the order and move
ment which are iQ it, and that these are not to be thought of as 
in any sense external to that substance, dependent either on 
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self-existent 'types' or on a substratum of anarchic 'matter'. It 
was thus to see in the world of natural object~ not God, indeed, 
n?r. any p~r.t of God but, as they put it, the vestigia or traces of 
divme activit~. As for t_he human being, the knowing subject, 
what they claimed for him was the unique satisfaction of access 
to this ~ternal tru.th through the Word and the pirit. I And, 
from this s:andpomt, the only barrier to his progress towards 
fu!l perfection was that which he imposed upon himself by his 
blmd and stubborn refusal to see it. 

Such, if we are not mistaken, were the nature and basis of the 
Christian theory of progress. Considering its remoteness from 
the common sense of antiquity, we need not wonder that it 
proved to be a difficult notion to communicate to the classical 
mind. Nor is it surprising that the Christians themselves should 
have experienced some perplexity in formulating it in intelligible 
t~rms. For what it _pointed to was~ay of thought utterly 
different fro~ that I~ which they had been brought up. We 
thus fi~d Ongen, for mstance, protesting vigorously against the 
Platomc theory of cycles-the notion, as he says, that 'in another 
Athens another Socrates will be born who will marry another 
Xanthippe and will be accused by another Anytus and another 
Meletus'. 2 B~t. it is one th~ng to deny with him the possibility 
of such repetitiOns and qmte another to discover how to break 
away from 'the wheel'. Tertullian, on the other hand was 
much more ~e~sit~ve than Origen to the fact and necessity of 
change. This IS Illustrated by his attack on convention and 
especially the conventions of Romanitas. 'The truth', he de
clares, 'appears _to be in~tinc~vely hated.'J Nevertheless, things 
do move, even m a society ndden by traditional standards. 

'In_ your clothing, your food, your habits, your feelings, finally 
even m your language, you have repudiated your ancestors. You are 
al';ays ~raising antiquity, but you renew your life from day to day.'"~ 

Consider whether the general accusation which you bring against 
us, namely, that we. have discarded ancestral custom, may not be 
levelled equally_ agamst ~o~rselves. To me it appears that, in every 
aspect of your life and disCipline, the practice of antiquity has been 
corrup~ed and d_~stroyed ... your own authority overrides the whole 
authonty of the past.'s 

• ', John ~vi. I 3: o-ra• SE <>.On fK£ivos, TO flvdJp.a -r1js O.>.TJ8das, o8TJ"ria£L up.as £lST~ · 
ti.>.TJ8£<a• 1raaav. . 

2 Contra Celsum, iv. 68. J Apol. I4. • 6. s Ad Nat. i. IO. 
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This change he js inclined to identify with progress. 

'If you look at the world as a whole, you cannot doubt that it has 
grown progressively more cultivated and populated (cultior de die et 
instructior pristino) Every territory is now accessible, every territory 
explored, every territory opened to commerce. The most delightful 
farmsteads have obliterated areas formerly waste, plough-land has 
subdued the woods, domestic cattle have put to flight the wild beast, 
barren sands have become fertile, rocks are reduced to soil, swamps 
are drained, the number of cities to-day exceeds the number of 
isolated huts in former times, islands no longer inspire fear nor 
crags terror: everywhere people, everywhere organized communities, 
everywhere human life. Most convincing as evidence of populous
ness, we men have actually become a burden to the earth, the fruit~ 
of nature hardly suffice to sustain us, there is a general pressure of 
scarcity giving rise to complaints, since the earth can no longer support 
us. eed we be astonished that plague and famine, warfare and 
earthquake come to be regarded as remedies, serving as it were to 
trim and prune the superfluity of poQulation?' 1 

But, when Tertullian undertakes to prove the reality of pro
gress, what he does is actually to fall back for evidence, in a 
genuinely classical manner, upon external nature (TCt €tw; Ta 
€tw8€V), the only difference being that, whereas Classicism had 
seen in nature order or rather a tendency towards order, Ter
tullian sees in it nothing but change or mutation . This law, he 
decl ares, manifests itself in the regular movement of celestial 
bodies (naturae latins solemne munus), the solar year, the monthly 
phases of the mo n, the rising and setting of the constellations 
(siderum distincla confusio), day and night, sunshine and cloud , 
storm and calm. The earth as a whole has changed; at one time 
it was entirely submerged in water. Sea-shells are to be found 
even on the mountain-tops, as though to vindicate the conten
tion of Plato that the very highlands were once flooded, and 
even to-day earthquakes occasionally produce changes of the 
kind .2 This law of physical muta tion, he thinks, applies also to 
animals and men; these since primeval times having extended 
their habitat over the greater part of an empty world. 3 Although, 
he significantly adds, this cannot in all respects be considered 
an improvement. 4 

It will be evident from these statements that Tertullian has 
utterly missed the point of the Christian position as we have 

' De Anima, 30; no apologies to Malthusl 
• De Pallio, 2. 
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~ried to put it. He has failed to realize that the law of progress 
lS a law for man, and that no coherent and· intelligible theo 
thereof can be erected on speculation regarding the structu~ 
and process of external nature. 'Heaven and Earth shall 
pass away but my Words shall not pass away' As f h" · · a conse-
quence o ~ I~ mistake, Tertullian emerges not as an exponent 
of the Chnsti_a~ theory. of progress but as the first apostle of 
modern. relatiVISm. Thrs comes out especially in his idea of 
prol?ressive tr~th . Thus, in the De Virginibus Velandis, a treatise 
ofhrs M_ontamst period, he argues that no prescription whatever 
can be Imposed upon truth. othing, he declares• has power 
to do so. ' 

'Our Lord Jesus Christ described Himself as truth and not as cus
tot?. : .. Apart, therefore, from the one immutable and irrefutable 
pnnc~ple, the_ rule of fa_ith, ~ll other truths whatsoever of theory and 
prac~1ce adm1t of modificatiOn, since presumably the grace of God 
contmues to operate and to produce results till the very e d f t" 

Th L d h Hi . . n o tme. 
· · · e or as sent s spmt, the Paraclete .. .. I have much still 
~o say to you, He declares, bu t not until you have power to receive 
~t. · .. When the Spirit of truth shall have come, It will guide you 
mto the way of all truth and will proclaim to you what is still to 
com~. · · · W~a t, ~hen , is the service of the Spirit except to make 
poss~ble the dtrectwn. of training, the revelation of Scripture, the 
re~o~m. of understandmg, the achievement of better things;> 
Nzhzf szne aetate et omnia ~empus exspectant; there is nothing whi~h· ha~ 
not 1ts season and all things await their time.'l 

B_ut it is one thing to admi t tha t there is much truth still to be 
di:covered, . and q~ite ano ther to suggest that the discovery of 
this tru_th Is contmgent UJ?On the working of an erratic and 
wholly I~calcul_ab le force, the M ontanist Paraclete. 

The difficulties of Tertullian have been traced to what h 
beh~nhcalled the 'unexp unged remnant of classit:al materiali s m~s 
w IC was embedded in his thought This find s . . ' · t · · exp ressiOn m 
~n e~estmg and ofte~ sta_rtling ways. It comes out, for instance 
m hisz attempt to ~Isualize ~he s?ul as a sort of astral or ghos~ 
b?dy. Then too, It underlies his notion of a material rnillen
m~m as an event which is, so to speak, fatally determined 
qwte. reg~rdless of wha tever efforts human beings put forward 
to bnng It abou,t. In other words, it is involved in 'the move
ment of m atter and thus, in the last analysis, quite unin-

1 op. ci t. r. 2 De Anima, 7-9 and 53; cf. De Ruur. Camis. 
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telligible. But the supreme example ofTertullian's materialism 
is to be found in his notion of Hell as a kind of unearthly 
Colosseum in which, by way of compensation for their former 
sufferings, the saints and martyrs of the Church are provid.ed 
with ring-side seats in order that_Qley may taste the pecuhar 
physical satisfaction of watching the physical torment of the 
damned. T his sort of thing, it should be noted, was deeply 
·rooted in the ideology of the early Church and it was by no 
means easy to dispose of. We may thus find it emerging as late 
·as Augustine, hen he seriously discusses, inter alia, the pr~s~~ct 
of a Gehenna of fire and brimstone, though such a poss1b1hty 
is clearly inconsistent with his own best level of eschatological 
thought. z 

The effect of the icene formulation was largely to exclude 
errors such as had marred the thinking of Origen and Tertullian, 
and to lay the foundation for a new and distinctively Christian 
Weltanschauung, to accept which was to enter into an area of 
experience utterly different from that of secular society. The 
problem arises: What was the relation between this world and 
the vast structure of secular values which had been erected 
under the auspices of the pagan empire? The ques tion resolves 
itself entirely into one of meaning. And, in this connexion, we 
may agree that for vast numbers who were content not to think 
but simply to follow the leadership of the emperor, it w.as 
merely a matter of substituting Christ for Juppiter, the Euchanst 
for the sacrifice, baptism for the taurobolium, and pretending to 
themselves that otherwise everything was the same.3 But for 
those who could not be satisfied to live a life of fl agrant incon
sistency, no such solution was possible. What, then, did ~he 
change imply for them? We have seen how, with men hke 
T ertullian, it resulted in a rash and hasty repudiation of all 
natural values, including even the simplest satisfactions of 
normal life. Christians, he declared, should practise the most 
rigid asceticism; second marriages (especially for widows) are 
tantamount to bigamy, and to be fat is merely to provide good 
food for the lions. 

But what application had such doctrine to a period when the 
lions had ceased to roar for Christians, when the empire had 
not only desisted from persecution but had actually taken them 

1 De Spect . 30. 
2 De Civ. Dei, x:xi . 9 and 1 o. J See Duchesne, op. cit. iii, p . I 59· 
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to its bosom? Merely to formulate the question is to realize tha t 
it must have involved the greatest confusion and perplexity, 
especially as it first presented itself toward t,Ee beginning of 
the fourth century. But cer tain considerations were soon to 
become evident. One was tha t Chris tianity subverted the 
ancient in terpreta tion of life in terms of the concepts virtue 
and fo rtune, or ra ther tha t virtue and fortune were thence
forth to lose their status as independent principles. And, 
therewith, it subverted the notion of felicity (the summum bonum) 
to be realized through security and independence, otherwise 
control of the environment (Ta €t wO€v) or the monopoliza tion of 
phys ical and economic power. That is to say, ' t subverted 
the central idea of creative politics as this had been pursued 
th:·oughout classical antiquity. But if the sta te thus ceased to 
be regarded as final, what then was to replace it? And wha t 
was to be the rela tion of th e New R epublic to any fr esh institution 
which might arise, with claims to fin ality not less insistent th an 
those of the now discredited polis? 

Such ques tions are much a ier to ask than to answer. But 
of one thing, at leas t, we may be sure, and this was that the 
state did not propose to yield the substance of its traditional 
prerogatives without a struggle. We thus find on tantine 
already in 335 (only ten year after icaea) looking for a way 
of escape from the impli a tions of the icene formula, and 
seeking to have it neutrali zed in the direction of Ari anism. He 
began by condon ing Arian attack on thana ius a t Tyre. 
Shortly afterwards he banish d the stubborn e le ias tic to the 
remoteness of Treves, and formally demanded of a metro
politan synod the readmission of Arius to c mmun ion. Finally, 
he indicated his own p rsonal feeling by accepting baptism at 
the hands of the Arian Bish p of icomedia, thus dying in the 
odour of Arian an ti ty and I a ing a lega y of trouble to his 
sons. 

The Chri tologi al ontrovcr ie which immediately broke 
out and which were to continue for the better part of the four th 
century may, perhaps, be dismissed as 'meaningless and un
edifying wrangles' by those who perversely regard thought as a 
function of matter. But for those who believe that what men do 
has a direc t relation hip to what they think and wh at they want, 
it is impossible to avoid the issues raised at that time. And, 
from this standpoint, those i sues concern the historian no less 
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vindicem ducit') . By thus exciting a spirit of religious fanaticism 
and strife, by fomenting discord within the empire, it helped to 
seal the doom of Constantinianism and to make inevitable the 
coming reaction under Julian. 

Throughout this period the watchword and motto was cesset 
superstitio, sacrificiorum aboleatur insania. 1 Under this caption, 
paganism was now to experience the nemesis of its own earlier 
offences. By an edict of 346, dated from onstantinople and 
repeated,- in substance, ten years later at Milan, all temples 
whatsoever were to be closed, except as museums of art, access 
to the altars being spe ifically forbidden; the death-penalty, 
together with confiscation of goods, was to be inflicted upon 
persons found guilty of participating in sacrifices, and magis
trates were tnreatened with fines for any failure to enforce the 
law. 2 The animus against pagans was reflected also in an in
creasingly restrictive and ungenerous attitude to the J ews. Any 
Jew purchasing a slave -of Gentile stock was liable to have him 
summarily confiscated; for the purchase of slaves known to be 
Christians, he was to suffer the total confiscation of all his 
servants; if he presumed to have su h slav s cir umcised, the 
penalty was death. 3 As for the association by-J ews in their rites 
of Christian women operatives in the gynaecea or state textile 
works, this crime also was to be visited with capital punish
ment. 4 Shortly afterwards the conversion of free men toJ udaism 
was discountenanced by the threat of total confiscation of 
goods.5 Meanwhile, under the criminal law (bk. ix), it was 
made a capital offence for any one to consult a haruspex, a hariolus, 
or a mathematicus; sileat omnibus perpetuo divinandi curiositas, ran 
the edict.6 And, despite the immunity from this punishment 
normally accorded to members of the imperial service, magi and 
diviners caught in its ranks were declared li able to torture.7 

But, while thus implementing against pagans the sentence of 
God upon paganism, Constantius undertook at the same time 
to promote and foster the interes ts of Christianity, and the 
spirit of his missionary effort may be judged from a series of 

1 Cod. Tluod. xvi. 10. 2 (341). In connex.ion wi th th is and other enactments we 
may recall the salutary warning of Tou ta in, Economic Life of the Ancient World, 
p. 327: 'The mere fact that so many were issued shows how ineffective they were.' 
All that can safely be inferred from them is the spirit and direction of govern
mental policy. 

1 xvi. 10. 3, 4, a nd 6. 
5 xvi . 8. 7 (357) · 

3 xvi. g. 2 (339). 
6 ix. !6. 4 (357)· 

• xvi. 8. 6 (339). 
7 ix. 16. 6 (358). 
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edicts issued in his name. Thus, in a manifesto addres ed to the 
clergy, 1 he declared that they and their slaves .we.r~ exempt 
from all new and special levies, as well as from liab1ht~ t~ the 
onerous obligation of quartering imperial offici~ls (hospttalttC:S); 
they were likewise authorized to conduct busme.ss enterp.nses 
for purposes of subsistence, free from the lustratw or b_usmess 
tax. In 349 all cleri s were pronounced exempt fro~. cunal a~d 
other obligations, their children, unless liable by ongm to cunal 
duties to be classified as ecclesiastics ;2 four years later they and 
their ~hildren were specifically exempted from personal burde~s 
(sordida et corporulia onera) and from the business tax (lustratw) 
on account of profits from s1relters and workhouses, on t~e 
ground that these institutions were helpful to the poor. !h1s 
indulgence to sweated labour was extended als? t~ the w1:es, 
children and slaves male or female, of the clencs m questwn, 

' ' . 1 fr 3 and repeated in substance after a further mterva. o 1our years. 
About the same time Constantius conceded to b1shops accused 
of criminal offences the right to be heard only before their ~e~rs, 
thus giving a dangerous complexion to the ~o~stant1~1~n 
ecclesiastical courts. 4 The concession of such spec1alJmmurut1es 
and privileges was only too eagerly accepted; and the appetite 
apparently grew by what it fed on. Towards the. close of the 
reign (359 or 360), the emperor was confronted w1th ~ ~razen 
demand put forward by the ecclesiastical synod of Anm:nu~, 
viz. that iuga or taxable land-units belonging to eccles1ast1cs 
should be exempt from public obligations. This impudent sug
gestion he had the courage to refuse; but he c~nfirmed :he 
immunity of small businesses undertaken by cl.encs for ~am
terrance, ordering all others to be put on the matncula or busmess 
assessment roll. The general spirit of his policy was expressed 
in a final edict (361 ), which exempted from public obligations 
all those who devoted themselves to the 'Christian law', i.e. the 
monks. 5 

But while Constantius thus professed to see in prayer rather 
than work the bone and sinew of the ew Republic, his critics 
preferred to interpret his policy as a deliberate attemp~ to 
prostitute the Church to his own sordid purposes. Thus, m a 

1 xvi. 2. 8 (343). 2 xvi . 2 . g. 
3 xvi. 2. 10 (353) and 14 (357). • xvi. 2. 12 (~55). . 
' xvi. 2. 16: 'gaudere enim et gloriari ex fide semper volumus, sc1entes n:aglS 

religionibus quam officiis et Iabore corporis vel sudore nostram rem publicam 
contineri.' 
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famous yassage, 1 the sturdy and sensible pagan, Ammianus 
Marcellinus, declares that the emperor confounded the Christian 
r:ligion, simple and clear by nature, with womanish supersti
tJO~; and the text may be accepted as referring to the legi lation 
rev1ewed above, as well a~ to the specifically ecclesiastical policy. 
For, as a means of reducmg the Church to a condition of sub
servience, Constantius added to this gross and demoralizing 
patron~ge ~n attemp~ to complicate the 'clear and simple truths' 
aforesa.Jd w1~h subtleties propounded no doubt mainly by Val en , 
the A:nan b1shop of Mu.rsa who, having helped by his prayers 
to wm the battle a~amst Magnentius, had been accepted 
by the emperor as his confidential spiritual advis'er. The e 
subtleties Constantius endeavoured to impose upon the Church; 
and, as he merely succeeded in stirring up discord, he convoked 
synod after synod in an effort to have them ratified, so that the 
imperial transport service almost broke down under the strai n 
of carrying ecclesiastics dashing hither and thither at the behest 
of the emperor. 

I~ these sy~ods Constantius assumed the impossible position 
of Bishop of B1~hops and, as has earlier been suggested, 2 boldly 
asserted the pnnCJple later to be known as that of divine right. 
I~ o~der to ~ake good his claims, he harried his opponents 
w1thm the ep1scopacy and, in particular, put intolerable pres
sure upo~ the aged Liberius, bishop of Rome; altogether his 
efforts m1ght well have succeeded, had it not been for the lion 
in his path. J 

The spectacle of Athanasius contra mundum has excited the 
generous ad mira tion of Gibbon, who describ s in detail the 
resi~tan~e w~ic~ this gallant soldier of the hurch put up 
~gamst 1~pena: mterference, in the face of obloquy and persecu
tiOn dunng which he suffered no less than five different periods 
of exile under three successive monarchs of the Constantinian 
house. The strength of Athanasius was the strength of the man 
wit~ b~t ~ne idea; the d~f~nce of orthodoxy was the inspiration 
of his hfe s work. And, If It be true that icaea put teeth into 
Christianity, it is equally fair to say that, with Athanasius, the 
Church showed how she could bite the hand that fed her. For 
while Arian and Catholic bi hops, as individuals, were per-

1 
xxi. 16. 18. 2 Ch. V, p. 187 above. 

3 A thanasius, elected bishop of Alexandria in succession to Alexander who died 
18 April 328. ' 

s 
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haps equally capable of compliance or intransigency, accord
ing to whether their interests w~re promoted or threatened, 
nevertheless it cannot well be demed that there was an element 
of hardness in the orthodox position, as represented by Atha~~
sius which was lacking on the other side. And, as the spmt ' . . 
of persecution invoked by Constantms agam:t "?agamsm was 
presently applied to the 'healing' of schis~ w1thm the Church 
itself Nicene orthodoxy was now to expenence treatment such 
as it 'had not yet learned to expect at the hands of a nomin~lly 
Christian emperor. As Athanasius himself put it, 'persecutwn 
was peculiarly the disgrace of the new heresy'. 1 

• 

Among those who supported the effort o~ Constantms to s~b
vert the Trinitarian position , orthodox-y d1scovered two alhed 
and partially co-operating groups. The first was composed of 
the so-called Anomoeans or extreme Arians who declared that 
the Son was of quite another essence than the Father; the second 
of the semi-Arian Homoiousians, whose position differed from the 
orthodox or Homoousian faction 'merely by an iota'. But, in 
that iota as Athanasius saw it, lay all the difference between the 
claim of,the Evangel to finality and a Platonic theory of 'parti
cipation' which by leaving open the question of 'how much' 
the Son resembied the Father, was exposed to the possibility of 
numberless other 'revelations', past, present, and to come. 

The special contribution made b~ Atha?asi~s to'"':ards an 
elucidation of the theological and philosoph1cal1ssues mvolved 
must be reserved for its appropriate place in this work. 2 At 
present we are concerned with him. merely as a ~~n of action 
who in defence of what he conce1ved to be spmtual truth, 
stubbornly opposed the pretensions of th~ Ariani.zing court. 3 

With this purpose in mind he was ready m pract1ce to adopt 
any one of four different kinds of ~ction . . In the first. pia e, he 
never tired of recalling the plerupotent1ary authonty of the 
oecumenical council as the original author of the icene 
formula. Secondly, he made it his business to mobilize what
ever episcopal support could be mustered in defence of t~at 
formula, especially at Rome and throughout the West d~nng 
his exile at Treves. Thirdly, he developed the use of d1rect 
popular propaganda as, for example,. when he cau:ed a letter 
of public protest to be drafted and c1rculat:d for s1gn~ture ~t 
Alexandria, begging the emperor to deSISt from h1s ant1-

1 His/ . Arion. 67 foil. 1 Ch. X below. 3 Athan. Hist . Arian. 
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Trinitarian programme 'for the sake of his immortal soul'. 
Finally, he showed himself willing to submit to personal in
dignity, as attested by various humiliations which he suffered on 
account of his refusal to accede to the emperor's demands. In 
helping to frame a theory of ecclesiastical independence, the 
work of Athanasius was no less important. He repeatedly 
asserted the impropriety of imperial intervention in the internal 
affairs of the Church. 'When', he demands, 1 'has an ecclesias
tical judgement ever received its validity from the emperor? Or 
rather, when has his decree ever been recognized by the 
Church?' Moreover, he protested against the assumption by 
imperial power of any control over ecclesiastical organization 
and discipline, and denounced the episcopal appointments of 
Constantius as the work of Antichrist. 2 In this it would appear 
that he was fully justified, if the elevation of the notorious 
George of Cappadocia to the see of Alexandria may be regarded 
as, in any sense, typical. 3 In these various respects he laid the 
foundation of a specifically Christian political theory. 

Space forbids us to trace in detail the progress of a struggle 
during which the emperor, in his endeavour to escape from the 
net which was closing about him, resorted to the most amazing 
expedients. It is sufficient to observe that, by his actions, he 
laid the material for a crisis in the relations of Church and state. 
On all sides there ~ increasing evidence of venality in eccle
siastical high pla_ces. Meanwhile the widespread corruption of 
the imperial civil service, already referred to, was being traced 
by observant critics to the scandal of the palace, from which the 
eunuchs, a specifically Byzantine importation from the Orient, 
now for the first time in Roman history dictated the policy of 
the empire. 

Constantius' policy was one of recession from the difficulties 
of the Constantinian system. There was no formal repudiation 
of Christianity ; quite the contrary, as is shown by evidence 
from the Code. Nevertheless, the 'supreme God' who, under the 
father, had slowly assumed the lineaments of Jehovah, was 
under the son imperceptibly metamorphosed once more into 
his original self. But the fact that Constantius remained a 
nominal Christian added a certain piquancy to Athanasius' 
denunciation of the pious emperor as Antichrist; and thus gave 

1 O p. cit. 52. 1 Op. cit. 74- 5· 
3 See below, Cb. VII, p. 271, on this extraordinary character. 
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APOSTASY AND REACTIO N 

l A TITH the entry of Julian into Constantinople (December 

V V 36r), philosophy, for the second time in R oman history, 

assumed t e imperial purple. 1 A son of Julius Constantius 

brother of Constantine the Great, the new emperor had been 

born in the capital just thirty years before. As a child of six 

he had suffered a terrible shock through the extermination of 

his kinsmen in the massacre of potential rivals which marked 

the accession of the sons of Constantine, Julian himself and his 

elder brother Gallus having alone escaped from the slaughter. 

At the age of thirteen he had been relegated, along with Gallus, 

to the remote and inaccessible fortress of Macellum in Cappa

dacia, there to spend the next seven years in close confinement, 

'cut off from every liberal study and from all free intercourse'. 1 

But the dynasticism, which had thus seared his childhood and 

adolescence, was later to bring about a strange reversal of his 

fortunes. On the death of Constantine, Constantine II, his 

eldest son, had inherited the Gauls, Spain, and Britain, while 

the youngest, Constans, received Italy, Illyricum, and Africa as 

his portion of the empire. Within three years Constans had 

overthrown Constantine and seized his dominions to make 

himself sole Augustus in the West (340) . T en years later 

Constans himself was murdered by Magnentius, his Master of 

the Horse. The usurpation of the purple by Magnentius, co

incident with the revolt ofVetranio in Pannonia, made it neces

sary for Constantius, now sole survivor of the brothers and 

himself wi thout an heir, to invoke the aid of his cousins, if the 

dynasty was to be preserved. Thus Gallus, by his appointment 

as Caesar, was suddenly translated from the prison to the 

throne (35 1); whi le Julian, then a youth of twenty, was removed 

to the capital in order to receive the status, if not the considera

tion, of a prince of the blood. Gallus, however, was soon 

deposed and executed by Constantius (354), partly because the 

overthrow ofMagnentius had rendered him superfluous, partly 

also by reason of temperamental vices which made him a 
1 Dessau, I .L.S. 75 1: d. n. Fl. Cl. Iulianus dominus totius orbis filosofiae 

magis1er venerandus princeps piissimus imperator vic toriosissimus Augustus. o i K 

c/>•"Aoaocplas {3aa<A<vwv . ..• <1>>. . K"Aau/l. l ou>.tavos o p.tytaTo<; Kat 8n6TaTo<; alrroKpaTwp. 
2 Julian, 271 c (except where otherwise stated, references are to the Teubner 

text, ed. Hertlein, 1875). 
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liability, rather than an asset, to the Flavian house. Mean
while, since the emperor was then in the West, Julian was 
ordered to Milan and kept under strict surveillance at the 
court. There, however, the friendship of the empress Eusebia 
won him a brief interlude of freedom and happiness; as a result 
of her entreaties, the young man was permitted to withdraw for 
study to Athens and Bithynia. 1 But the depredations of the 
Germans soon put an end to his leisure and, in the year follow
ing (355), he was dragged from his retirement in order that, as 
Caesar, he might represent the family interest in the Gauls. z 

In that capacity, Julian was evidently expected merely to serve 
as a mask for the corrupt and inefficient administration of 
Constantius' praetorian prefect; but, stimulated by an ideal of 
public service out of all proportion to the resources at his com
mand,3 the shy and diffident scholar emerged as a man of 
action, whose skill and enterprise in clearing the West of 
barbarians were equalled only by his solicitude for the harried 
and overtaxed provincials within his jurisdiction. The posi
tion of colleague and understudy, at all times difficult, could 
in no case have been more so than with Julian in Gaul; and it 
is not surprising that an attempt on the part of his cousin to 
weajcen him by withdrawing all but a fragment of his veteran 
formations should have provoked the mutiny which led to his 
assumption of the diadem. In declaring himself emperor, the 
action of Julian was more than a protest of bitter personal 
resentment against domestic tyranny; for it placed him at the 
forefront of a major revolutionary movement, the most signifi
cant since the rise of Constantine himself. But, unlike the 
movement headed by Constantine, that of Julian was one of 
reaction, the watchword of which was to be, from Christ to Plato . 

Julian's undertaking was in a peculiar sense a personal enter
prise, and it can be understood only if this fact is borne in mind. 
In this connexion we may note that the Apostate was endowed 
with not a little of the genius hereditary to the second Flavians. 
As Caesar in Gaul, he had developed qualities of statesmanship 
which served vividly to recall the memory and achievements 
of his grandfather, Constantius Chlorus, while his work as a 
soldier was not unworthy of Constantine himself. The boldness 

1 Julian, Oralio, iii. I I8 c. 2 Amm. x v . 8. I foil. 
1 Julian, 277 o and frag. r . He had been furnished with just s6o soldiers, 'who 

only knew how to pray!' 
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Christianity as a typical escape-religion, the attraction of which 
was that it offered a means of evading ' the iron law of retribu
tive justice'. A competition having been held among the deified 
emperors (including Alexander and Caesar) for the prize of 
excellence, the award is made to Marcus, the philosopher-king. 
The contestants are ordered to depart and live in future, each 
under the tutelage of his appropriate deity. This they proceed 
to do. As for Constantine, failing to discover among the gods 
a pattern of himself, he at last catches sight of Luxury ( Tpvcp~) and 
sits down beside her. Luxury receives him with tender affec tion 
and, having adorned him with embroidered raiment, preser:-ts 
him to Incontinence ('AawTta). At this moment, the emperor dis
cerns Jesus, pacing to and fro and shouting aloud: 'He that is a 
seducer, he that is a murderer, he that is stained with the 
corruption of sacrilege, let him approach fearlessly. With thi. 
water I shall wash him and at once make him clean.' 'And, 
though he be guilty again of the same offence, I shall permit 
him to be cleansed, if only he will smite his head and beat his 
breas t.' 'To him', adds Julian, 'Constantine joyfully attached 
himself.' 'Nevertheless', he concludes, 'the avenging deities 
punished both the Emperor and his sons, by exacting from them 
requital for shedding their kinsmen's blood, until Zeus in his 
mer y granted them a respite for the sake of Claudius Gothicus 
and Constantius Chlorus.'' It would be grossly unjust to accept 
this sta tement as evidence of the spirit in which Constantine 
had, in fact, embraced Christianity, but it doe indicate quite 
cl early whatJulian thought about it. To him Constantine was a 
renegade, the Marc Antony of his age, ready to sell out to bar
barism in order to gratify his own barbarous instincts; and for 
this he found the necessary sanction in a gospel which put for
ward ideals of pity, love, and forgiveness in lieu of justice, the basis 
of the classical commonwealth. But, in accepting this go pel, 
he had planted a mere 'garden of Adonis' which was soon to 
wither away, because its roots were not in the soil of reality. 2 

From this standpoint, the advent of Christianity, so far from 
heralding a new dawn for mankind, represented3 merely the 

1 336 A and D. 
2 329 c a nd D. 

3 T he text of Julia n's formal a ttack on Christianity, the In Galilaeos, 1S los t, bu t 
a reconstruction has been m ade by 'eu mann from fragments embedded in th 
r futa tion by yril of Alexandr ia . T his is reprinted in the Loeb ed ition . of 
Juli an's works. On the foil wing pages references to the In C:ahlaeos, a d •sun
gu ished from Julian's ex ta nt works, are indicated by an asten sk. 
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I t t Phase in the endle s confli t between civilization and 
a es · h' h 

barbari m. Tn this sense, th faith had a na~ural h1 tory w 1c 

ld be raced to the laws of Mo e , the fans et origo of H ebrew 
cou . h 1 . I . 
life.' But whi leJ uli an, like Machiavelli , thus Cit t .e eg1 ~t1ve 
activity of Moses a the point of departure for J .udmsm, he IS a t 
pains to demonstrate the inferiority of the MosaiC order t? those 
set up by Lycurgus, Solon, and Romu.lus, the gr at lawgivers of 
classical Greece and Rome. Accordmgly, he eve ry~vhcr op-

oses charac teristic examples of J ewish wisdom to their Graeco-
p . . h I 
Roman counterparts and as ert that, by compan son w1 t t 1e 
·mmense achievements of Romanitas, the record of the H brews 
~s contemptible. z If history proves any thin?, it i.s th at the J e ~vs 
are a god-forsaken race and not, as they 1magme, the spe. 1al 
favourites of the Deity. They have shown themselves defi Cl nt 
in general enlightenment, and their story has been one of suc
cessive captivit.ies.3 

To Julian, however, this 'Galilean supersti~ion ' 4 ould not 
claim to represent even the better side of Judai m. F r, of the 
two strains within the Jewish tradition , the 'Law and the 
'Prophets' , its affili ations were with the l~tter, i.e. with t1 ose 
who would innovate upon rather than w1th those who would 
conserve the Mosaic Code. Thu , as he say , ' the Galilean , 
like leeches, have sucked the worst blood from that ource and 
left the purer' .s 'They have deliberately follo':'ed men who h.a e 
transgressed their own law and who have pa1d an appropn ate 
penalty for having chosen to live in defi ance of the law and to 
proclaim a strange and novel gospel. '6 . 

In this spirit, Julian draws up a more or less compre~en stve 
indictment of the Christian faith. He begins by denymg the 
divinity of the Master as a fable which appeals only to t.h a t p art 
of the soul which is childish illy, and credulous.' For h1mj e us 
of azareth so far from embodying a full and fin al expre sion 
of the Word' is nothing but an illiterate peasant who e teachings, 
while devoid of truth and beauty, are at the same tim weak, 
impractical, and socially subversive. 8 In this conncxion, he 

1 *43 A; 253 D. z *1 68; 171 - 94; 200 foil. , esp. 209- 18; 23.) D and C. 

3 *209 D a1 d E; 2 13 A; 218 D; 221 E. 
4 380 D; SncltSatp.ovia . 5 *202 A. 
6 432 D, ~ii" rrapav6p.w> ; va rious ill us trations, e.g. *351 (circumcision aban 

doned) , *354 (usc of unleavened bread) , &c. 
7 *39 A and a; cf. Ep. 79 (Bidcz and C umon t, no. go) . 
8 *191 D. 
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the heritage of Classici m, had thrown away inestimable advan
tage to embrace a life of self-sacrifice, self-abnegation, and 
mortification of the fie h-the ideal of a barbarous and servi le 
mentality whi h, in his eyes, was fittingly symbolized in the 
w r hip of its 'bleeding and dyi ng god' . And, as the appeal of 
the 'cruci fi ed J ew' was presently extended to include an ever
\\·icl ning ircle offollowers, the hristi ans had added as obj ts 
of adoration 'to the original corpse a host of other orp es newly 
dead ' . 1 It remai ned, indeed, for the sophist Eunapius, friend and 
on temporary of the emperor, to utter what was perhaps the 

bitterest of all pagan comments upon the devotion of hri tians 
t the saints and martyr of the faith. 'Pickled heads and mouldy 
bones, ' he declares, ' these have become the new gods of the 

oman people.' 2 But if th remark was his, the sentiment was 
that of Julian; for it was with mingled pain and disgust that he 
saw his countrymen turn aside from the brilliant Olympians to 
venerate what he rega rded as a heterogeneous mob of arch
crimin als and renegades, the ringleaders of Christian 'atheism'. 
The same objection to what he considers degrading superstition 
comes out in the jibe that 'the sum and substance of their theo
logy boils down to these two things : whistling to keep away the 
demons and making the sign of the cross upon their foreheads' . 3 

Among contemporary manifesta tions of the Christi an life, 
none perhaps excited greater attention than that of mona ti
cism. This movement, which had already begun in the la ter 
third century, was to attain enormous proportions during the 
fourth , its growth having no doubt been stimulated by the 
desire of earnest men to escape from the projected aesaro
papism of the Tew R epubli . Inspired by a passion for Christian 
perfection mon asticism took the form of a flight from the world, 
a renunciation of its conventi ons and obligations no less than 
its seductions and its snares the devotees either retiring to the 
fas tn es es of the Egyptian or yri an deserts in order to em bra e 
the life of hermits, or entering into communities whose members 
submitted themselves to a regime of trict discipline ac ording 
to the 'Christian Jaw' .4 

The development of monasticism inevitably gave rise to 
' *335 n. T o this cha rge Augustine among others was to undertake an answer. 

De Civ. Dei, vii i. 26 and 27 (on hagiola try) . 
1 Eunapius, Vita Atdtsii, quoted by Gibbon, ch . xxviii, p. 208. 
' Ep. 78 (Bidcz and Cumont, no. 79), no pagi ng. 
• ee below, pp. 338- 44. 
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ext:avagan~es which were mainly the result of an exaggerated 
desire to display exemplary conduct. Chief among these was 
perhaps a tendency to exhibitionism, of which the behaviour of 
Simeon Stylites remains the classical example, although it may 
be remarked that Simeon belongs to the pathology of the move
ment, and his conceit can hardly be regarded as typical. Others 
took to the road with staff and cloak and, exploiting the sanctity 
conferred upon them as exponents of the 'Christian law' , 
assumed the character of sturdy beggars, to prey upon the soft
hearted and the sentimental when they were not engaged in 
more sinister activities; for it soon became notorious that, in any 
lawless assault upon Jews or pagans, leadership was provided 
by the haggard and wild-eyed monks. Other characteristics of 
the profession, if not so perverse, were hardly less offensive. In 
Theo~osius' time, for. exan:ple, ~here was said to be a colony 
estabh bed on Caprana which, hke the animal from which the 
island takes its name, could be smelt from afar. But while 
such manifestations contributed no doubt to throw discredit on 
the movement, its real danger was that it denied the claims of 
organi~e? secular society. A formal statement of the emperors 
Valentiman and Valens specifically accuses the monks of bad 
citizenship while, at the same time, it imputes to them at least the 
suspicion ofhypocrisy. 1 In this sense, monasticism may be taken 
to embody the fourth-century version of the traditional Chris
tian_ a_nimus against the polis; and even Theodosius, good 
Chnstian though he was, confessed to the difficulties which 
their existence presented when he pathetically demanded of 
Ambrose: What am I to do with these fanatical monks? 

Accordingly, it is not surprising that Julian should have 
regarded monasticism with the greatest distaste and that in 
administering a rebuke to the degenerate Cynics of his day: he 
should have compared them with these professional exponents 
of the 'Christian Ia w'. 

·~ong ago', he d~cla_res, 'I hit on a way to describe you, but now, 
I thmk, I shall wnte 1t down. To certain sectaries (solitaries and 
her~ti~s) the impious Galileans apply the word. Of these the 
maJonty are men who, at little personal sacrifice have accumulated 
much or rather everything from all sources, in addition to which 

. ' . Cod. Tl~od. x_ii· !. 63 (370? or 373): 'quidam ignaviae sectatores, desertis 
Ctvtt.atum munenbus, captant solitudines ac secreta et specie religionis cum 
coettbus monazonton congregantur.' 
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who disgraced the Constantinian Church, the most notorious 

was beyond doubt George of Cappadocia, Arian bishop of 

Alexandria, whom Julian knew, both as 'an impious creature 

guilty of inexpiable crimes' and as a bibliophile who had ac

cumulated one of the most valuable private libraries at that 

time in existence. George was a man who systematically 

exploited his position for selfish and worldly ends. Finally, in 

the name of Christ, he introduced an army into Alexandria, 

seized the shrine of the national god Sara pis, and stripped it of 

its treasures and objects of art; whereupon he was assaulted and 

lynched by an exasperated pagan mob. 1 Julian rebuked the 

Alexandrians in such mild terms as to give the impression that 

he condoned their lawless act. At the same time, he made every 

effort to secure George's collection for the imperial library. 

The animus of Julian was not, however, confined to men like 

George; it included churchmen like Athanasius, whose stubborn 

factiousness was even more obnoxious to him than were the 

luxury and vice of his Arian rival. Speaking of Athanasius, 

Ammianus Marcellinus describes him as 'a haughty prelate, 

who was reputed to have cultivated the arts of soothsaying and 

augury, as well as to have indulged in other illicit practices'. 2. 

To Julian, the bishop of Alexandria embodied all that was 

objectionable in Christianity, and, in various allusions to him, 

the emperor almost exhausts the Greek vocabulary of vitupera

tion.3 Julian's attitude was dictated by a sense that, if unreason 

was the mark of Christianity, Athanasius in his person repre

sented the very spirit of unreasonableness. In a well-known 

passage Ammianus describes the emperor as censuring the 

Christians for their quarrelsome disposition; at the same time, 

he hints that Julian's edict of universal toleration was inspired 

by a Machiavellian hope that, in order to destroy Christianity, 

it was necessary only to give the brethr("n freedom, 'knowing by 

experience as he did that there are no wild beasts so hostile to 

mankind as are the Christians to one another'. 4 

' For an accoun t of the circumstances see Bidez, L'Empereur Julien, p. 234· 

• Amm. xv. 7· 7 foil.: 'Athanasium episcopum eo tempore apud Alexandriam 

ultra professionem altius se efferentem .. .. Dicebatur enim fatidicarum sortium 

fidem quaeve augurales portenderent alites scientissime callens aliquotiens prae

dixisse futura .' He must certainly have been a mystery to the pagans. 
3 376 Band c: o O.ois <x8p6s, J.L<ap6s; 398 o: TOAJ.L"'IP6TaTos, lTTapO<~s OpO.uous; 

435 B and c: 1Tavovpyos, 1TOAUTTp0.yfLwv, ~ Tou Suuu<flovs a.n-ou ScSauKaA<iou J.LoxO.,p{a. 

4 Amm. xxii. 5· 3-4; cf. xxvii. g. g: 'Christianorum iurgia.' 
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The pagans ascribed Christian disputatiousness partly i:o an 
odium theologicum such as is apparent in Tertullian, partly to 
the struggle for place and power within a world-wide organiza
tion which had by this time the richest of earthly prizes in its 
gift. The Constantinian age provided ample evidence of both. 
We have already referred to the controversies which shook the 
Roman world in the fifty years succeeding the Nicene Council. I 
Ammianus took these controversies to illustrate the passion of 
ecclesiastics to force everything into conformity with their own 
notions. 2 As for the growth of avarice and ambition within the 
Church, the same author mentions it repeatedly, and contrasts 
the behaviour of metropolitan bishops with that of the pro
vincials, who had not forgotten their vows of poverty and 
humility. 3 With these developments J ulian was sufficiently 
familiar, even if he did not live to witness the scandal of the 
century, the open bloodshed which marked the contest between 
Damasus and Ursinus for election to the see of Peter. 4 It was 
this incident which provoked the famous bon mot ofPraetextatus, 
the urban prefect: Make me bishop of R ome and I will at once 
become a Christian. 

But while, with the growth of monasticism and ecclesiasticism, 
a vast amount of energy was being diverted to anti-political or, 
at least, non-political ends, the efforts of the government showed 
that Christianity, at any rate in its orthodox form, was hardly 
to be pressed into the service of the state. Julian describes the 
attempt of his cousin to impose a formal Ariarusm upon the 
Church. 5 'Many were imprisoned, persecuted and driven 
into exile. Whole troops of those who were styled heretics 
suffered death. . . . In Paphlagonia, Bithynia, Galatia and 
many other provinces, towns and villages were utterly de
stroyed.' Facts such as these were enough to convince Julian 
that, in Christianity, the empire had taken to its bosom a 
vampire which, if not immediately extirpated, would soon 
drain its life-blood. This conviction determined the spirit and 
purpose of the reaction of which he made himself the head. 

With the return to Hellenism under Julian, the wheel of 
destiny came full circle. Starting from the Platonic solar mono-

1 Ch. VI, p. 232 foiL 
• xxi. 16. r8: 'ritum omnem ad suum trahere ... arbitrium.' 
3 xxvu . 3· I4- I5· 
4 xxvii. 3· I 2 foil. (367). For the facts, see Duchesne, ii, pp. 455- 8. 5 436 A . 
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From this confession of faith, two fundamental facts become 
apparent. In the first place, the Idea is hypostatized, i.e. in
vested with the character of bemg; in the second, it is envisaged 
as a cause. 'We assert' , he declares, ' the existence of matter as 
well as of form embodied in matter or material form. But if no 
prior cause be assigned to these, we should u nconsciously be 
thinking in terms of Epicureanism. For, if there be nothing 
higher than these two principles, then spontaneous motion and 
chance must have brought them together. ' 1 Julian thus offers 
the usual idealistic objection to the theory of mechanical or 
automatic generation. Envisaging the world of bodies (awf.LO.Ta ) 
as 'compounds' of form and matter, he assumes that matter is 
the negative or passive, form the active or dynamic principle. 
From this assumption he argues that, since there must be 
reasons and causes (:\oyot Kat aZTtat) for the material forms, 
and since these reasons and causes must themselves be material 
(EvuAot ·azTtat), so also for the material causes there must exist 
causes which are immaterial (alT{at aiiAot ) until, in ascending 
order, he arrives at the third creator who is described as a 
'wholly immaterial cause' ( ULTLOS7TUVT€AWS aiiAos). In other words, 
he asks his reader to accept the existence of a hierarchy of sub
stances and forces culminating in H elios, the Intellectual Sun, 
who, as the ultimate in nature (~ T£A£VTata. cptms), contains 
within himself the various patterns of the 'material forms' as 
well as the 'connected chain of causation' and, through his 
superabundance of generative power, descends through the 
starry empyrean as far as earth on his creative mission.z 

This no tion of form as essence and cause is, of course, a 
commonplace of Platonic idealism. As applied by Julian to the 
science of man and society, it yields conclusions of considerable 
interest. In this connexion we may note what he has to say of 
human nature. 'Why' , he asks, 'are there so many kinds of 
creatures? Whence arise male and female? Whence the dif
ferentiation of things in types according to their species, unless 
there are pre-existing and pre-established forms existing before
hand to serve as patterns and causes?' 3 In this doctrine he finds 
the secret of racial character and genius.~ 'T ell me,' he 
demands, raising again the ques tion to which the physician 
Hippocrates had originally attempted an answer seven cen-

1 162 A: Mater Deorum. 
3 162 D, 163. 

2 16 1 D. 

• *134 D foiL : In Galileos. 

/ 
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The foundation for individual is, at the same time, a founda

tion for social ethics. For, since the 'incorporeal reason' 1 is by its 

very nature common, there can arise no conflict between the 

demands of an individual and of a social good . In other words, 

man qua man is a communal and political animal.Z As such, his 

obligations are summed up in the word 'philanthropy' (cfn>..av

OpwTTta) and, in the light of philanthropy, 'Every beggar in the 

street becomes an insult to the gods.' 3 The 'incorporeal reason,', 

which is thus put forward as a basis for communal and political 

solidarity, serves also to yield a basis for the solidarity of man

kind. For, just as the national or group spirit finds expression 

within the polis, so also the spirit of humanity as a whole 

is embodied in the imperial system, the 'form' of which exhibits 

a relatively higher degree of universality. In the celestial 

hierarchy, national and political (local) gods, while represent

ing the group-life of autonomous communities, will, at the same 

time, find a place as functional, departmental deities in the 

imperial pantheon, presided over by King H elios, divine sove

reign of the universal empire. Thus, in solar monotheism, 

Julian discovers the basis for a grandiose syncretism which is to 

include even J ehovah, if only Jehovah will make up his mind to 

come in. 
In this moral and political 'set-up' the achievement of even 

a moderate degree of excellence calls for the exercise of all the 

faculti es ; as for the perfection of virtue, the task is veritably 

Herculean. Yet the prize of success is correspondingly worth 

while, nothing less, in fact, than a H erculean or conditional 

apotheosis. Julian is obsessed with the problems and obligations 

of leadership. From this standpoint, his essay on the Caesars is to 

be taken, not as a merejeu d'esprit, but rather as a synopsis and 

criticism of various possible ideals of imperial virtue. Con

sidered as such, it is not surprising that, among the kings of 

men, Alexander and Caesar, Octavian, Trajan, and Constan

tine, all fall short of the ideal, Marcus alone measurin up to 

the requirements, because in his private and public conduct he 

alone makes it his object ' to imitate the gods'. 4 The obligation 

to do so lies most heavily upon those who presume to the righ t 

of governing their fellows. 'Even though the prince be by nature 

human, he must resolve to become divine and a demigod, 

' 182 o: ci.uwJ-LaTo> .l.oyor. 
l 289. 291, 292. 

2 20 I C: K0U'W~'K0V KO.l 7TOALTLK0v ~£!jov, 

• 333 c. 
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Bearing in mind the results of this analysis, it becomes possible 
to appreciate more exactly the spirit of Julian's apostasy, as 
well as to assess his projects of purgation and reform. Ad
vertised as a return to the liberalism of Constantius hlorus, the 
programme of J ulian was in fact revolutionary in so far as it 
embodied a deliberate attempt to platonize the sta te. From 
this stan point, we may estimate at their proper valuation cer
tain polite ge tures of the emperor to the older republicani m; 
such, for example, as his contemplated rejection of the diadem 
along with the title of dominus, 1 or his rebuke to the consuls who 
rushed to offer him the conventional ew Year's salutation, by 
the affectation of a pose of civilitas which, in the circumstances, 
was little less than inane. z Of still slighter moment, if possible, 
was the appeal to public opinion with which Julian inaugurated 
his regime in a series of manifestoes addressed to historic com
munities whose approval was as devoid of significance as was 
their political position in the fourth century. For, as has been 
seen, Julian was no liberal. And all his pedantry does not serve 
to conceal the truth that he no more dreamed of restoring 
Augustan 'liberty' than the Ciceronian humanism which was its 
basis. But, if he disbelieved in the ancient freedoms, still less 
can it be said that he gave his adherence to the new. It must 
not, therefore, be supposed that, in reviving the edict of tolera
tion, Julian had any more intention of enforcing an effective 
separation of Church and state than had Constantine himself 
when he originally introduced it. With Julian, as with Con
stan tine, this was but a necessary step towards securing the 
predominance of his own religious principles.3 It was in this 
spirit, certainly, that he legisla ted to prevent any interference 
with pagan rites and eremonies, as well as to provide endow
ments for a state-supported pagan priesthood. Thus, also, he 
suppressed tumults at Alexandria, provoked through resen t
ment of the Athanasian faction at the appointment of George of 

appadocia, by methods analogous to those ""hich Constantine 
had employed against the African circumcelliones, thereby in
volving himself in what might easily have developed into the 
horrors of a religious war.4 Finally, it has been suggested that 
his projected restoration of the T emple atJ erusalem was intended 
as a counterblas t to Constantine's erection of the Church of the 

1 343 cando. 
3 Ibid. 5· 2. 

2 Amm. xxii. 7· 1-2. 
• I bid. I I.II; cf. Juli an, Ep. 10 . 
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Holy epulchre, and conceiv d in precisely the same spirit. 1 

Indeed, it might almost be said that the policy of Julian was 
modelled upon that of his predecessor, whose actions he en
deavoured, in a spirit of slavish imitation, to reverse. 

To assert this without qualification, however, would be to 
ignore certain positive and salutary elements of the Pax Juliana. 
Of these, perhaps the most significant was a return to 're
publican' justice. eedless to say, this did not embrace the 
elimination of the imperial bureaucracy-a project excluded 
not less by the logic of events since Diocletian and Constantine 
than by that of Platonism itself. As a good Platonist, Julian 
must have believed in a specialization of functions within the 
body politic. Accordingly, his efforts were directed to a 
rationalization of the existing system and, in particular, the 
destruction of parasitism within it . With this end in view he 
invoked the heavy sanctions conventional to hi age and 
authorized, so to speak, by Plato himself. Thus, while he 
simplified judicial procedure by permitting provincial governors 
to depute cases of minor importance to subordinates/ at the 
same time he tried to facilitate the rapid decision of suits by 
prohibiting the dilatory methods of litigants and lawyers.J On 
the other hand he authorized the infliction of torture upon tax
assessors convicted of fraud ;4 and, to check abuses in the trans
port service, he withdrew from provincial presidents and vicars 
the privilege of issuing passes, limiting this right to viceroys 
(praefecti praetorio) on whom, at the same time, he imposed rigid 
restrictions as to its use. 5 He also forbade the employment of 
public wagons for the conveyance of private goods, in certain 
areas prohibiting entirely the requisitioning of tran port from 
the plebs rustica by public officials. 6 

The checking of corrupt practices on the part of the bureau
cracy was, however, but one aspect of a wider programme which 
aimed at the rehabi litation of municipal life. For, little as the 
depressed curiales of the lower empire might be supposed to 
resemble their prototypes of the ideal republic, nevertheless for 
Julian they were still the mainstay of Romanitas. Accordingly, 
he sought to improve their lot, principally by equalizing and 

1 Amm. xx.iii. 1. 2: 'imperii sui memoriam magnitudine operum gestiens pro-
pagare.' 2 Cod. Tkod. i. 16. 8 (362) . 

3 ii. 5· 2 (362): ' studio protrahendae disceptationis' . 
4 viii. I. 6 (362). 5 viii. 5· 12 and 13 (362) . 
6 viii. 5· 15 and 16 (363). 
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of human relationships which prevailed within the Constan
tinian empire. 'Innovation', he declares, 'I abominate above 
all things, espeCia y as concerns the gods, and 1 hold that we 
ought to maintain intact the laws which we have inherited from 
the past, since it is evident that they are god-given.' 1 In this 
spirit he undertook to disestablish and, if possible, to destroy the 
Constantinian Church. But, in his dealings alike with indivi
dual Christians and with the Church as a body, it is not too 
much to say that, by repudiating as barbarous the harsh and 
indiscriminate methods of his cou in, he introduced a new 
phase of the secular conflict between Christianity and Classi
cism. In this phase the main assault was directed, not so much 
against individual believers as against the ecclesiastical cor-

~poration, regarded as the chief instrument of intellectual and 
moral corruption, the chief obstacle to a reassertion of social 
justice and social peace. 

The problem being conceived as 'political', it was to be solved 
by essentially political methods. This involved, of course, the 
immediate cancellation of immunities and exemptions lavished 
by previous emperors upon the Church, together with a restora
tion to municipalities ofpublic property (temples, &c.) which, 
'in the recent troubles, had passed into private hands, such 
property to be leased out at a just valuation'. 2 It involved, also, 
the general edict of toleration, whether or not this was actually 
inspired by the hope that 'as freedom served to foment their 
dissensions, the government should no longer have to fear the 
unanimity of the Christian populace'. These measures were 
subsidiary to the enforcement among the sectaries of a Pax 
Juliana which, while it guaranteed them freedom from molesta
tion at the hands of their enemies, undertook also to mitigate 
the violence and disorder (aKOafLta) prevalent among them
selves. 

'By heaven,' declares Julian, 'I want no Galileans killed, scourged 
or otherwise injured contrary to law.' 3 

'It is by reason that we ought to persuade and instruct men, not 
by blows, insults or physical violence. I therefore reiterate my 
injunction upon all true believers to do no wrong to the Galilean 
communities, neither to raise hands nor direct insults against them. 
Those who err in matters of the gravest import deserve pity, not 
hatred; for, as religion is indeed the greatest of all goods, so is 

1 453 B. 
2 Cod. Tl~od. x. 3· 1 (362). 3 376 c. 
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censure the emperor for 'an excessive interest in the knowledge 
of portents (praesagiorum sciscitatio) which carried him beyond 
the bounds of legitimate divination into gross superstition' . 1 

Among the numerous instances of this superstition may be cited 
the fact that he desisted from rebuilding the Temple when 
'terrific balls of fire, bursting with frequent explosions from the 
foundations, rendered the place inaccessible to the workmen' . 
These explosions, the true cause of which was probably the 
release of imprisoned subterranean gas, were ascribed by the 
emperor to supernatural agency. 2 But this is to point to de
ficiencies, not so much in the character of Julian as in the sys tem 
of thought which he professed. 

In tllis connexion we may perhaps recall the observation of 
Gibbon that the 'genius and power of the emperor were unequal 
to the enterprise of restoring a religion which was destitute of 
theological principles, of moral precepts, and_ of ecclesiastical 
discipline'. That is to say, he put forward in King Helios a sun 
without heat, and thus incapable of resolving ambiguities which 
were inherent in the idealist approach to experience. And, from 
this standpoint, even the frivolity of contemporary materialism 
must be regarded as a rebuke to his misguided zeal. His failure, 
however, cannot be ascribed merely to the fact that the 
materialists were deaf to his message. For it contained no real 
appeal to old-fashioned humanists such as Amnlianus; and, 
among the Christians, there were few serious thinkers whom he 
could hope to seduce from the faith. Accordingly, he was 
driven for support to the narrow band of Neoplatonic intellec
tuals, 'the sophists', whose academic advice and assistance 
proved, indeed, to be in the nature of a boomerang. Other
wise the emperor ploughed a lonely furrow. To his profound 
dismay he presently discovered that, as his mission produced 
not the slightest conviction, so it evoked not the least spark of 
~nthusiasm in the minds ofmen. Misunderstanding himself, he 
could not, indeed, hope to comprehend the nlinds and hearts 
of others. Accordingly, the result of his effort was merely to 
confirm the verdict of the third century. But, in his failure, 
Julian assumes the proportions, if not of a heroic,-at least of a 
tragic figure) like Cato in his generation throwing away his 
energies and his opportunities for a lost cause. 

1 Amm. xxv. 4· 17. 
z ... 

XXlll. I. 3· 
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TATE A D CHURCH I THE NEW REPUBLIC 

w.TH the acces ion of Valentinian, Romanitas entered upon 
the penultimate stage of its existence as an organized 

system of life. During this period the storms of religious and 
philosophic controversy which, under the sovereigns of the 
Constantinian dynas ty, had blown with unremitting violen e, 
at last subsided; and, in view of the increa ing perils which 
encompassed the empire, the qu es tion aro e whether, in their 
effort to achieve an w world, the Romans were not in danger 
of losing all tha t was best of the old. In thi atmosphere the 
na tive geniu s on e more asserted itself in a characteri tic effort 
of con olidation. Protected by nominal onformi ty to the 
demands of a Christian order, the ancient culture dug itself in; 
and, as the forms of se ular life were fixed and hardened, the 
R oman world prepared for the last phase under Theodosius. 

The defeat of Julian had.been dramatically emphasized, not 
merely by his death on the pl ain of Mesopotamia but in the 
ele tion of hi ucces or. Attended though it was by the conven
tional pagan rites, 1 the choice of the troops fell on a man who, 
by reason of his notorious adherence to the faith was to be 
known in history as Clzristianissimus Im erator. n obscure and 
undi tinguished fig~re, J ovian, for the great~r part of his brief 
r ign, appears to have governed in the name of his prede essor. 
F w a they were, however, his official acts uffi e t indicate a 
sharp rca tion from the principles an d poli y of Julian. s the 
readiest mean of extricating the remain of the R oman grand 
army from a diffi ult, if n t impossible situa tion, J o ian pro-
urcd a safe retreat by ceding to the hereditary enemy the 

fi ve pro inces beyond the Tigris annexed in 297 by Diocle
tian together with eastern Mesopotamia, including the great 
fortresses of i ibi and ingara, while, at the same time, 
he renounced the traditional R oman claim to a protectorate 
over Armenia. The judgement 'ignominious but inevitable', 
pronounced by hristian historians upon the ha tily negotiated 
pea e ofDura, was perhaps inspired by religious bias rather than 
by any serious consideration of the political and military fa tors 
involved. The verdict is nevertheless supported by the fa t that 

I Amm. XXV. 6. I : 'hostiis pro Ioviano exusque inspectis.' 
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Jovian's successors honoured the treaty, conscious though they 
mu t have been of the dangers which it presented to the A iatic 
empire of R ome. While thus cutting the loses of Julian abro~d, 
Jovian at the same time reversed his internal_p?licy, by rc t_onn_g 
to the hri tian Church the tatus and pnvdeges of whtch 1t 
had been deprived by the Apostate. In o doing he signalized 
the definite and final repudiation of official paganism. 

The failure of reaction, by exploding for ever the hope of 
reconstruction upon a strictly 'political' basis, clarified to that 
extent the issues of the century. Following the time of Julian, 
the old religion showed little or no fight and, within less than a 
generation, it was to accept its death sentence with hardly _an 
effort of resistance. On the other hand, the attempt of Ju!tan 
to destroy Christianity had served, by a curious irony, to in
vigorate the faith. Deprived of imperial favour the hurc was 
purged of many of the scandals of onstantinian times, wh~le it 
also recovered something of the spirit with which it had res1sted 
third-century persecution. At the same time, in the fa e of a 
common danger, contending factions drew together, atholics 
and semi-Arian discovering at last a formula (J.LLU ouata EV Tptatv 
!moaTaawtv) whereby their mutual animo ities were overcome 
and a wide measure of agreement achieved. In consequence of 
these developments the Roman world was once more committed 
to evolution upon Christian or nominally hristian lines. 

From this standpoint, however, the role of 'his most hri tian 
majesty' was simply to point the way to the future; the actual 
course of events was to be charted by other hands. With the 
Apostate, devotion to the empire had involved treason to God. 
With his successor, devotion to God eemed to imply treason to 
the empire. And, while Rome might accept the restoration of 
Christianity, the defeatism f the h"ristian emperor was more 
than it could endure. Thu , whenJ ovian suddenly died, leaving 
the purple to his infant son, the army, ignoring the recent in
vestiture, dis harged its historic role by once more electing a 
soldier as its imperator. Conscious of the urgency ofhis problems, 1 

the new Augustus lost no time in o-opting a trustworthy col
league; and, for eleven years, Valentinian and Valens, pro
claiming a fraternal unity of purpose,Z together supported the 
burden of administration. 

1 Amm. xxvi. 4· 3: ' magnitudine urgentium negotiorum.' 
• Dessau, I.L.S. 762: 'fratres concordissimi. ' 
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The 'di\'ine brothers, like j ovian, both profe ed orthodoxy, 
although Valens was to be accused of a lapse toward Ariani m 
at the lose of his reign. But the re-establi hment, in their 
persons, of a strong and efficient Christian regime excited no 
revival of the grandiose expectations of Constantinian Lime . 
The ba i ofConstantinianism had been the semi-pagan promise 
of an earthly millennium, to be attained through the amalgama
tion of principles which third-century apologists had loudly 
declared to be incompatible. But, as the vision of universal 
peace, of an empire united in the bonds of confraternity with 
its neighbours, had long since been dismissed to the limbo of 
illusion, so also had vanished the dream of a society which, 
while cherishing the elements of its imperial heritage, was 
nevertheless to be rejuvenated through the acceptance of 
'Christian ideals' . H alf a century of bi tter controversy and 
strife, culminating in the crisis of reaction under Julian, had 
su fficed to dissipate the hopes of the first Christian Caesar and 
to reveal the truth that, so far from repairing the inner de
ficiencies of Romanitas, the new faith had brought with it no t 
peace but a sword . 

The change of a tmosphere was marked by a reversion, on the 
part of the new administration, to the position originally 
assumed by Constantine and Licinius in 3 r 3· In language 
which recalls the terms of the Edict ofMilan, Valentinian once 
more proclaimed the principle of toleration as fundamental to 
the ew R epublic : I ' testes sunt leges a me in exordia imperii 
mei datae, quibus unicuique quod animo inbibisset colendi 
libera facultas tributa es t.' In this declaration we may perceive 
at once a sharp revulsion from the spirit and methods of Con
stantinian Christianity and, at the same time, a fresh a ttempt 
to come to terms with the forces stirring in the contemporary 
world. Theoretically it embodied a declaration of neu trality 
towards the claims of conflicting religions, thus foreshadowing 
the nineteenth-century ideal of a free Church in a free state. 
In practice it poin ted to a deliberate and sustained effort to 
sa tisfy the reasonable aspira tions of pagan and Christian alike, 
thus disposing of a question which had confused the issues of 
the las t fifty years. 

This intention is apparent in the measures whereby Valen
tinian sought to implement the principle of toleration . Thus, 

1 Cod. Theod. ix. I 6. 9 (3 7 I) 
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were prohibited; teachers of the profana institutio were stig

matized as infamous; lands and building devoted to the cult 

were declared liable to confi cation. A subsequent enactment 

threatened with fines all magistrate who failed to enforce the 

law.1 

In the e measures may be found an index to the pirit and 

purpose ofValentinian. By contrast with the mis ionary enter

prise displayed under onstantine and his succes or , they 

embody a policy of studied moderation towards the diver e 

religions current wlfhin the empire- a policy whi h, on the 

te timony of Ammianus Marcellinus, onstituted the chief glory 

of the reign.z Thus far, they mark the acceptance by Valen

tinian of the Constantinian revolution and, at the same time, his 

determination to avoid the errors of the onstantinian house. 

But, while di solvin()' the alliance between religion and politics 

which had transformed emperors into bishops and bi hop into 

politicians, he did not thereby admit the autonomy of the 

'inner' or 'higher' life. For, however generous and liberal in 

spirit, his mea ures were dictated throughout by oncern for 

the pu-blic rder and, in defence of that order, they presumed 

a right to regulate the forms not merely of action but of belief. 

By thu undertaking to determine questions of faith and morals 

from the standpoint of political expediency, Valentinian re

affirmed in ub tance the ancient laim of the clas ical common

wealth. Moreover, both in his hostility to for ign or subver ive 

influences and in his tenderness to the traditional Graeco

Roman cults, he betrayed the fact that, despite a nominaj 

adherence to hristianity, his spiritual affiliations were in reality 

with the Roman past rather than with the future promised by 

the burch. 
From this standpoint, the fir~t concern of the emperor was 

th d G n e of the community against mi litary dangers the like 

of whi h had not been experienc d ince the terrible year of 

the third century. F r with her fi eld armies shattered in con

sequen e of Juli an's misadventure, with fallen prestige and 

dimini hed resources, Rome was 5uddenly confronted by an 

unprecedented movement among the barbarian peoples, a 
1 xvi . 5 · 3 (3 72) and 5· 4 (376). 
2 Amm. xxx. g. 5: 'hoc moderamine principatus incbruit quod inter religion urn 

divcrsi tatcs medius stetit nee quemquam inquietavit nee ut hoc colere!U r imperavit 

aut illud; nee interdictis minacibus subiecwrum ccrvicem ad id quod ipse coluit 

inclinabat, sed intcmeratas reliquit has panes ut repp rit.' 
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honorific title , ranging from the illustres, spectabiles, and claris
simi, the three grades within the imperial ari to racy, to the 
egregiatus or perfectissimatus which satisfied the ambitions of civil 
servants or municipales who had lived to fulfil ertain pecified 
duties; and the scheme included fresh distinctions such as that 
of count, as well as the historical senatoria dignitas. Within this 
latter, the honour of the new patriciate instituted by Constan
tine, combined with that of the ancient dignity of consul, 
con tituted a distinction which rai ed the possessor to a social 
equality with holders of the great vice-royalties or prefectures. 

uch titles were eagerly coveted, if not for their intrinsic value, 
a t lea t for the privileges and immunities which their tenure 
conferred . The importance of status was further emphasized 
in an elaborate order of precedence, the general principle of 
which was to be laid down by legislation of Theodosius1 and 
defined by his successors. It was emphasized al o in a cere
monious code of etiquette which included the specifi a tion of 
forms of access and address (ius adeundi, ius osculandi, &c.) to be 
employed in relation to various grades of the ci il and military 
hierarchy . 

uch was the system which, evolving out of that erected by 
Augustus and the Antonines, and developed by succes ive ad
ministrations during the third and fourth centuries, was fin ally 
to be projected into the Theodosian age. To each of these 
administrations it owed something, if only by way of ac retion; 
and of such accretion , certain ones like that of prostration, may 
undoubtedly be traced to influence from the Orient. everthe
less, the elements of this order were still Roman and, as such, 
they might have been understood by Augustus or by H adrian. 
In the words of Gibbon/ ' the forms, the pomp and the expense 
of the civil administration contributed to restrain the irregular 
license of the soldiers; and, although the laws were violated by 
power or perverted by subtlety, the sage principles of Roman 
jurisprudence preserved a sense of order and equity, unknown 
to the despotic governments of the East'. That is to say, despite 
the efforts of various emperors to give it a fresh complexion, 
Romanitas still embodied at heart the classical ideal of evvofJ-{a or 
good order. From this standpoint, it should be remembered 
that the role of individuals and groups within the system was 
to adjust themselves to the demands of an architectonic whole, 

1 vi. 22. 7 (383). 2 Op. cit., ch. xvii, p. 200. 
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Contemporary tendencies towards a state monopoly of educa

tion found expression also in the establishment of imperial uni

versities both in Old and New Rome. 1 By the constitution of 

these universities the urban prefect was invested with proctorial 

power; and students applying for admission were required to 

present a certificate from the authorities of their place of origin, 

accrediting them as fit and proper persons to attend. They were 

required also to outline a proposed course of study, for the 

approval of the prefect. The censuale o.fficium was to keep a record 

of their place of residence in the city. It was to warn students 

of the dangers of unseasonable and excessive indulgence, especi

ally by way of too frequent attendance at the spectacles; and, in 

the case of offenders, it was to inflict the punishment of public 

flogging and rustication. Diligent and well-behaved students, 

on the other hand, were permitted to continue their work till 

the age of twenty; and the names of successful students were to 

be reported annually to the imperial record office as potential 

recruits for the civil service. Coincident with the foundation of 

these state universities went the rehabilitation of the national 

libraries, through the appointment of a permanent commission 

to repair and replace books. 2 

As the crown and apex of a national system of education, the 

im erial universities, thus established by Valentinian, -were-tO 

survive, like so many of his institutions, into Theodosian times. 

An enactment of the younger Theodosius completed their con

stitution by adding to the existing chairs in grammar and 

rhetoric (Greek and Latin), one in philosophy and two in law. 

At the same time it reasserted the state monopoly by forbidding 

unauthorized persons to offer public instruction and by denying 

them the immunities accorded to the Capitoline staff. 3 Thus 

the Capitol, in ancient times the seat of Juppiter, Juno, and 

Minerva, branded by Tertullian as 'temple of all the devils', the 

place where once the sacred geese had cackled, now echoed to 

the voices of professors expatiating on the language, literature, 

and institutions of classical Greece and Rome. 
The programme of Valentinian provides ample evidence of 

what has been described as the heroic effort of consolidation 

characteristic of the reign. At the same time it emphasizes the 

truth that this effort was directed towards maintaining, at all 

costs, the existing structure of secular society. For this purpose 
1 xiv. g. I (370). 1 xiv. g. 2 (372). 3 xiv. g. 3 (425). 
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the old way of thought over the new, h~ associates hi~sel~, in 
effect with what stil l survived of the senuments and aspiratiOns 

' consecrated in the secular system of R ome. 
In these circumstances it becomes instructive to consider the 

estimate which contemporary secularism placed upon the posi
tion and prospects of the empire. For this purpose :-ve may 
advert once more to the authority who, of all that surviVe, was 
perhaps best equipped to undertake an analysis and interpre.ta
tion of the existing scene. At once a man ofletters and of affairs, 
Ammianus combined in his person the qualities which antiquity 
demanded of the ideal historian. As a soldier he had served 
under Constantius and his successors; he had witnessed some
thing of Julian's fatal Persian expe~ition and i.ts aftermath, and 
he had participated, with Valens, m the fighti~g on the no~th
east frontier. He was, moreover, conversant with the workings 
of the imperial administrative system and .thus in ~ positi?n to 
discern both its strength and weaknesses. Fmally, his expenence 
included a first-hand acquaintance with the society, not merely 
of the provinces, but also of R ome and Italy. To his ~ork as an 
hi torian Ammianus brought an independence of judgement 
which was the result both of temperament and training; in 
particular, he was deeply suspicious of the methods adopted by 
the second Flavians to bring about a new heaven and a new 
earth. But, while detached and critical in his attitude towards 
the project of a Christian social order, he. was never~heless ~ar 
from being a reactionary, and his conservausm was satisfied w~th 
the arrangement whereby Valentinian ~ttempted to polanze 
the relations of Church and state. In this respect he revealed 
himself decisively as a man of his age. As such, his observ~ti?ns 
carry with them the authority of one who saw the eXIstlng 
system, so to speak, from within. . 

With regard to this system, Amrruanus has but two general 
comments to offer, and, of these, the first concer~s the Roman 
aristocracy. In a number of striking passages, wh1ch have been 
used by Gibbon as the basis for a brillian~ portray~! of conte.m
porary imperial society, Am:nJanus lets .h1mself go m ~ scat~ng 
indictment of this class.' With J uvenahan scorn he sugmatlzes 
the aimless frivolity of lives made possible only thro~gh. swollen 
incomes derived from the exploitation of the provmc.Ials a~d 
consecrated to no purpose worthier than the ostentatious dis-

' xiv. 6; xxviii. 4; Gibbon, op. cit. , ch. xxxi, p. 295 foiL 
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play of wealth and pride. He describes the ince ant round of 
amusements, bathing, driving, hunting, yachting, and the ex
change of hospitality, whereby the worthless aristocrats of his 
day sought to conceal from themselves the futility of their 
existence. H e points with disgust to their moral and spi ritual 
shortcomings, their cowardice and effeminacy, their avarice and 
wastefulness, their quickness to borrow, their slowness to rep y; 
above all to the childish supers tition which prompts them to 
resort, on the slightest pretext, to diviners and soothsayers who 
prey upon their fears. This superstition he attributes to the 
lack of any serious principles of conduct, a defect for which they 
have themselves to blame, inasmuch as they have turned from 
the cultivation of the mind, rejecting the heritage of philosophy 
thr?ugh which alone such principles may be attained, in order 
to 1mmers~ the~selves in mere sensationalism. Accordingly, 
among their retamers, the crooner has replaced the philosopher, 
the teacher of histrionics that of oratory; they seal their libraries 
like tombs, but construct for themselves hydraulic organs. 1 

~y thus resigning themselves t~ cult of futility, the R oman 
anstocrats no doubt exposed themselves to criticism such as has 
always been levelled against the idle rich. Yet, in view of the 
conditions which governed ancient life, the influence of th eir 
follies and extravagances must have been relati ely circu m
scribed and, in order to see and appreciate their worthlessness 
. ' 
It was necessary to visit the imperial playground which had 
once been Italy. Wha tever importance they had was, therefore, 
mainly symbolic: it pointed to a callous indifference on the part 
ofthe possessing classes to the hardship and suffering rampant 
throughout the provinces. Otherwise, their lives possessed not 
the sl ightest social significance. 

A second and much more incisive critici m was one which 
~pplie.d, not. to any limited class within the corpmunity, but to 
Impenal society as a whole and which, so far as it could be sub
stantiated, indicated a failure on the part of the R oman order 
to make good its essential !aim. It had been generally ac
cep~ed, since the time of Vergil, that the Eternal City had 
realized an ideal of social justice through the establishment and 
maintenance of a rule of law; and that, in thus discharging her 

'. Amm .. xiv. 6. r8: 'denique pro philo opho an tor et, in locum oratoris, doctor 
artmm luclicrarum accitu r et, bibliothecis sepulchrorum ritu in perpetuum clausis 
organa fabrican tur hydraulica . . .' ' 
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secular mission, Romanitas had found justification in the eyes of 

the world. But, as Ammianus points out, the subject, to whom 

this priceless boon was offered, accepted it only to find himself 

enmeshed in one of the most elaborate legal systems ever 

devised, and hence a potential victim to the machinations of 

lawyers by whose sinister activities the ideal of justice was 

systematically warped and perverted. This danger had become 

increasingly great with the evolution of bureaucracy and social

ism during the fourth century; for, under these conditions, 

imperial society had become more than ever before a society 

o f lawyers. Lawyers crowded the ranks of the civil hierarchy, 

1m porting into it their characteristic point of view. They were 

active in the courts of justice throughout the provinces. Thus 

what had once been a flourishing, honoured, and useful pro

fession had become one of the chief plagues of contemporary 

society. To Ammianus, as a simple and rugged soldier, law

yers are a violent and rapacious crew, dashing from town to 

town, besieging the door-steps of the rich and, like thorough

bred hounds, sniffing even at bedroom doors for cases. They 

capitalize domestic differences in order to build up an edifice of 

hate and, by undertaking to unearth obsolete laws for a suffi

cient price, they guarantee to secure the acquittal of a man, even 

if he has murdered his mother. Once in their clutches, the victim 

is sucked to the marrow without a hope of getting away. 1 

The criticisms thus launched by Ammianus, however acute, 

are obviously lacking in depth and penetration. He carps at the 

abuse of privilege; but he does not appear to realize that privi

lege was a value built into the very structure of Graeco-Roman 

life. He assails the perversion of law, without for a moment 

considering whether the classical ideal of justice might not 

itself be imperfect. Yet in the very superficiality of his opinions 

lies their historical significance; it testifies in the clearest possible 

way to limitations in the ideology of Graeco-Roman secularism. 

These limitations are emphasized in what he has to say about 

the empire. He has no sense of the deeper perils confronting 

the Roman order, and he fails completely to appreciate the 

force of the indictment levelled by Christianity against it. For 

him, as for those to whom he owed his ideas, the greatness of 

Rome had been the result of a 'unique and almost incredible 

combination of virtue and fortune'. What threatened that great-

' Amm. xxx. 4· 8 foil. 
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later the government publicly admits that this is precisely 
what has, in large measure, taken place.' As with the local 
aristocracies, so also with the members of local guilds. An edict 
of 4002 declares that the municipalities, deprived of their ser
vices, have lost their pristine glory, the majority of the collegiati 
having forsaken urban life to bury themselves in secret and 
inaccessible places; while, at the same time, it decrees that such 
of them as may be unearthed are to be relegated without excep
tion to their original duties. 

The bankruptcy of the municipalities was the bankruptcy of / 
an empire based upon them. Whatever the form to be assumed 

-try the society of the future, it was clearly not to be that of 
Antonine or even of Constantinian times. Meanwhile, the con
ditions which so adversely affected municipal life were operating 
to modify the life of other classes within imperial society as well. 
It was, indeed, still possible in the middle of the fifth century for 
members of the senatorial aristocracy (such as Sidonius Apol
linaris) to maintain themselves in something like their cus
tomary grandeur upon their vast and largely self-contained 
estates throughout the provinces. This they could do, however, 
only by dissociating themselves from their traditional relation
ships and by repudiating their obligations to the central power. 
An edict of Valentinian, Theodosius, and Arcadius3 declares 
that, in view of complaints on the part of senators that they 
could no longer support the onera glebalia, the senate had 
resolved that those unable to discharge their liabilities should 
compound for them by an annual payment of seven solidi, pro 
sua portione, to the treasury. 'This we ratify' , add the emperors, 
'with the qualification that they may be free to choose whether 
they should not rather resign from the senate.' 

Apart from the multitudes who lost their lives in the turmoil 
and confusion of the times, it is difficult to know what became 
of those who obeyed the impulse to cast off burdens long since 
become intolerable. Some, no doubt, found their way into the 
ranks of the clergy. Others put themselves under the domina
tion of men still powerful enough to guarantee them protection. 
Still others went over, body and soul, to the barbarians, among 
whom they discovered opportunities for freedom and happiness 
denied them in the moth-eaten society of the declining empire; 
the history of such renegades provided in teresting variants on 

1 xii. rg. 2 and 3· 
4614 

• xii. rg. r. 

A a 

3 vi. 2. ' 5 (393). 
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the traditional theme of the advantages of barbarism as com
pared with those of civilization. 1 But the vast majority, if they 
did not perish, must have taken refuge in the woods and 
mountai ns, to eke out a precarious existence by rapine and 
murder. 

A sharp increase in the number of su h public enemies to
wards the end of the fourth century gave ri e to a heightened 
sen e of insecurity among the civilian population, a sense of 
insecurity which the government could do little or nothing to 
allay. Legislation of 383 or 39 r provided that any one giving 
aid or omfort to brigands hould be liable to punishments 
ranging from fines to the lash, while the agent or foreman of an 
estate who, .vithout knowledge of the proprietor, concealed 
su h vagabonds or neglected to give them up to ju ti cc, was 
threatened with burning alive. 2 By another edict, householders 
were permitted to rcsi t with arms the clandestine entry of 
robbers into their homes by night, as well as open attacks during 
the day.3 Still another edict decreed that all deserters from the 
army should be rounded up and placed in custody, there to 
await the decision of the emperor.4 But the final paraly is of 
government was revealed in a law whi h authorized all per ons 
pro quiete communi 'to exer i e with impunity the right of public 
vengeance against the ommon enemy' by exterminating male
factors, brigands, or deserters, wherever they could be found.s 
Wi th this humiliati ng confession of impotence Romanitas vir
~ually abdicated her secular task. The imperial power which, 
m words ascribed to an enemy, had made a desert and lied 
it peace, had encountered its ultimate nemesis; as the Roman 

'Wolf, which for enturies had waxed fat on the carcasses of its 
victims, at last perished not of surfeit but_£[ anaemia. And, 
when the great beast finally expired, there was once more 
resu~d the warfare of each against all, the interminable strife 

'wherein men live without other security than what their own 
strength and their own invention shall furnish them withal!. In such 
c'ondition, there is no place for Industry, becaus the fruit thereof is 
~ncertain; and consequently no Culture of the Earth; no aviga
hon, nor use of the commodities that may be imported by ea ; no 
commodious Building; no Instruments of moving and removing such 

1 See the story of one such individual retailed by Gibbon, op. cit., ch. xxxiv, 
p. 429 ; see also alvian, De GuberMtione Dei (circa 455) . 2 Cod. T heod. ix. 29. 2. 

3 ix. 14. 2 (391). 4 vii. 1. 16 (398). 5 vii. 18. 14 (403). 
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things as require much force; no knowledge of th~ face of the E~rt~ · 
no account of Time; no rts; no Letters; no octety; and, whtch Is 

worst of all, continuall feare, and the danger of violent death; And 
the life of man, solitary, poore, nasty, brutish and short.' -Translated from terms of analysis into those of hi tory, this 
means that Europe now made ready for her dramatic plunge 
into the Dark Ages. 

In this way the city, which had shown the world how the 
political community could be organized, was in the e~d t? pr_o
vide a spectacular illustration of how that communxty IS dts
solved . And, as the heavy hand of autocracy was uddenly 
relaxed, the ghosts of dead ideas came floating out of the distant 
past to haunt the troubled presen t. The emperor H norius 
vainly sought to evoke the spirit of patriotism and lo al self-help, 
to be achieved through the creation of municipal militia. In 
Britain and Armorica, after their final evacuation by the legions, 
the embers of that spirit app ar for a moment to hav fli ckered 
into life in formal 'declaration of independence' mad e by the 
co-operating civitates and confirmed by the emperor who 'thus 
permanently abdicated h~s so~ereignty o~er .them' .1 ~can
while, in Egypt, the fightmg bt hop ynesiUs mdulged m the 
dream of a nation in arms' as the only possible hope of salvag
ing the wreckage of an empire. 2 

In general, however, such visions of freedom and of co
operative effort were condemned. in advan~e to futility .. They 
were, indeed, but the pale reflect1 n of notwns wholly ahen to 
the mentality and circum tances of the Theodosian age . And 
this fact may serve to emphasize a truth upon which we have 
elsewhere insisted and which, indeed, i the underlying theme of 
this work. The fall of R ome was the fall of an idea, or rather 
of a system of lire ba ed upon a complex of ideas which may be 
describea broadly as those of lassicism; a11d the deficiencies of 
Qassicism, already exposed in the third century, were destine~ 
sooner or later to invo e the s stem in ruin. R ecognizing thiS 
fuct, the obje~tofthe reno ationist emperors had been to come 

to terms with hristianity as a force calculated to invigorate the 
state. In thi re pect, the difference between Constantine and 
Theodosius lay in the distance to which each was prepared to 
go in conforming to its demands. From this point of view, the 
inclination of Constantine was, as we have seen, to burke the 

1 Gibbon, op. ci t., ch. xxxi, pp. 351-6. 1 De Reg11o, 21 foil. (circa 398). 
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logical conse~uences of his action in 'recognizing' Christianity; 
but Theodosms went to the ultimate limit possible for a Roman 
emperor by instituting the forms and order of the Catholic 
state. Despite this difference, ho~ever, both emperors were 
alike in one fundamental respect: what they req_uired of hris
tianity was that it should subserve a definitely socialand. econo-

_::llc function, i.e. they still thought 'politically'. In this fact, 
perhaps, may be found an explanation for the failure of their 
efforts, the net result of which was simply to hasten the end. 

If this be so, it raises a question of profound interest and 
importance. That question is whether there was, at bottom, 
any real possibility of effecting a reconciliation between Classic
ism and Christianity, between the claims of a system which was 
directed to the achievement of temporal peace and one which 
aimed at the realization of a peace not of this world. To this 
question no final answer is perhaps possible. It should, how
ever, be observed that, while Christianity contained elements 
which might be employed to reinforce the established order, at 
the same time it embodied ingredient of a highly explosive 
character, sufficient indeed to shatter the already weakened 
aith in classical ideals and thus to empty the system of whatever 

meaning it still possessed. Hence, without denying to both 
emperors and churchmen of the fourth century credit for sin
cerity and good will in their efforts to compromise or at least to 
conceal their differences, we are bound to insist that they failed 
to arrive at anything like a permanent solution of the problem 
of the two societies. It might, indeed, be asserted that, by 
bringing to a focus the issue between them, they precipitated 
the downfall of the ancient world. 

To speak in terms of 'downfall' is, in a way, indecent: it is 
to put oneself in a false position and to abandon all real sense 
of historical perspective. To a Julian or a Symmachus, the 
events of the fourth century must certainly have appeared to 
portend the end of civilization and, with it, everything which 
gave value and significance to human life. For the modern, 
however, these momentous developments were the nec.essary 
preparation for a new and radically different future; and, in 
order that this future should materialize, it was inevitable that 
Romanitas, despite her pretension to eternity, should perish from 
the earth. 

In conclusion it should be noted that, in the process of dis-
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mantling the empire, Christianity and barbarism were associated 
rather than allied powers. What the barbarians coveted was a 
place in the sun; and, in some degree, their ambitions were 
realized in the form of those short-lived Gothic and Vandal 
kingdoms which, in the period from Alaric to Clovis, rose and 
fell throughout the Western provinces. Christianity, on the 
other hand, concerned itself with the problems of economic and 
cultural life only in a secondary sense; despite the fumbling and 
uncertain character of its efforts, its real object was still to build 
the Kingdom of God. From this point of view it becomes possible 
to estimate the role of the Church in the period succeeding the 
eclipse of the empire. The Church did, indeed, help to civilize 
the barbarians, partly by assuming custody of the literature 
which, throughout classical times, had contained the spiritual 
nourishment of men, partly by communicating to the invaders 
something of the spirit of order and discipline which it had 

acquired from its association with the fallen empire. 1 Infinitely 
-more important than this, however, its problem was to offer 
them a faith less inadequat to human needs than that which 
They had brought with them from the forests of Germany. The 
question thus arises: how far was it equipped to do so? To 
answer this question, it becomes nece sary to retrace our steps 
and , within the necessary limitations of this work, to examine, 
in certain of its more significant aspects, the development of 
Christian thinking in the period subsequent to 1caea. 

1 Gibbon, op. cit., ch. x:x:xviii, p. 142, on Visigoth.ic Spain. 
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any other aspect of his experience. The incidents which he 
recounts are, perhaps, sufficiently familiar . But it may be noted 
that, in recording them, the author makes a di covery of fun da
mental impor tance, viz. that experience i both continuou and 
cumulative. It is continuous in the sense tha t, from the most 
primi tive and rudimentary indications of consciousness to its 
highes t and full es t manifesta tions, it involves a progressive 
unfolding of the so-call ed facu lties withou t saltus or break. It 
thus begins, in the new-born infant, with elementary motions 
such as reaction to light, followed by a gradual establishment 
of location in space and contact with the immediate environ
ment ; and this the infant accomplishes in a fa hion pecu liarly 
his own: 'iactabam et membra et voces, signa imilia voluntati
bus meis'. 1 From such beginnings, he presently develops the 
less generalized and more specific characteristics of the huma n 
ego; especially as there dawns upon him a sen e tha t 'in ordered 
and coherent utterance' efft:: tive communication be omes pos
sible with the outside world: puer loquens eram.2 With the dis
~overy and perfection of this means of self-expression, the child 
IS 'launched more deeply into the stormy in tercourse of human 
life'. But, if such development is continuous, it is also cumula
tive; fo~ it is marked by a constant carry-over of impre sions 
and feehngs from the pas t into the present, as the mere process 
of living calls in to play the mysterious forces of imagina tion, 
memory,. and recollection.3 Thu it is tha t, however transitory 
and fleetmg, each 'moment' of experience somehow enters into 
and remains, if obscurely, within the constitution of the whole. 
It is likewi e to be noted that every ingle one of these moments 
has a .certa.in emotional content, a 'value' of p leasure or pain, 
of satisfac tiOn or distre s. These also, the affectiones animi as 
Augustine calls them, are retained within ' the spacious palace 
of memory', to be evoked on occasion not as the mind felt them 
a t the m?ment of experience bu t otherwi e, according to a 
power of Its own' . For without rejoi ing I remember my elf to 
have j oyed; without orrow I recoll ec t bygone orrows. That I 
was once afraid I recall without fear; and without desire am 
remind ed of desires pa t. ' 4 evertheless, since that which all 
men will is happiness, and there is none who altogether wills it 
not', 5 the values thus es tablished play their part in fi xing the 

1 Co1![. i. vii. 11; cf. De Civ. Dei, xi. 2 . 
3 x. viii . 12 foiL 4 x . xiv. 2 1. 

1 Conf i. viii . 13. 
S X . XX. 29. 
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norms of appetition and aver ion which go to make up a 
characteristic mode or pattern of behaviour. 

Thus with ugustine each individual human being is en
visaged as a centre of radiant energy. Born into a world of 
contacts, he presently develops a whole tissue of external rela
tionship , but the ubj ct' is not on that account to be resolved 
into any or all of the relationships thus established. On the 
contrary, it accepts the raw material of sense-perception stream
ing in through the variou channels; recording, sorting, and 
asses ing it in the light of standards which mature with maturing 
experience, on ly to make it the basis of further demands upon 
what appear to be the available sources of satisfaction . From 
this standpoint, the different so-called facul ties may all be 
considered as functions of will. Thu regarded, the apparently 
spasmodic and mechanical rea tions of the infant, tossing him
self about and giving vent to incoherent sounds, may be accepted 
as evid nee of incipient volition, des tined as such to find expres
sion in the consolida ted dispo ition and aptitudes of the adult 
man. As he elsewhere puts it, guid sumus nisi voluntates? 

It thus becomes apparent that, so far as concerns the human 
animal, the problem of life is a problem of consciousness. But, 
if so, the question arises: in what is consciousness to discover the 
fullest measure of satisfaction? Thjs question is not gratuitous; 
but, in view of the mul tifarious possibilities offered by life and 
of the con eq uent ne e ity fo r di crimina tion, it presents itself 
as inescapable. It is, indeed, tru e that, in some degree, the spirit 
of man find s gratifi a tion on what may be called the lower 
planes of acceptance. Life itself has a natural sweetness, as 
Augustine observes in agreement with Aristo tle ; and the mer<:> 
exercise of the vital functions such as eating and sleeping, if 
unimpeded, i attended by a relatively innocuou , though 
hardly exalted, pleasure. Bu t it is none the les evident that, 
for the normally con tituted human being, the demands of con
sciousness are not completely ful fi lled on those levels of life 
which he shares with bru te creation; and it is equally certain 
that tho e demands cannot permanently be denied. This being 
so, there remains the insistent problem of how, in the las t 
analysis, they are to be met. To this problem Augustine pro
poses three possible solutions, the merits of which he canvasses 
in turn. 

The first and perhaps the most obvious of these solutions is 
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any other aspect of his experience. The incidents which he 
recounts are, perhaps, sufficiently familiar. But it may be noted 
th at, in recording them, the au thor make a di covery of funda
men tal importance, viz. that experience i both continuous and 
cumula tive. It is continuous in the sense that, from the most 
primitive and rudimentary indications of con ciousness to its 
highest and full es t manifestations, it involves a progre sive 
unfolding of the so-call ed faculties without saltus or break. It 
thus begins, in the new-born in fant, with elementary motions 
such as reaction to light, followed by a gradual e tablishment 
of location in space and contact with the immediate environ
ment; and this the infant acco mplishes in a fa hion peculiarly 
his own: 'iactabam et membra et voces signa similia volun tati
bus meis' .1 From such beginning , he presently develop the 
less generalized and more spe ific charac teristics of the human 
ego; especially as there dawns upon him a ense that 'in ordered 
and coherent utterance' ~ tive ommunication beco mes pos
sible with the outside world : puer Loquens eram. 2 With the dis
covery and perfection of this means of s lf-expres ion, the child 
is 'launched more deeply into the stormy in tercourse of human 
life'. But, if such development is continuous, it is also cumula
tive; for it is marked by a constant carry-over of impressions 
and feelings from the past into the present, as the mere process 
of living calls into play the mysterious forces of imagination, 
memory, and recollection. 3 Thus it is that, however transitory 
and fleeting, each 'moment' of experience somehow enters into 
and remains if obscurely, within the constitution of the whole. 
It is likewise to be noted that every single one of these moments 
has a certain emotional ontent, a 'value' of pleasure or pain, 
of satisfac tion or distress. The e also, the affectiones animi as 
Augustine calls them, are retained within ' the spacious palace 
ofmemory', to be evoked on occasion 'not as the mind felt them 
at the moment of experience but otherwi e, according to a 
power of its own' . 'For without rejoicing I remember myself to 
have joyed; without sorrow I recoll ect bygone sorrow . That I 
was once afraid I recall without fear; and without de ire am 
reminded of desires pa t. ' 4 evertheless, since ' that which all 
men will is happiness, and there is none who altogether will it 
not', 5 the values thus es tablished play their part in fixing the 

1 Co1![. i. vii. tt ; cf. De Civ. Dei, xi. 2. 
3 x. viii. 12 foil. ~ x. xiv. 21. 

1 Conf i. viii. 13. 
S X. XX. 29 . 
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norms of appetition and aversion which go to make up a 
characteristic mode or pattern of behaviour. 

Thus with Augustine each individual human being i en
visaged as a centre of radiant energy. Born into a world of 
contacts, he presently develop a whole tissue of external rela
tionships, but the ubjec t' is not on that accoun t to be resolved 
int any or all of the relationships thus established . On the 
contrary, it accepts the raw material of sense-perception stream
ing in through the various channels; recording, sorting, and 
as e ing it in the light of standards which mature with maturing 
experience, only to make it the basis of further demands upon 
what appear to be the available sources of satisfac tion. From 
this standpoint, the different so-called facu lties may all be 
considered as functions of wi ll. Thus regarded, the apparently 
spasmodic and mechanical reactions of the infant, tossing him
self about and giving vent to incoherent sounds, may be accepted 
as eviden e of incipient volition, destined as such to find expres
sion in the consolidated disposition and apti tudes of the adult 
man . As he elsewhere puts it, guid sumus nisi voluntates? 

It thus becomes apparent that, so far as concerns the human 
animal, the problem of life is a problem of consciousness . But, 
if so, the ques tion arises : in what is consciousness to discover the 
fullest measure of satisfac tion? Thjs question is not gratuitous; 
but, in view of the multifarious pos ibilities offered by life and 
of the con equent ne e ity for discrimina tion, it present itself 
as inescapable. It is, indeed, true that, in some degree, the spirit 
of man finds gratifi a tion on what may be called the lower 
planes of acceptance . Life itself has a natural sweetness, as 
Augustine observes in agreement with Aristotle; and the mere 
exercise of the vital functions such as eating and sleeping, if 
unimpeded, i attended by a relatively innocuou , though 
hardly exalted, plea ure. But it is none the less evident that, 
for the normally constituted human being, the demands of on
sciou ness are not completely fulfilled on those levels of life 
which he shares with brute creation; and it is equally certain 
that those demands cannot permanently be denied. This being 
so, there remains the insistent problem of how, in the last 
analysis, they are to be met. To this problem Augustine pro
poses three possible solutions, the merits of which he canvasses 
in turn . 

The first and perhaps the most obvious of these solutions is 
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